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ABSTRACT
Statistical Evaluation of Randomly Acquired Characteristics on Outsoles
with Implications Regarding Chance Co-Occurrence and Spatial
Randomness
Nicole Richetelli, M.S.
Footwear evidence holds tremendous forensic value, owing to its ability to formulate link-
ages between victims, suspects and scenes. Naturally, the strength of these linkages is a
function of the perceived clarity, quality and rarity of class, subclass and randomly acquired
characteristics (RACs), which are the fundamental outsole features used to formulate source
associations. In order to reach a conclusion when performing a footwear comparison, forensic
examiners must assign value to the observed similarities and differences that exist between
questioned crime scene and test impressions. Embedded within this process is an evaluation
of the random association between unrelated shoes as a function of both class and acquired
wear characteristics. To date, weight of evidence within this space has been largely informed
by the training and subjective casework experience accumulated by an examiner over the
life of his or her career. In pursuit of supporting the foundational validity of this comparison
process, this research sought to quantify the chance association of RACs on unrelated shoes
and the spatial distribution of these features on outsoles, with the long-term goal of aiding
weight of evidence assessments in forensic footwear examinations.
Using a large-scale database of 1,300 unrelated outsoles, the position and shape of 72,306
RACs was investigated. Features with consistent position and shape-classification were pair-
wise compared and sorted using a numerical estimate of similarity. Based on this assessment,
more than 91,000 of the most quantitatively similar features were visually evaluated in order
to model the relationship between numerical similarity and visual indistinguishability. Using
this model, more than 1 million additional feature comparisons were evaluated in order to
predict the potential for visual confusion. Subsequently, empirical and modeled probabilities
of indistinguishability were combined with the chance for positional overlap to yield location-
and shape-specific estimates of chance association. The results indicated that RACs exhibit
high discriminating potential, with median chance associations ranging from 1 in 541,276 to
1 in 18,031,824, depending upon shape. However, additional inspection revealed that chance
association was not constant across an outsole. Given this secondary observation, the spa-
tial distribution of RACs on outsoles was further investigated. In order to conduct this
analysis, a set of over 1.7 million null and 1.9 million alternative contact-modified synthetic
distributions were simulated for comparison against the collected empirical data. Results
indicated that Poisson null distributions (both synthetic and modeled) well-describe the fre-
quency of RACs across approximately 64% of an outsole. Moreover, the regions not well
represented by a random distribution were highly localized to three general areas (ball of
the toe, arch, and edge of the heel). Based upon this observation, it was purported that an
important theoretical or practical factor was additionally required to improve prediction in
these locations.
Therefore, spatial regression modeling was utilized in order to assess the impact of spa-
tial effects on RAC distributions. Under optimal conditions, 87% of location-specific RAC
counts were well predicted using contact area and incorporating neighboring cells data for
contact and accidentals (a 67% performance increase over non-spatial predictions). Based
upon a visual inspection of the remaining 13% of cells with persisting residual correlation,
it was hypothesized that wear (the intersection of contact and use) may further improve
model predictions and a proof of concept study was conducted to evaluate this theory. After
incorporation of contact-localized wear as a predictor in the spatial models, nearly 96% of
the outsole was well described. Considered collectively, the results from this work indicate
that RACs are sufficiently rare, owing to variability in position, shape, and geometry, to
differentiate shoes, as evidenced by the low probabilities of stochastic chance association
between unrelated features. Furthermore, the majority of feature frequencies across the out-
sole can be adequately described by tread contact alone, irrespective of position. However,
positional considerations for evidentiary value must be incorporated for features occurring
in three specific areas including the ball of the toe, the arch, and the edge of the heel. Ulti-
mately, the results from this study provide fundamental knowledge about the practical and
theoretical/statistical factors that underpin the spatial distribution and subsequent weight
of evidence of RACs for footwear evidence.
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1. Introduction
Within the past decade, forensic science has come under immense scrutiny with several major
reports highlighting issues in the practice, reporting, and utilization of established methods
for various subject areas [1, 2]. Possibly the most criticized of all fields are those based in
pattern evidence, including footwear, likely because these approaches typically utilize the ex-
pert as the instrument of analysis, thereby making analyses inherently more subjective [1,2].
While forensic pattern experts are innately able to identify minute details and form meaning-
ful linkages — owing to extensive education, training, and casework — it is important that
they are using appropriate features for their comparisons. More specifically, these character-
istics must hold high discriminating power and be useful for differentiating between similar
items of the population, thus aiding in reaching source attribution. Furthermore, the proper
evaluation and assignment of probative value by these experts is of utmost importance in
order to ensure that evidence is used properly in the justice system and undue weight is
not ascribed that could ultimately cause a criminal to walk free or an innocent person to be
found guilty.
Although it is clear that proper assignment of evidential value is essential to the practice
and utilization of forensic science, additional research must be conducted to understand
the factors underpinning it. When assessing weight of evidence with regard to footwear
impressions, several factors must be considered and explored, including (i.) the quality
and totality of the submitted questioned impressions as a function of media, substrate, and
deposition factors, (ii.) the features available for comparison (class, subclass, randomly
acquired), (iii.) the observed agreement or discrepancies between the features in the crime
scene and known impressions, (iv.) the discriminating potential of the available features, (v.)
the spatial relationship, or lack thereof, between features, and (vi.) the perceived rarity of
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the associated features as a function of examiner accumulated experience. Of all the factors
that impact the evidental value, two are the most related to foundational validity of footwear
evidence because they involve the features that are actually used to reach source attributions.
First, it is necessary to understand the chance that two features on unrelated shoes (known
non-matches) could be confused as originating from the same outsole, akin to a random
match probability in DNA evidence analysis. Second, after establishing the discriminating
potential of an observed association between accidentals, the focus then becomes the spatial
factors that impact this magnitude. This question requires research to explore the spatial
distribution of randomly acquired characteristics (RACs) and determine whether they are
truly random, or if there are underlying spatial patterns that must be accounted for in the
evaluation of feature weights. Therefore, the proposed research seeks to investigate these
two factors that heavily impact the accurate assignment of weight of evidence in an initial
effort to provide empirical support to the analysis of forensic footwear evidence.
When conducting an analysis between crime scene and known impressions, conclusions
regarding identity are reached by considering the class, subclass, and randomly acquired
characteristics available for comparison [3]. Accordingly, the perceived value of the features
detected and utilized in a footwear comparison is a function of the combined types, clarities,
and rarities of the features themselves. As such, forensic footwear evidence examination is
conducted using a highly methodological and sequential process to compare a crime scene
impression to a submitted known or suspect shoe and identify features of interest for either
associating or differentiating these two items [4, 5]. Initially, an expert assesses the class
characteristics present on both items, including outsole design, overall dimensions of the
outsole, and size or spacing of individual tread elements, followed by an evaluation of subclass
characteristics and wear features. Several empirical studies have been conducted to assess
the utility of class and wear features, both alone and in combination [6–11]. The collective
results from these works indicate that while class and wear features hold tremendous value
for narrowing a suspect pool down to a minute fraction of the original population, they
cannot be used alone to reach a source attribution because the discriminating power is not
sufficiently strong (though disagreement of class/wear can certainly be used as a means for
2
exclusion).
It follows, then, that acquired features hold the key to reaching source attribution. Given
the highly variable and dynamic nature in which accidentals are created as a function of wear
(which is accordingly dependent on the outsole material, the wearer’s height, weight, and
gait, the surface and terrain in contact with the outsole, and the activity being performed,
just to name a few), it stands to reason that these features would be highly discriminating
as they are expected to vary between shoes. In fact, several theoretical and empirical studies
have supported this assertion [12–18] showing that even when RACs appeared in the same
location (irrespective of the class characteristics of the outsole) and of relatively the same
shape, their sizes, orientations, and/or perimeter morphologies were useful for distinguishing
between features. Although the results from each of the previous studies reinforce the long-
held belief that acquired features are suitable for informing source attributions, wherein
outsoles can be differentiated and associated based on these characteristics due to their
highly variable nature, this current body of work suffers from several limitations. First, the
theoretical studies utilize several untested assumptions in their computations for chance of
RAC co-occurrence, such as independence in feature location and/or attribute (e.g., shape,
orientation), and inherently lack the ability to visually compare features for their potential of
confusion [12,14]. In addition, while the empirical studies do conduct visual comparisons of
RACs in addition to considerations for location, general shape, and/or orientation, they each
use relatively small databases sizes, likely owing to the immense manual task of comparing
large numbers of accidentals [13,15–17]. In an effort to mitigate these limitations and further
characterize the discriminating potential of accidentals, the proposed research will conduct a
large-scale assessment of the chance association of RACs on unrelated outsoles by combining
the chance of co-occurrence in position and shape with the chance of confusion as a function
of visual assessments, which is detailed further in a stand-alone paper constituting Chapter
2 of this document.
Once the chance of random association for a single RAC pair is quantified, it then be-
comes imperative to understand how weight of evidence varies across an outsole. In order to
conclude an identification of source between a crime scene impression and known footwear,
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agreement of one or more RACs are required. Despite the large body of work regarding
the usefulness of RACs as features for reaching source attributions, considerably less work
has been conducted to inform the next step in an examiner’s comparison and evaluation
process. Once an examiner observes accidentals in common between a known and a ques-
tioned impression, he or she must assign a weight to the evidence in totality in order to
reach a final conclusion, which is a function of the perceived rarity of the features themselves
and/or in combination [3]. Therefore, in order to properly assess the value of these features,
an examiner must first understand the weight of each feature as a function of its location.
For example, if RACs are more likely to accrue in the ball of the toe, then an observed
similarity in this region is less informative than one in an area where chance associations
are lower, such as the arch. Given the potential impact on assessment of associations for
reaching conclusions, an examination of spatial randomness of accidentals is necessary to
foster this understanding. To date, only three studies have commented on the distribution
of features on outsoles [18–20]. The conclusions from these previous attempts at describing
the arrangement of features on outsoles are in disagreement, albeit all three utilized vastly
different approaches. However, given the limited body of work in this area, and the con-
flicting results for the few publications that do evaluate RAC distribution, there remains
ambiguity in how to assign weight of evidence to concordances between features. Thus, the
proposed research seeks to statistically evaluate the spatial distribution of accidentals as a
function of relevant outsole factors to inform the assessment of evidential value for features
utilized in footwear comparisons, which is discussed in more detail in Chapters 3, 4, and 5
of this document.
4
2. Quantification of RAC
Co-Occurrence and Confusion
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Empirically Observed and Predicted Estimates of Chance
Association: Estimating the Chance Association of Randomly
Acquired Characteristics in Footwear Comparisons
Keywords: Chance Co-occurrence, Indistinguishability, Randomly Acquired
Characteristics, Bernoulli distribution, Logistic Regression
Introduction1
The power associated with demonstrating a linkage between a shoe and the impression it2
is alleged to have produced at the scene of a crime is directly related to the quality and quan-3
tity of manufactured class (design and dimension), acquired wear, and randomly acquired4
characteristics (RACs). When individualizing characteristics are present, their relative po-5
sition, orientation, size and shape are examined and compared with known exemplars [1] in6
an effort to establish the strength of the suspected linkage. However, the degree to which a7
feature, or a collection of features, might repeat by chance alone is less well-documented. At8
times, the question posed is the chance of randomly selecting two unrelated outsoles from a9
population and finding that they both possess forensically indistinguishable features. Alter-10
natively, the casework question is typically concerned with the random match probability,11
or the probability that an unrelated randomly selected outsole would be considered indis-12
tinguishable from the questioned evidence. Regardless of the question asked, the likelihood13
of encountering a close non-match within the pattern sciences is most often formalized by14
an examiner’s accumulated expertise, wherein an analyst with years of experience develops15
internalized knowledge as to the likelihood that a feature (or set of features) might reproduce16
by chance alone between two known non-matches (KNMs). Despite reasonable validity as-17
sociated with using accumulated expertise to inform evidence interpretation, there is still a18
need for external theoretical models and empirical investigations to support these inferences.19
Unfortunately, providing objective data in support of these assertions is not easily achieved,20
and all attempts are invariably bounded by one or more constraints, including theoretical21
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model assumptions and/or empirical database size limitations (wherein the latter obstacle22
should not be underestimated since it is extremely difficult and time-consuming to obtain a23
sufficiently large sample size for reliable estimation).24
Although several former studies have attempted to shed light on variants of the chance25
estimate question [2–19], it has been difficult to relate theoretical models with empirical26
observations. Sometimes the discrepancies may be the result of asking different questions, but27
equally likely, differences can arise when models are bounded by untested or partially tested28
assumptions (such as independence in RAC location, RAC attribute, or both), and empirical29
datasets that are too small to allow for statistical analyses of sufficient power. To illustrate30
some of the similarities and differences in various approaches, the following (although not31
necessarily an exhaustive review) attempts to highlight and succinctly summarize the current32
state of research on this topic as it relates to forensic footwear analysis.33
Theoretical Models of Chance Association34
In perhaps one of the earliest published approaches to this problem, Fawcett [13] modeled35
the chance agreement of accidental characteristics between test and crime scene impressions36
using the binomial coefficient, as illustrated in Eq. (1) where nCk describes the number of37
ways of selecting k unordered outcomes from n possibilities, which inherently assumes that38









Using this expression as the basis for the model, Fawcett [13] estimated the average chance40
agreement of p details between impressions, accounting for variation in resolution, as well as41
differences (real or aberrant) between the scene and exemplar prints, resulting in a report42
of how often one can expect agreement of p details ‘by chance’ for a known non-match43
comparison involving s possible discrete locations, when x features are detected on the44
questioned impression, and z are detected on the test impression, according to Eq. (2)45
(summing from p = p to p = x (or z), which can often be simplified to p = p exclusively).46





To illustrate, Fawcett [13] presents the following example, that includes an exemplar impres-47
sion with z = 2 nicks, a crime scene impression with p = 2 RACs in agreement between the48
questioned and test impression, but x = 10 possible voids. If the crime scene impression is49
2.5 cm2 and using the size of the mated-features as a basis for location/resolution, then the50
questioned impression can be divided into a total of s = 86 similarly sized regions, resulting51
in an average chance agreement of approximately 1 in 80 as per the following computation:52




In a second theoretical approach, Stone [9] purported to compute the theoretical proba-53
bility of the random duplication of accidental features with increasing degrees of complexity54
(points, lines, curves, etc.), while assuming a questioned impression of full resolution, free of55
both pseudo-accidentals and mismatched features, and the complete independence between56
RAC location and attribute. In this model, Stone [9] assumed a hypothetical flat-soled men’s57
size 8.5 shoe with a working area of 16,000 mm2 and a 1 mm2 resolvable limit. Using these58
model parameters and the aforementioned assumptions, the computed probability of random59
duplication of a single point feature (defined as a defect with ‘no discernible length or width’)60
was reported to be 1 in 16,000.61
Extending this computation to account for more complexity, including the geometry62
of a feature of interest, larger defects (such as lines and curves) that possess a greater63
number of feature attributes were estimated through multiplication of RAC location and64
attributes (such as a line’s length and orientation), as illustrated in Eq. (3), again assuming65
independence in RAC position and attribute.66
Chance occurrence of 1 in =
1
p(shape)× p(orientation)× p(position) (3)
To illustrate, if the length and orientation of a line are binned and assumed to be equally67
probable anywhere on the outsole, then for lines divided into one of three possible lengths68
(short, medium and long), and orientations divided into one of eight different possibilities69
between 0o and 360o, then the random duplication of a single line is computed as 1 in 384,00070
as shown by Stone [9]:71
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Chance occurrence of 1 in =
1
1





Using Empirical Data to Inform a Model72
Although not necessarily claimed by Yekutieli et al. [17] as the inspiration for the work73
conducted in a more recent study, this group’s technical report describing research funded74
by the National Institute of Justice (NIJ) in the area of footwear and statistical modeling is75
an interesting use of empirical data to inform some of the unknown and assumed parameters76
in Stone’s [9] theoretical model. Yekutieli et al.’s [17] group created two large empirical77
databases (believed to constitute the first of their kind in terms of magnitude and charac-78
terization). The first consisted of 8,900 accidentals collected from 300 test impressions with79
known information regarding both location and feature contour, while the second consisted80
of 20,000 accidentals from 600 test impressions, but limited in description to location only81
[17]. Assuming independence, Yekutieli et al. [17] modeled the probability of a RAC as a82
function of location, orientation, and shape, analogous to Eq. (3) as offered by Stone [9],83
but modified (i.e., informed) by empirical observations. First, the group assumed a shoe84
with an area of 30,000 mm2 and a resolvable limit of 25 mm2 (which differs from Stone’s [9]85
assumption of 16,000 mm2 and 1 mm2, respectively). This was used to define p(selection)86
according to 1/[30,000/25] = 1/1,200 or the probability of selecting a location at random.87
The probability of finding a RAC at this location was then found to be 30 × p(selection)88
= 1/40 based on the fact that an average of 30 RACs were found per shoe (assuming that89
RACs are uniformly distributed over outsoles, which the authors indicate cursory testing90
confirmed). Next, the group reports that orientations are uniformly distributed (except for91
very long shapes), and that the shape of the feature dictates its orientation error (e.g., a92
circularly shaped feature has very little real orientation). Given this, p(orientation) was93
assumed equal to [orientation error/180o]. Finally, p(shape) was empirically estimated by94
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first creating known match (KM) and known non-match (KNM) distributions, and then95
determining a threshold for describing shapes as ‘similar enough’ (to be indistinguishable)96
based upon a Modified Hausdorff distance. The similarity metric threshold to define ‘sim-97
ilar enough’ was determined based on 82,000 known match and 100,000 known non-match98
comparisons, making p(shape) equal to [# RACs similar enough/total ] [17]. As an example99
calculation, the group reports the following for a shape with orientation error of 5o (e.g.,100
p(orientation) = 5/180), that is similar to 50 out of 10,000 shapes in the database (e.g.,101
p(shape) = 50/10,000), and p(position) = 1/40 (as formerly described), leading to a random102
chance of 1 in 288,000 as illustrated by Yekutieli et al. [17]:103











Note the similarity with Stone’s [9] report (1 in 384,000), but arrived at using similarity104
metrics, orientation and orientation error, and accounting for the fact that of the number of105
ways a location can be selected, only a fraction are expected to be occupied by RACs.106
Empirical Observations of Chance Association107
In contrast with the theoretical models presented by Fawcett [13] and Stone [9], and a108
theoretical model informed using empirical data as presented by Yekutieli et al. [17], Cassidy109
[2] attempted to answer the question of chance reproduction of individual characteristics110
based on empirical studies. Using groups of police recruits engaged in activities presumed111
to promote the chance reproduction of accidental characteristics, Cassidy [2] concluded that112
there was a 1 in 6 chance of finding 10 ‘minute’ characteristics and a 1 in 20 chance of finding113
3 ‘moderate-sized ’ characteristics possessing coincidental similarity in position for the heel114
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of compared shoes. However, Cassidy [2] acknowledged that similarities based on mold may115
very well be included in these figures, and an extensive discussion of the similarity in feature116
quality was not pursued. When only a single feature is considered, Cassidy [2] found that117
a ‘moderate-sized ’ characteristic has a 1 in 38 (for 38 compared shoes) to a 1 in 60 (for 60118
compared shoes) chance of possessing coincidental similarity in position with known non-119
match heels [2] (note that it is unclear if it is ‘coincidental’ that the chance is equal to the120
total number of compared shoes in each study, or if this was a product of the study’s design).121
Of course, the heel of a shoe is only a fraction of the size of the shoe modeled by Stone122
[9], but even assuming that the heel is a fourth of the total area of the outsole, the empirical123
results presented by Cassidy [2] suggest a higher probability of chance similarity in position124
(when shape is ignored, or 1 in 16,000), and closer to reports of p(position) = 1/40 by125
Yekutieli et al. [17]. Although one could argue that this difference is a function of the shared126
activities performed by the police recruits (e.g., activities believed to favor the duplication of127
shared features), this is only speculative since an empirical baseline does not exist that can128
describe the chance duplication of random characteristics for individuals and activities that129
are unrelated or random. Perhaps equally likely, it could be that Cassidy [2] was reporting130
random match probability, while Stone [9] was interested in the chance of selecting two shoes131
at random and finding a positional match; naturally, the way the question is posed has a132
marked impact on the reported probability.133
In addition to Cassidy’s [2] work, Wilson [5] also executed an empirical study to de-134
termine if RACs present on outsoles could be used to differentiate shoes when the chance135
for co-occurrence was presumed to be enhanced based on the nature of the study (which136
consisted of 39 pairs of size 12 men’s shoes, all of the same make and model, with a re-137
ported average wear of 341 miles — with a minimum of 55 and a maximum of 449 — all138
worn by the same individual, and with some consistency in track-location given that the139
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wearer/runner had fairly prescribed running-routes) [5]. After dividing the outsole into sub-140
regions (coincidentally, 39 subregions were defined, as a function of the outsole pattern for141
the Adidas R© Supernova Classic shoe used in this study), the number, location and geometry142
of the features were cross-compared, and it was determined that all shoes could be pairwise143
differentiated [5].144
In an analogous study, Marvin [16] examined 34 pairs of New Balance R© model 878 out-145
soles (again, all worn by the same person, running approximately the same distance, on146
approximately the same surfaces, thereby reasonably maximizing the possibility of chance147
association). Using this dataset, several questions were asked, of which two directly relate148
to chance. First, all lefts and rights could be differentiated based on a visual assessment149
of ‘wear ’ (which required 2,244 paired comparisons or n(n − 1)/2 = 34(33)/2 = 561 lefts150
and 561 rights, performed in duplicate by two certified footwear examiners) [16]. Second,151
following the extraction and localization (to 5 mm × 5 mm cells) of more than 13,000 RACs,152
a visual assessment of chance association was conducted based on RACs in the most pop-153
ulated cell (requiring 2,850 paired-comparisons). Again, results indicated that co-occurring154
RACs were differentiable based on shape/geometry [16] (although additional work is needed155
to determine if this conclusion persists when comparing all other mated-cells).156
Similar results are replicated in two additional studies, but based on smaller datasets.157
Adair et al. [14] obtained 12 pairs of Altitude II hiking boots, and a single pair was worn158
by one of six participants during ascent of Mount Bierstadt in Colorado. A second pair was159
worn during descent, and when all pairs were examined, no correspondences were found.160
Similarly, Hamburg and Banks [15] evaluated four pairs of shoes (worn by two participants),161
at 35 specific usage intervals (impressions were collected every ∼4,000 steps to a maximum162
of 138,000), and again, it was found that no acquired marks repeated.163
In a comparable effort conducted by the author’s research group, Khalil [18] examined 38164
12
outsoles of the same make and model worn by 19 participants, collected every 20,000 steps165
(up to 220,000 in total) over the course of seven-months of use. All pairwise comparisons166
(34,218) were evaluated using the numerical metric of correlation and the results indicated167
high discrimination potential, effectively separating known match and known non-match168
scores as illustrated in Fig. 1 (however, the potential for individual features to co-occur was169
not explicitly investigated as part of this work).
Probability Density Function of Known Match & 
Known Non-Match Correlation Coefficients


















Figure 1: Probability density plot of known match correlation scores (∼1) and known non-match correlation
scores (∼0) based on 34,218 pairwise comparisons, reproduced using results from [18] .
170
Lessons Learned171
At this point it is useful to summarize the published work on the topic of chance associ-172
ation of RACs from unrelated sources. Although each research effort differed substantially,173
Table 1 attempts to generalize the review into a high-level message that can be used to174
formulate two main points. First, all theoretical models assume independence in RAC lo-175
cation and attribute, which has not yet been fully vetted as a valid assumption. In fact,176
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empirical results regarding this matter are either anecdotally or statistically suggestive of177
dependence. For example, Davis and DeHaan [12] evaluated 650 pairs of men’s shoes and178
reported that defects were rarely encountered in the rear and central portions of the heel.179
This observation was drawn after analyzing the frequency of features located in 16 different180
regions on the heel of outsoles (but it is unclear if the frequency information was based on181
317 examinations, or all 650 shoes). The authors go on to attribute this observation to182
high wear and continual erosion in these regions of the heel, and as a corollary, Davis and183
DeHaan [12] suggest that a higher significance should be assigned to any accidental that is184
found on the mid- to rear-section of the heel. Unfortunately, the published results do not185
take this observation to completion, which would require a statistical analysis to determine186
if the observed frequency of detected features in these regions are, indeed, statistically lower187
than that observed in other regions.188
More recently, Damary et al. [19] subjected 3,500 RACs from 380 laboratory impressions189
to several chi-square tests of independence, reporting that RAC shape and orientation, RAC190
shape and location, and RAC orientation and location are all dependent (for a normalized191
outsole divided into 14 pre-selected regions for comparison). Given such preliminary statisti-192
cal and anecdotal evidence for dependence, if this observation is found to persist in additional193
studies, then chance estimates using theoretical models based on independence may require194
modification moving forward.195
Second, all empirical/visual comparisons report essentially no chance associations when196
RAC geometry is included in the comparison (i.e., the results reported by Cassidy [2] are197
restricted to estimates for co-occurrence in position, without regard for RAC geometry and198
similarity). However, the sample size for each study reporting zero associations is limited to,199
at most, 39 pairs of shoes. Thus, the results must be re-evaluated using a larger dataset since200
inference suggests that with a large enough sample size, chance association must be greater201
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Table 1: Summary of estimates of chance association of acquired characteristics from both modeled and
observed datasets. Note that the work of Wilson [5] and Khalil [18] are not included in the table since
these studies did not specifically discuss the association of RACs in known non-matches, and instead, report
zero associations between known non-matches when evaluating full RAC patterns or RAC maps (visually
by Wilson [5] and mathematically by Khalil [18]).
Method/
Author Approach Example Result Assumption Description
Binomial Two Features Theoretical/ z = 2, p = 2,
Fawcett [13] Coefficient 1:80 Independence x = 10, s = 86
Multiplication Line Theoretical/ 3 line lengths,
Stone [9] Rule 1:384,000 Independence 8 possible orientations
Multiplication Line Theoretical+Empirical/ location,
Yekutieli et al. [17] Rule 1:288,000 Independence orientation, similarity
same make, model (1:38),
Visual Position Empirical/ four models (1:60);
Cassidy [2] Comparison 1:38-1:60 None? shared activities
Visual Most Populated Empirical/ same make, model
Marvin [16] Comparison Cell 0:5,551 None? and wearer
Visual Empirical/ same make, model;
Adair et al. [14] Comparison 0:X† None? six participants
Visual Empirical/ same make, model;
Hamburg and Banks [15] Comparison 0:Y† † None? two participants
† X not available, but based on 24 outsoles; † † Y not available, but based on 8 outsoles.
than zero. In other words, RACs do co-occur in position (Cassidy [2] has already observed202
this, and it is further validated by inference since the physical area of an outsole is limited,203
and the tread-elements in contact with the ground are further limiting, which consequently204
limits the surface area on which RACs can develop). In addition, if the geometry of the205
feature is simple (such as a small, isotropic, circularly-shaped pin-prick) then with a large206
enough sample size, an observer should find two nondescript RACs that coincide by chance.207
The remainder of this work considers this question using an empirical database of 72,306208
RACs collected from 1,300 outsoles, while a subsequent study aims to estimate random209




A total of 72,306 RACs were detected and characterized after sampling 1,300 outsoles213
with extensive variation in class characteristics, such as size, manufacturer, model and degree214
of wear (for additional details regarding the source and methodology by which the dataset215
was collected, please refer to the technical report by Speir et al. [20]). Following detection216
and localization, each RAC was remapped to a standard outsole, corresponding to a men’s217
size 10 Reebok R© walking shoe with a surface area of 21,235 mm2. Beginning from the top218
medial portion of the shoe, the outsole was divided into 5 mm × 5 mm cells through a219
rastering process, creating 987 populated cells, of which 835 were complete, and 152 were220
deemed partial (i.e., straddling the perimeter/edge of the outsole, and with a surface area221
≤ 95% of a complete cell). Note that rastering across a rectangular plane that encompassed222
the standard outsole created 990 cells of which 860 were complete (with regard to area) and223
130 straddled the perimeter, as reported in [20]. However, after increasing the database size224
to 1,300 (from 1,000 [20]), updating the RAC-localization rule so that any RAC that borders225
two cells is always placed into the left-hand cell, and updating the definition of a partial cell,226
which was formerly defined as any cell with an area less than 25 mm2, but is now reported as227
cells with areas ≤ 95% of the area of a complete cell, the finalized heatmap contains a total228
of 987 cells, of which 835 are complete, and 152 have areas less 23.75 mm2.229
Post localization to a standard outsole, a frequency heatmap was created, where color230
references density or the frequency of RACs per cell, as illustrated in Fig. 2. This is also231
available as an interactive webpage (www.4n6chemometrics.com/database/) wherein the232
user can view additional information related to the dataset.233
With regard to the heatmap and summary statistics illustrated in Fig. 2 (and accessible234
from the aforementioned URL), the top shaded row in the summary table is static, and235
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Figure 2: Heatmap and frequency of RACs within 5 mm × 5 mm cells. Note that the summary table reports
the results for the highlighted cell with x- and y-coordinates (16,50), and rows labeled “Chance of RAC
Indistinguishability” and “Visually Evaluated/Total RAC Pairs” are the focus of this paper.
reports the total number of RACs in the database, irrespective of location. Conversely, the236
remaining rows dynamically update to provide location-specific information upon receiving237
a cell-selection from the user. For example, the summary table in Fig. 2 reflects a user-238
selection to inspect cell (16,50), and the row labeled “All RACs in Cell” reports the total239
number of RACs in this specific cell. Similarly, the row labeled “Chance of Finding RAC240
in Cell” reports the empirical frequency of finding a RAC at the selected location. This is241
computed from the ratio of 72,306/(# of RACs in Cell), and truncating the result using242
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the floor function in order to be as conservative as possible (e.g., 72,306/69 = b1, 047.9c =243
1 in 1,047 for all RACs in this cell, regardless of shape categorization). For the remaining244
columns in the table, the result is repeated, but for RACs categorized as variable, linear245
or compact in appearance (please see [20] for details regarding former shape categorization246
labels and methods while details regarding updates to these shape categorization labels are247
discussed in a supplementary materials section). The row labeled “Unique Shoes Contributing248
to RAC Count” reports the number of shoes contributing to the “All RACs in Cell” count.249
In other words, 25 variable-features were found in cell (16,50), contributed by 23 different250
shoes, meaning one shoe or more contributed at least two variable features to this count.251
The row labeled “Shoes with Tread Contact in Cell” reports the number of shoes (out of a252
possible 1,300) that had an outsole pattern in contact with the ground at a specific spatial253
location. This was an important variable to ascertain since few shoes in this dataset had254
flat and uniform outsoles, and if an outsole does not have tread in contact with the ground255
at a specific position, then it is unlikely to exhibit a RAC at this location (at least when256
examining 2-dimensional impressions and barring the acquisition of foreign material into257
recessed pattern areas).258
To determine which shoes had tread in contact with the ground at specific cell locations,259
each test impression (top row, Fig. 3) was converted to a tread element binary mask (bottom260
row, Fig. 3) where black illustrates tread elements in contact with the ground, while white261
corresponds to raised areas. This tread element binary mask was generated through an image262
processing sequence that included several transformations, including downsampling, median263
filtering using a 3 × 3 window, mode subtraction, thresholding using −0.5× σi where σi is264
the image standard deviation, adaptive histogram equalization, and edge detection using a265
difference of Gaussian (DOG) with σDOG between 3.0 and 5.0.266
Using these tread element binary masks, each of the 1,300 outsoles was queried to deter-267
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Figure 3: Handiprints (top) and tread element binary masks (bottom). From left to right: Nike Free TR,
Men’s size 9.5 (moderate wear); Adidas R© adiPRENE, Men’s size 10 (light wear); US Polo Assn. R© (style
unavailable), Men’s size 9 (high wear); Nike Air Jordan XV1.5, Men’s size 10.5, (moderate wear); Puma R©
(style unavailable), Men’s size 9, (light wear), Nike Air Max Dragon, Men’s Size 10 (light wear); Hoka One
One R© Conquest, Men’s Size 11 (light wear). The arrows highlight two rows of cells in the heatmap, and the
degree of shading within each cell indicates whether or not the example shoe increments n (gray: increment
cell, white: not a candidate).
mine the number of pixels on the outsole with tread in contact with the ground within each268
of the 987 spatial cells of the heatmap. For each cell, if the ratio of the number of pixels in269
the cell with tread on ground (for a given shoe) was greater than or equal to 25% of the cell’s270
actual area (25 mm2 for full cells), then the shoe was considered a candidate. Moreover, if a271
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RAC of a specific geometric shape was actually present on a shoe in this cell, then the cell’s272
count was automatically incremented for the shoe in question, whether or not the criteria of273
25% was met. For cell (16,50), 927 shoes had at least 6 mm2 of tread in contact with the274
ground at this location, or if less than 6 mm2 in contact, they actually exhibited a RAC at275
this location.276
Using these estimates of contact, the row labeled “Chance of RAC Co-Occurrence” was277
populated. This row reports the empirical frequency of selecting two shoes at random and278
finding at least one positional match at a specific location, or the number of ways you279
can select two unrelated shoes from the dataset and find that they both possess RAC ‘A’280
at location ‘B.’ To obtain this estimate, each spatial cell in the dataset was queried to281
determine (empirically) the number of times two unrelated shoes exhibited a pair of RACs282
with positional similarity, resulting in 987 cell-specific frequencies (× three shape categories283
+ one category that ignores shape). Letting n equal the number of “Shoes with Tread Contact284
in Cell,” the number of ways two shoes (k = 2) can be selected (using a simple combination285
when order does not matter, but repetition is not allowed), was computed according to Eq.286
4 (which equals 844,350 for n = 1, 300).287
All Possible Pairs =
n!
(n− k)!k! (4)
For cell (16,50), 927 of the 1,300 outsoles in this dataset either had 25% or more of their288
tread in contact with the ground, or a RAC (of any shape) detected at this location. If289
the number of times two unrelated shoes exhibited a pair of RACs (irrespective of shape290
categorization) with positional similarity for this cell is equal to 1,830 (empirically assessed),291
then there is a 1 in 234 chance of RAC co-occurrence in this (927!/(927− 2)!2!) = 429, 201292
and 429, 201/1, 830 = b234.5c). Similarly, there were 925 shoes out of 1,300 with tread293
coverage equal to or greater than 25%, or with a compact RAC present in this cell, and if294
the number of times two unrelated shoes exhibited a pair of compact RACs with positional295
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similarity is equal to 276 (found empirically), there is a 1 in 1,548 chance of compact RAC296
co-occurrence in this cell (925!/(925− 2)!2! = 427, 350 and 427, 350/276 = b1, 548.4c).297
Despite these positional and categorical random associations, it must be recognized that298
RACs with positional co-occurrence and identical shape categorizations are not necessarily299
geometrically similar. For example, two linear elements could vary in orientation, length,300
thickness, curvature, etc. Thus, the actual chance association must be modified to account for301
the true geometry of the features that co-occur in location and category, which is the primary302
thesis of this research effort. In other words: Do the two RACs under comparison have303
sufficient visual similarity to be considered indistinguishable and therefore reach a forensically304
significant chance association? In order to evaluate this, a visual comparison of co-occurring305
RACs was undertaken. However, based on the database size, if every pairwise comparison306
was visualized, the end result would be 3,227,855 comparisons (for all co-occurring RACs,307
across 1,300 outsoles, occupying 987 cells)! Given such an unrealistic task, a data-reduction308
technique was sought; instead of looking at every pair in a cell, the goal was to implement309
a three-pronged approach, beginning with (i.) a visual comparison of the most similar310
pairs (i.e., the ‘close non-matches ’), (ii.) computation of an estimate of the probability of311
visual indistinguishability given a specific mathematical score, and finally, (iii.) to obtain a312
numerical estimate of the probability of indistinguishability for the remaining non-matches313
in the cell. Given this approach, the first goal was to determine and sort close non-matches314
using a mathematical metric of similarity for RACs with coincidental positional similarity. In315
order to determine this mathematical similarity, the Fourier descriptor (FD) for each feature316
was computed. This was obtained by treating each RAC as a closed planar figure [21–23],317
and tracing the contour of the shape (x(t), y(t)) (where t = 0, . . . N − 1 with N = 350)318
before re-expression in a complex plane z(t) = x(t) + i y(t) (where i =
√
−1 ). The resulting319
one-dimensional complex sequence of numbers was mapped to the frequency domain via the320
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discrete Fourier transform [22] shown in Eq. 5, where Am and σm are the magnitude and321




z(t) e(−i2πmt/N) = Am e
iσm (5)
m = −N/2, . . . ,−1, 0, 1, . . . , N/2− 1
The resulting coefficients were transformed to ensure invariance to translation and con-323
tour/sequence start point according to the following modifications [22]:324
Ẑ(0) = 0 ⇒ translation invariance
σ̂m = σm −
σ(-1)+σ(1)
2
σ̂m = σm +m
σ(-1)−σ(1)
2
⇒ start point invariance
(6)
An example of two RACs from cell (16,50) and their associated Fourier descriptors can325
be seen in Fig. 4 (note that the axes for the FD images are arbitrarily labeled since the FD326
process creates normalized figures).327
Figure 4: Two linear/elongated RACs (left) from different shoes that co-occur in cell (16,50), and their
associated Fourier descriptors (right). Note that the axes for the FD images are arbitrary dimensions.
Using the resulting FD features, RAC similarity was computed using four different met-328
rics: matched filter (MF), modified cosine similarity (MCS), Hausdorff distance (HD), and329
average Euclidean distance (ED) [24]. Using the actual RAC images, modified phase only330
correlation (MPOC) was likewise computed (please see [24] for a previously published descrip-331
tion of each metric). Using crime scene-like RACs (also previously prepared and described332
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[24]), each accidental was compared to both high quality known matches (KMs) and high333
quality known non-matches (KMNs) with positional association within a 5 mm × 5 mm334
cell around the crime scene-like RAC’s centroid. This resulted in 44,230 chance associations335
in position, and based on feature density, each crime scene-like RAC was compared to an336
average of 72 ± 21 (one standard deviation) other RACs, with a maximum of 126 compar-337
isons and a minimum of 15 comparisons [25]. In total, 8,830 KM and 755,380 KNM pairwise338
comparisons were computed (KMs = 1,766 × 5 metrics = 8,830 and KNMs = 151,076 × 5339
metrics = 755,380). The resulting similarity scores were evaluated using cumulative match340
characteristic (CMC) curves, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves, and area under341
the curve (AUC) integrals [25]. Based on all available results (please see [25] for figures),342
HD was selected as the metric to use moving forward (i.e., it exhibited the fastest rising343
CMC, and based on AUCs, it was statistically significantly better than all other metrics344
(at p < 0.05) [26] except average Euclidean distance (HD AUC = 0.8152 and ED AUC =345
0.8151)) [25].346
Since HD was found to be superior (or equal to ED), its computation is briefly summarized347
here; this metric was obtained by first computing the Euclidean distance (d(a, b)) between348
a point (e.g., a1) on the perimeter of RAC (A) and all points on the perimeter of RAC (B)349
(as illustrated in Fig. 5 (left)), retaining the smallest distance from a1 to B. Next, this350
process was repeated for all points on A (i.e., a2...an), wherein h(A,B), or the maximum of351
these minimum distances, was retained [27]. This same process was repeated to compare all352
points on RAC perimeter B to those on RAC perimeter A, thus obtaining h(B,A). Finally,353
the actual Hausdorff distance was defined as the maximum of these two values (h(A,B) and354
h(B,A)) as illustrated in Eq. 7.355
HD(A,B) = max{h(A,B), h(B,A)} (7)
where h(A,B) = maxa∈A{minb∈B{d(a, b)}}
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Next, the HD similarity/dissimilarity measure was used to rank RAC pairs. This was356
accomplished by first computing the HD for 6,993 KM comparisons (of which 5,227 were357
based on high quality versus high quality RAC comparisons (either marked by different358
analysts, or the same analyst repeatedly while assessing inter- and intra-analyst variability)),359
and the remaining 1,766 were based on high quality versus crime scene-like RAC comparisons360
as previously mentioned. Finally, the HD dissimilarity of 3,227,855 KNM comparisons was361
computed based on all RACs in the database with positional association available at the time362
of analysis. Using the maximum and minimum HD dissimilarity value computed from all363
datasets, the scores were normalized such that a HD score of 1.0 signified indistinguishable364
RACs (within this database and the resolution possible using Hausdorff distance), and a365
score of 0.0 was associated with the most dissimilar pairwise comparison between two known366
non-match RACs in this dataset.367
Using this metric as a mathematical measure of similarity to sort the pairs from most368
similar to least similar, the 15 most-similar RAC KNM pairs with positional similarity (per369
spatial cell) were visually examined to ascertain the likelihood of genuine chance associations370
(15 × 987 cells × 4 shape classes [modified by cells with less than 15 pairs] = 55,445 visual371
comparisons of which 46,336 were unique).372
Following analysis of the paired RACs based on HD scores, a second investigation was373
undertaken to determine if total Euclidean (TE) distance (rather than average Euclidean374
distance as previously measured and found to be comparable to HD), and/or the percent375
area (%A) of overlap between RACs might impact the chance of a false association. As used376
here, the total Euclidean distance (TE) was defined as a measure of the displacement needed377
to transform one shape into another, as illustrated in Fig. 5 (middle), which depicts three378
distance measurements at corresponding feature vector locations (triangles and squares) on379
two different RACs. This distance computation was computed for all 350 (x,y) coordinates380
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on each RAC FD, starting at an angle of 0o and moving counterclockwise. The final measure381
to transform between each shape was defined as the total Euclidean distance from mated382





(xai − xbi)2 + (yai − ybi)2 (8)
The last measure of similarity was a simple computation of the percent area correspon-384
dence between the RACs being compared (Eq. 9), computed on binary RAC images, but385
illustrated using FDs in Fig. 5 (right), where the darkest shade of gray emphasizes the386
physical overlap.387
%A(A,B) =
[area of overlap]× 2
[area of A + area of B]
× 100% (9)
Hausdorff Distance



























































Figure 5: Illustration of computation of Hausdorff distance (left; for a1 versus b1, b10 and b25), total Euclidean
distance (middle; for three corresponding features at a1 vs. b1, a50 vs. b50 and a100 vs. b100), and percent
area overlap (right; darkest shaded region).
The remaining three similarity metrics of interest, HD (assessed as slightly superior to388
MF, MCS, ED and MPOC based upon past work [25]), along with the newer addition of389
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TE and %A, were used to compare 4,865 high quality versus high quality replicate known390
matches (KM), and all associated known non-matches (KNM) with positional co-occurrence,391
totaling 440,523 KNM comparisons. This data was used to create additional cumulative392
match characteristic curves as illustrated in Fig. 6 (left). Receiver operating characteristic393
curves were also computed for the 4,865 KMs, but this time expanding the KNMs to include394
the entire dataset, totaling 3,668,378 KNMs (3,227,855 heatmap-based KNMs available at395
the time of analysis, as a function of 1,300 shoes, divided between 987 cells, but restricted396
to RACs originating from different shoes, plus 440,523 additional high quality KNMs from397
replicate RAC markings), as illustrated in Fig. 6 (right). In addition, the integral for each398
ROC curve was computed and found to be statistically significantly different (p < 0.05)399
[26] at 0.842 for HD, 0.811 for TE and 0.864 for %A; the results indicate that %A slightly400
outperformed HD and TE with regard to high quality imagery as a function of the higher401
AUC (although both HD and %A had comparable CMCs).402
However, when these three metrics are used to compare crime scene-like imagery versus403
high quality marked RACs (1,625 KMs and 140,861 KNMs for the CMC curves and 1,625404
KMs and 3,368,716 KNMs for the ROC curves — again, derived from 3,227,855 heatmap-405
based KNMs available at the time of analysis, as a function of 1,300 shoes, divided between406
987 cells, but restricted to RACs originating from different shoes, plus 140,861 crime scene-407
like KNMs), the results indicated a mixed response. In other words, HD was superior based408
on CMC and ROC data; the CMC curve for HD rises more quickly than for the other two409
compared metrics, and the AUCs were statistically significantly different (p < 0.05) [26] at410
0.815 for HD, 0.707 for TE and 0.790 for %A (note that p = 2.902e-05 for HD versus %A).411
The cumulative interpretation is that HD is superior when comparing crime scene-like412
imagery to high quality imagery, but that %A is somewhat superior to HD when comparing413
high quality RACs to other high quality RACs (significantly greater AUC, but comparable414
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Figure 6: CMC curves (left) for high quality duplicate marked RACs for HD (dashed line), TE (solid line)
and %A (dotted line). Note that the x-axis represents the percent database searched in order to encounter
a RAC’s KM. The plot at right depicts the ROC curves for the same similarity metrics; the resulting AUCs
are all statistically significantly different (p < 0.05) [26] at 0.842 for HD, 0.811 for TE and 0.864 for %A.
CMCs). Given this mixed response, the process of visually comparing RACs was repeated415
using %A as the mathematical measure of similarity to sort the pairs from most similar to416
least similar, and this time, expanding the list to include the top 25 most-similar RAC KNM417
pairs with positional similarity (per spatial cell) (25 × 987 cells × (3 shape classes + 1418
class ignoring shape) [modified by cells with less than 25 pairs] = 91,607 visual comparisons419
performed in duplicate by two analysts). Note that part of the motivation to consider similar420
pairs using %A (in addition to HD) is because the known non-match database is all high421
quality imagery, and it is likely that several different pairs will be visually evaluated if a new422
metric is used for sorting, thus expanding the total number of features visually reviewed.423
In addition, it should be noted that the research group also updated the rules to define424
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Figure 7: CMC curves (left) for crime scene-like versus high quality marked RACs for HD (dashed line), TE
(solid line) and %A (dotted line). Note that the x-axis represents the percent database searched in order
to encounter a RAC’s KM. The plot at right depicts the ROC curves for the same similarity metrics; the
resulting AUCs are all statistically significantly different (p < 0.05) [26] 0.815 for HD, 0.707 for TE and
0.790 for %A (note that p = 2.902e-05 for HD versus %A).
shape-classification. The motivation for this was two-fold. First, a few classification anoma-425
lies were noted (i.e., an elongated feature that ended up being defined as variable since its426
aspect-ratio was not large enough to meet the elongated/linear categorization). Second, and427
more problematic, was the fact that small features were variably classified as irregular or428
isometric, depending on their complexity. This most likely resulted from earlier classification429
definitions that allowed the irregular category to serve as a catch-all for anything that was430
not elongated, triangular, rectangular or circularly-shaped (wherein the latter three were431
grouped together and formerly termed isometric). However, given that “real” RACs rarely432
conform to any stylized shape (which means shape classification varies between human-433
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observers, and between algorithmic-rules and human-perception — as previously discussed434
in [20]), and the observation that small features could end up being classified as irregular435
if they were not sufficiently circular, sufficiently triangular, nor sufficiently rectangular to436
make it past the isometric classification system as summarized in [20], an update to the437
categorization system was deemed relevant. Thus, a decision was made to recast the shapes438
into three categories, defined as variable, linear and compact. The end result required 12439
classification rules, such that minute RACs (10 pixels < 0.5 mm), excluding thin lines, and440
those with low complexity are deemed compact, curvy elongated RACs with protrusions as441
variable (rather than linear), and restricting the linear label to RACs that are long and very442
thin (additional details regarding the classification rules can be found in the supplementary443
materials section that accompanies this paper).444
Using both %A and the new shape categorizations, 91,607 additional visual comparisons445
were completed to determine chance association. After assessing the 55,445 visual com-446
parisons based on HD and the previous shape classification system (of which 46,336 were447
unique), and the additional 91,607 visual comparisons based on %A and the new shape448
classifications system, a total of 114,238 unique visual comparisons were evaluated (22,631449
unique based on HD, 67,902 unique based on %A and 23,705 RAC pair repeats across both450
HD and %A).451
Results and Discussion452
When comparing RACs deemed mathematically similar by HD (55,445 visual compar-453
isons performed in duplicate by two different analysts), the criteria for indistinguishability454
was extremely stringent, such that RAC pairs were defined as “indistinguishable” if they455
exhibited minimal pixel-level differences (Fig. 8, top — note that visual comparisons were456
conducted using both raw RAC and FD images, but only FD images are illustrated here).457
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This resulted in a total of 227 indistinguishable pairs for the first analyst, a total of 178458
indistinguishable pairs for the second analyst, and an overlap of 58 pairs (e.g., 58 of the459
227 pairs deemed indistinguishable by the first analyst were also deemed indistinguishable460
by the second analyst). For these classifications, inter-rater reliability was evaluated using461
Gwet’s AC1 and Aickin’s α̂A (with convergence after 110 iterations), producing coefficients of462
0.995 and 0.912, respectively [28]. However, the indistinguishability results presented using463
HD do not necessarily encompass the range of reasonable variation in RAC reproduction464
that can be expected when reproducing and marking RACs in replicate test impressions465
[29]. Thus, the second analysis (of 91,607 visual comparisons of RACs mated using %A,466
also preformed in duplicate by two analysts) expanded the definition of indistinguishabilty467
to include RACs with increasing variation (e.g., minimal pixel-level variation, plus minor468
variations in length, width, orientation, etc. that can be expected when comparing known-469
match replicate test impressions, and therefore reasonably explainable variations that can be470
expected when comparing known-match test and questioned impressions) (Fig. 8, bottom).471
Using this more permissive criteria for an association, a total of 1,589 indistinguishable472
pairs were detected by the first analyst, a total of 1,524 indistinguishable pairs by the second473
analyst, and an overlap of 931 pairs (e.g., 931 of the 1,589 pairs deemed indistinguishable474
by the first analyst were also deemed indistinguishable by the second analyst). For these475
classifications, inter-rater reliability was evaluated using Gwet’s AC1 and Aickin’s α̂A (with476
convergence after 65 iterations), producing coefficients of 0.986 and 0.917, respectively [28].477
The total combined 2,182 indistinguishable features based on sorted %A similarity were478
comprised of 1,213 linear, 850 compact and 39 variable RAC pairs (the remaining 80 were479
mixed classes, for example, a linear feature compared to a variable feature). For each shape480
category, the empirical observations of indistinguishability were treated as binary outcomes481
yi,j (equal to 1 when RAC pair i and j were indistinguishable, and 0 when RAC pair i482
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Figure 8: Examples of KNM RACs mated as similar using HD (top) and %A (bottom) and deemed visually
confusing by analysts. Note that indistinguishability for %A are more permissive, allowing for greater vari-
ations in size, angle, thickness, boundary, etc. that might result when comparing replicate test impressions
and/or test versus questioned impressions.
and j were distinguishable), and modeled as a Bernoulli distribution with the probability483
of indistinguishability equal to pi,j. Using hold-one-out-cross-validation, a binary logistic484
regression was defined to model pi,j including polynomials up to the K
th degree as illustrated485
in Eq. 10 (with K = 4 for linear features, and 3 for compact and variable features) [30]:486
yi,j ∼ Bernoulli(pi,j)
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logit(pi,j) = α0 +
K∑
k=1
αk × (%Ai,j)k (10)
Models with increasing polynomials were compared using three methods; the Akaike487
information criterion (AIC), the Hosmer-Lemeshow (H-L) statistic, and receiver operating488
characteristic (ROC) curves. Selecting the model with the lowest AIC value maximizes the489
probability that the candidate model describes the empirical data, but with a penalty for490
lack of parsimony [31]. The AIC for each polynomial can be transformed into an estimate491
of the relative likelihood of the model, and normalized by the sum of the likelihoods for all492
other proposed models to obtain weights wk(AIC) [31]. The largest wk(AIC) weight is the493
best model candidate of all proposed (or wk=best(AIC) = max(wk(AIC))) and the ratio of494
wk=best(AIC)/wk(AIC) for each model with more or fewer terms is the number of times the495
best-fitting model is more likely than another model wk(AIC), denoted as L(AIC) in Table496
2.497
Additionally, the inclusion of increasing polynomials was evaluated using the H-L good-498
ness of fit test, wherein observed and predicted probabilities were compared using a χ2499
statistic such that p-values greater than 0.05 indicate a “good fit” (i.e., one fails to reject500
the null hypothesis that the observed and predicted probabilities are the same) [32].501
Finally, using the number of terms associated with the best-fit model and hold-one-out-502
cross-validation in order to estimate the coefficients for Eq. 10, the probability of indis-503
tinguishability for each held-out observation was sequentially predicted in order to model504
the probability density associated with indistinguishable and distinguishable RAC pairs as a505
function of match score (%A). The resulting predicted probability densities and empirically506
reported densities were used to create receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves and507
the area under the curve (AUC) for each geometric category (linear, compact and variable)508
was computed. As illustrated in Table 3, all p-values [26] were greater than 0.05, further509
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Table 2: Table of AIC and p-values describing the fit for models with increasing polynomials. The shaded
cells reflect the best fit model for linear, compact and variable shaped RACs, and L(AIC) describes the
number of times the best-fit model is more likely to be a better fit than a lower- or higher-order polynomial.
Equivalently, the p-value describes the probability that the observed and modeled/predicted values are a
good fit according to the H-L χ2 statistic; p-values greater than 0.05 indicate a good fit. Based on both the
AIC and H-L goodness of fit, a fourth-order polynomial was selected for linear features, and a third-order
for compact and variable RACs.
Polynomial First-Order Second-Order Third-Order Fourth-Order Fifth-Order
Metric AIC L(AIC) p-value AIC L(AIC) p-value AIC L(AIC) p-value AIC L(AIC) p-value AIC L(AIC) p-value
Linear 6,887 3.63e04 3.57e-06 6,876 148 0.0011 6,872 20.1 0.0145 6,866 1.00 0.1374 6,866 1.00 0.1118
Compact 5,965 2.17e09 7.23e-07 5,935 665 0.0177 5,922 1.00 0.5719 5,923 1.65 0.7063 NA NA NA
Variable 500 5.91e09 4.48e-09 482 7.29e05 2.80e-05 455 1.00 0.2184 457 2.72 0.6884 NA NA NA
confirming a failure to detect statistical differences between the predictions and the empirical510
observations.511
Table 3: Area under the curve for receiver operating characteristic curves for empirical and predicted in-
distinguishability outcomes as a function of %A. Note that the empirical report of indistinguishability was
used to define ground truth, and all p-values [26] are greater than 0.05, indicating agreement (or a failure to
detect disagreement) between the modeled and empirical observations.
Feature Empirical AUC Predicted AUC p-value
Linear 0.8640 0.8648 0.9095
Compact 0.8712 0.8708 0.9671
Variable 0.8141 0.8821 0.1677
Using all available data, Table 4 reports the best-fit coefficients for Eq. 10 and Fig. 9 plots512
the decision outcome yi,j regarding visual similarity for each RAC comparison. For linear513
features, there were 1,213 pairs considered visually confusing (yi,j = 1.0, but jittered ±0.05514
in the y-direction for visual clarity), and 21,037 deemed visually differentiable (yi,j = 0, also515
jittered ±0.05 for visual clarity). Similarly, 850 compact pairs (and 39 variable) were deemed516
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visually confusing, while 35,265 compact pairs (and 23,864 variable pairs) were classified as517
differentiable. Using these estimates, the conditional probability of indistinguishability (I)518
given a %A score (p(indistinguishability|%A) or p(I|%A)) was modeled (solid line), along519
with the 95% credible interval (dashed lines) [30].520
Table 4: Estimated coefficients for Eq. 10, used to predict the probability of indistinguishability based on
%A for linear, compact and variable RAC pairs.
Coefficient α0 α1 α2 α3 α4
Linear -11.89 0.5240 -0.0141 1.844e-4 -8.228e-7
Compact -120.6 4.374 -0.0577 2.657e-4 NA
Variable -65.42 2.909 -0.0479 2.598e-4 NA
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Figure 9: Plot of probability of indistinguishability (solid line) and 95% credible intervals (dotted lines)
versus match score (%A) for linear, compact and variable RAC pairs. The solid dots (jittered vertically
±0.05 for ease in visualization) are the empirically assigned yi,j responses for indistinguishable (1.0) and
distinguishable (0.0) pairs.
Using the resulting p(I|%A) model, the chance indistinguishability of the remaining pair-521
wise RAC comparisons in each spatial cell were estimated. For example, spatial cell (16,50)522
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contains 17 linear features, resulting in n(n − 1)/2 = 136 possible linear-RAC pairs. If the523
visual assessment of the 25 most similar non-matching RACs resulted in 1 RAC pair classi-524
fied as visually indistinguishable based on empirical observation, then there are an additional525
111 pairs that are mathematically less similar based on sorting, but not visually/empirically526
assessed. However, the probability of visual indistinguishability given the computed math-527
ematical similarity p(I|%A) as modeled using the predictions from Fig. 9 allows for an528
estimate of the remaining count of possible indistinguishable pairs in the cell according to529
Eq. 11. In this example, if the summation shown in Eq. 11 predicts another 0.1238 RAC530
“pairs” with visual indistinguishability, then there is a 1.1238 in 136 (or 1 in 121) chance of531










Given an empirical frequency of chance co-occurrence in position of 136 out of 425,503533
(923!/(923 − 2)!2! = 425, 503), then p(co-occurrence) = 3.20e-04. Finally, the probabil-534
ity of both co-occurrence in position and indistinguishability, equal to the intersection535
p(co-occurrence ∩ I), can be computed according to Eq. 12, and for this example equals536
a chance of 1 in 378,621 pairs (assuming that p(I|%A) does not vary with spatial location).537










= 1 in 378,621 (12)
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Using the 91,607 empirical conclusions drawn for the “most-similar” RAC pairs, and esti-538
mating the probability of indistinguishability for all other co-occurring RACs in the database539
with the same geometric/shape categorization (linear, compact or variable) (1,105,943 -540
91,607 = 1,014,336), the intersection of co-occurrence and indistinguishability p(co-occurrence∩541
I) was computed for all spatial cells, and this information was added to the online interactive542
heatmap (www.4n6chemometrics.com/database/). This is illustrated in Fig. 10, which is543
the summary data for cell (16,50) from Fig. 2, updated to include the chance indistinguisha-544
bility, including a statement that reports the number of empirical and modeled (total less545
empirically evaluated) probabilities for indistinguishability used to generate the estimate.546
Figure 10: Table from Fig. 2 updated to include chance association estimate, and a statement to describe
the number of empirical and modeled probabilities of indistinguishability to generate the estimate (e.g., 25
visual estimates out of a total of 136 possible linear pairs, leaving 111 predictions).
Summary statistics for chance co-occurrence and indistinguishability are provided in Ta-547
ble 5, (as per Eqs. 11 and 12), which describes the predicted or expected chance (solid line in548
Fig. 9), as well as the most conservative (worst-case scenario) estimate based on the upper549
95% credible interval for prediction (upper dotted line in Fig. 9).550
The median estimate of chance indistinguishability for all cells based on expected val-551
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Table 5: Summary statistics for chance of co-occurrence and indistinguishability, based on 91,607 visual-empirical
estimates of the most similar mated RACs with spatial co-occurrence, and predicted for the remaining 1,014,336 co-
occurring pairs (as per Eqs. 11 and 12). The column describing the predicted chance corresponds to the expected value
(solid line in Fig. 9), which is accompanied by a conservative (worst-case scenario) estimate based on the upper 95%
credible interval for prediction (upper dotted line in Fig. 9).














Mean 2.73e08 1.43e07 7.45e39 8.65e05 8.61e29 4.43e08
Median 5.41e05 4.44e05 2.98e06 2.91e05 1.80e07 8.81e05
Min 6.74e04 5.66e04 5.90e04 3.97e04 3.33e05 1.47e05
Max 4.94e10 1.82e09 4.32e42 5.60e07 7.74e32 1.05e11
ues is 1 in 541,276 for linear, 1 in 2,976,584 for compact and 1 in 18,031,824 for variable552
features. Similarly, the median estimate of chance indistinguishability for all cells based on553
the upper 95% credible interval for estimation is 1 in 444,126 for linear, 1 in 291,111 for554
compact, and 1 in 880,774 for variable features. The greatest chance based on the upper555
95% credible interval for estimation is 1 in 39,664 for two compact RACs. Figs. 11-13 are556
frequency histograms describing the chance association (intersection of spatial co-occurrence557
and indistinguishability), including the number of cells with zero associations, and the num-558
ber with chance associations more rare than 1 in a million for the worst-case scenario (upper559
95% credible interval for estimation). Naturally, compact features have the fewest number560
of cells with chance association more rare than 1 in a 1,000,000, owning to the fact that561
many of these features are best described as small and isometric, while variable pairs have562
the greatest number of cells with chance associations more rare than 1 in 1,000,000, since563
these features tend to be large, and geometrically-complex.564
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Chance Association of Two Linear RACs on
Unrelated Shoes at Specified Locations
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* 13% of the cells had zero associations.
* 36% of the 855 cells with chance similarity
were more rare than 1 in 1,000,000.
Figure 11: Frequency histogram for chance association of RACs with equivalent shape classifications based
on the upper 95% credible interval. The plot also reports the number of cells with zero associations, and
those with associations more rare than 1 in 1,000,000.
Conclusions565
The purpose of this study was to estimate the probability of randomly selecting two566
unrelated shoes from a research database of 1,300 outsoles, and finding indistinguishable567
RACs at a specific location. Table 5 and Figs. 11 - 13 report summary statistics for these568
estimates, which provide insight into the range of possible chance associations that can result569
as a function of RACs belonging to different geometric categories and exhibiting different570
degrees of complexity. The results are a blend of empirical and modeled probabilities, based571
on a combination of subjective visual assessments, and objective mathematical scores, which572
the authors put forth as a reasonable compromise upon which to base forensic interpretation573
given the current state of the art within the pattern sciences. However, it is important to574
note five major factors associated with these estimates. First, the data is based on a random575
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Chance Association of Two Compact RACs on
Unrelated Shoes at Specified Locations
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* 13% of the cells had zero associations.
* 16% of the 855 cells with chance similarity
were more rare than 1 in 1,000,000.
Figure 12: Frequency histogram for chance association of RACs with equivalent shape classifications based
on the upper 95% credible interval. The plot also reports the number of cells with zero associations, and
those with associations more rare than 1 in 1,000,000.
sampling of outsoles that vary in make, model and size, but are projected onto a normalized576
outsole [20]. Thus, it is inevitable that the process of position projection utilized in the577
normalization step, and the fact that class features are ignored, constrain the applicability578
of the estimates. Moreover, although the work accounts for tread in contact with the ground,579
the production of the tread element binary map is not a perfect reproduction of the actual580
outsole, and additional effort can be expended to increase the fidelity between the outsole581
and its representation as a tread element binary map.582
Second, the estimates of indistinguishability are based on 91,607 subjective visual assess-583
ments of the most similar RACs per spatial cell. Although these estimates were repeated584
in duplicate by two analysts, and exhibit high inter-rater reliability (equal to or greater585
than 0.912), it should be noted that the analysts are researchers trained by practitioners,586
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Chance Association of Two Variable RACs on
Unrelated Shoes at Specified Locations
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* 8% of the cells had zero associations.
* 42% of the 908 cells with chance similarity
were more rare than 1 in 1,000,000.
Figure 13: Frequency histogram for chance association of RACs with equivalent shape classifications based
on the upper 95% credible interval. The plot also reports the number of cells with zero associations, and
those with associations more rare than 1 in 1,000,000.
are not themselves practitioners, and it naturally follows that if different researchers and/or587
practitioners repeated this process, the results may exhibit variation. Third, the visual con-588
clusions were used to generate 1,014,336 modeled predictions (the remaining RAC pairs in589
the database with positional association and equivalent shape classification). However, posi-590
tional association to a 5 mm × 5 mm spatial cell does not imply precise or exact overlaps in591
position, and the predictions are only as good as the model. Although the work uses statis-592
tical estimates to assert that the predicted and empirical estimates are statistically similar593
(or at least that the employed metrics failed to find a statistical difference), the model is594
crude, consisting of a simple polynomial regression based on %A overlap. Thus, the model595
itself, and the process of reducing the similarity of complex geometric RACs into a single596
scalar value (%A) is clearly very elementary in approach, and thus appropriate for additional597
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inquiry. Fourth, the database used to generate the probabilities is of limited size, and no598
attempt has been made to estimate the power associated with this dataset. It is therefore599
unclear how the predictions might change if the dataset were to vary in size, and/or quality.600
In other words, it is important to keep in mind that the results are based on high quality601
test impressions, and therefore not indicative of crime-scene impressions that may be of more602
limited quality. Finally, the reported data should not be used to estimate the total chance603
association for increasing pairs of RACs (i.e., two pairs, three pairs, etc.) until the concept604
of spatial dependence is further vetted.605
Despite these limitations, this work estimates the chance of randomly selecting two out-606
soles and finding forensically significant similarities in known non-matching RAC pairs, based607
on nearly a hundred-thousand visual comparisons performed in duplicate (which is several608
orders of magnitude larger than all past reports of empirical/visual comparison). Moreover,609
the results provide empirical evidence that can be used to validate and self-calibrate in-610
ternalized and inferred knowledge of this chance. Moving forward, the same approach and611
dataset can be used to estimate random match probabilities for high quality RAC imagery,612
thereby providing examiners with research-based estimates of RAC rarity that can be used613
for validation and self-calibration of experience-based estimates of RAC rarity in casework.614
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Supplementary Materials615
The following describes updated shape categorization rules. Linearity and triangularity616
were previously defined in [20], orientation is the angle of either the major or minor axis (λ1617
or λ2) following eigendecomposition [20], RAC area (RACA) is defined as the total number618
of pixels comprising the RAC in question, and RAC complexity is measured as the ratio of619
the RAC’s actual area in pixels (RACA), versus the number of pixels contained in the convex620





Based on the above definition, the following IF THEN ELSE intuitive classification rules622
were developed:623
1. IF (area ≤ 10) THEN compact624
2. IF (area ≤ 25) AND (|linearity| ≤ 25) THEN compact625
3. IF (|linearity| ≤ 100) AND (complexity ≥ 0.6) THEN variable626
4. IF (|linearity| ≥ 25) AND (minor axis ≤ 1) AND (complexity ≤ 0.6) THEN linear627
5. IF (|linearity| ≥ 100) AND (triangularity ≥ 0.8) THEN variable628
6. IF [(|linearity| ≥ 100) AND (minor axis ≤ 1.5) AND (triangularity ≤ 0.7)] AND629
[(complexity ≤ 0.6) OR {(complexity ≤ 0.75) AND (30◦ ≤ orientation ≤ 60◦)}] THEN630
linear631
7. IF [(|linearity| ≥ 400) AND (minor axis ≤ 2) AND (triangularity ≤ 0.7)] AND [(com-632
plexity ≤ 0.6) OR {(complexity ≤ 0.75) AND (30◦ ≤ orientation ≤ 60◦)}] THEN633
linear634
8. IF [(|linearity| ≥ 700) AND (minor axis ≤ 3) AND (triangularity ≤ 0.7)] AND [(com-635
plexity ≤ 0.6) OR {(complexity ≤ 0.75) AND (30◦ ≤ orientation ≤ 60◦)}] THEN636
linear637
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9. IF [(|linearity| ≥ 1000) AND (minor axis ≤ 4) AND (triangularity ≤ 0.7)] AND [(com-638
plexity ≤ 0.6) OR {(complexity ≤ 0.75) AND (30◦ ≤ orientation ≤ 60◦)}] THEN639
linear640
10. IF (|linearity| ≥ 2000) AND (minor axis ≤ 4) THEN linear641
11. IF (area ≤ 200) AND (|linearity| ≤ 25) AND (complexity ≤ 0.4) THEN compact642
12. ELSE variable643
Reasons for Rules644
• Rule 1: Classify minute RACs (10 pixels < 0.5 mm) as compact.645
• Rule 2: Classify RACs with very small areas, excluding thin lines, as compact.646
• Rule 3: Classify curvy elongated RACs as variable, rather than linear.647
• Rule 4: Classify generally long and very thin RACs as linear.648
• Rule 5: Classify elongated RACs with protrusions as variable, rather than linear.649
• Rules 6-10: Classify generally long and thin RACs (with few deviations) as linear.650
This set of rules allows for RACs to become thicker as they get longer. In addition, the651
angle clauses allow for slightly higher complexity thresholds for diagonal lines because652
these are inherently more pixelated, and thus more complex, based on the way they653
were traced.654
• Rule 11: Classify small RACs, with generally low elongation and complexity, as com-655
pact.656
• Rule 12: Classify anything remaining as variable.657
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3. Evaluation of Spatial Randomness
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Evaluation of a Large-Scale Database of Randomly Acquired
Characteristics from Shoe Outsoles: Analysis of Spatial
Randomness
Keywords: Forensic Footwear, Randomly Acquired Characteristics, Spatial Distribution,
Spatial Randomness, Spatial Autocorrelation
Introduction1
Analysis and comparison of questioned footwear impressions with known shoes can reveal2
links between a suspect and a crime scene and aid in reconstruction of a series of events3
surrounding a crime. The strength of this linkage is directly affected by the class features,4
wear patterns, and randomly acquired characteristics (RACs) that are both present on an5
outsole and reliably transferred to an impression [1]. Although class characteristics and wear6
have been shown to be immensely useful for narrowing down the pool of suspect shoes that7
could have made a given crime scene impression, these features alone preclude a more certain8
conclusion (i.e., high degree of association or identification) because they can be shared by a9
number of other shoes [2–7]. As such, the final step of forensic footwear analysis, and arguably10
the most difficult, lies in the detection and comparison of randomly acquired characteristics11
[8]. These features are developed through shoe use and can result in either removal (in the12
form of scratches, tears, holes, etc.) or addition (in the form of gum, nails, etc.) of material13
to the surface of an outsole [9]. Furthermore, the immense variation in feature location,14
size, general shape, orientation, and perimeter morphology are what form the basis of the15
ever-increasing discriminating power that can be achieved when comparing RACs on known16
and questioned impressions. Consequently, an agreement of class characteristics, wear, and17
a number of RACs, in addition to an assessment of rarity and sufficiency of these features, is18
required in order for an examiner to reach an opinion of source association for a crime scene19
impression [8, 9].20
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“Randomly” Acquired Characteristics21
Forensic footwear evidence comparisons use RACs as the basis of source identification22
due to their strong discriminating potential, which is underpinned by a multitude of factors23
relating to their development and resulting appearance on an outsole and within an evidence24
impression. First, the acquisition of an accidental characteristic is caused by the addition of a25
substance (gums, nails, etc.) or removal of material (nicks, scratches, etc.); the unpredictable26
nature of this acquisition results from a number of variables impacting outsole wear, including27
the outsole material composition, tread pattern, surface of contact, pressure of contact, and28
gait of the wearer [9]. Once a RAC develops and can be readily observed on the shoe,29
its appearance can offer significant differentiating power owing to the multitude of possible30
shapes, sizes, and orientations that the feature can assume [9]. Ultimately, the weight of31
RACs for informing source identification (or exclusion) for footwear evidence is dependent32
upon the fidelity of the transfer from the outsole to a crime scene impression, which is related33
to a variety of deposition factors, such as the medium, substrate, pressure, and torque [9].34
Therefore, given the presumed stochastic nature of development, a major assumption in35
the field of forensic footwear is that accidental features exhibit spatial “randomness.” In36
fact, this assumption is so entrenched that the moniker of “random” has even become part37
of the label attributed to these features (i.e., “randomly acquired characteristics”). As38
a result, several studies have been conducted to ascertain the chance of correspondence39
between features on unrelated sources [10–15]. The collective result from these previous40
research efforts validate the aforementioned assertion, that RACs are highly discriminating.41
More specifically, even when RACs appear in the same location and of relatively the same42
shape, their sizes, orientations, and/or perimeter morphologies can be used to distinguish43
between features [10–15].44
A natural extension of this research is to seek out a quantitative probability estimate45
of chance association, and within the forensic community, an estimate of random match46
probability. In fact, several studies have been conducted that sought to characterize this47
probability, utilizing both theoretical and empirical data [16–18]. While the approaches48
(binomial probability, combination of probabilities) and the characteristics of interest (RAC49
location, size, shape, and/or orientation) for each of these studies varied, all three made50
50
the same assumption: that accidentals are random and therefore their acquisition can be51
considered independent [16–18]. In accepting this assumption, the probability of observing52
coincidental features was ascribed to be the multiplication of the probability of the presence53
of each individual RAC. However, should the distribution of features be dependent (the54
presence of one feature either promotes or prevents the presence of another feature), then55
the probability of each feature cannot be multiplied together and must be reconsidered56
to include this interaction. In order to conduct valid statistical analyses, therefore, it is57
important to first characterize the spatial distribution of accidentals.58
Despite the fact that there is a large body of previous research seeking to support the59
discriminating potential of RACs due to their randomly acquired nature, and subsequent60
works that utilize this assumption to quantitatively describe the power of accidentals, there61
has yet to be an actual statistical test of this randomness. More specifically, if RACs are62
acquired randomly then it is expected that their spatial distribution on an outsole will63
be random as well. Furthermore, an examination of the degree of randomness of RACs64
would help to direct future statistical analysis of the chance co-occurrence of features which65
would in turn offer additional quantitative support to the use of acquired characteristics for66
footwear source attributions. In order to achieve this goal, the locations of RACs on a given67
outsole will be regarded as spatial events (much like trees within a given forest) comprising a68
spatial point pattern, which is “a set of locations, irregularly distributed within a designated69
region and presumed to have been generated by some form of stochastic mechanism” [19].70
The resulting spatial point pattern will be used to evaluate the adherence to randomness71
of RAC distributions through application of common spatial statistics methods. In doing72
so, this work provides foundational research that will serve as the basis upon which further73
statistical exploration/description of these features can occur (e.g., whether multiplication74
of independent probabilities can be conducted or if more sophisticated methods must be75
utilized to account for dependence).76
Overview of Complete Spatial Randomness (CSR)77
Spatial statistics are used extensively in numerous fields, including biology, ecology, and78
epidemiology, to evaluate the spatial arrangement of features, samples, and/or attributes (be79
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they species of plants, animals, or viruses). More specifically, these techniques evaluate the80
presumed stochastic distribution of a set of points across a Euclidean plane [19, 20]. The81
cornerstone of spatial statistics is the evaluation of complete spatial randomness (CSR), the82
condition under which no discernible pattern exists in the spatial arrangement of features83
or events [19–21]. Assessment of spatial point patterns typically begins with an analysis of84
the extent to which a given dataset conforms to CSR in order to determine the direction85
of analysis thereafter. For example, if statistical analysis fails to detect a pattern, and thus86
fails to disprove that the pattern is not random, no further statistical analysis is generally87
warranted [19]. On the other hand, if indications of clustering are revealed by the CSR tests,88
then further examination via cluster analysis may provide information about the factors that89
are driving the spatial arrangement of features.90
As applied to forensic footwear, randomly acquired characteristics (RACs) can be consid-91
ered a spatial point pattern of features acquired through the stochastic mechanism of wear.92
Individually, each accidental serves as an “event” and its spatial location on the outsole93
can be recorded. This information can then be utilized to determine the degree to which94
the distribution of the markings can be considered random, an important assumption made95
by footwear experts when reaching conclusions about the potential source of a crime scene96
impression. Nonetheless, a statistical evaluation of a single shoe does little to offer evidence97
as to the true “randomness” of RACs. Rather, a database of features is necessary in order98
to determine the degree to which accidentals, in general, can be considered remnants of99
random events, which is the aim of the proposed research: to determine the degree to which100
accidentals conform to CSR using a variety of complementary techniques.101
Testing for Complete Spatial Randomness102
In order for a spatial point pattern to conform to complete spatial randomness, it must103
satisfy two main criteria [21]. First, the points must exhibit homogeneity in which points104
do not have a preference for any given location. In terms of footwear evidence, this means105
that any location on the outsole is equally likely to acquire accidentals. In practicality,106
this concept must be updated to account for the fact that footwear can be specifically107
designed such that not all areas of the outsole are in contact with the ground (e.g., raised108
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insteps, outsoles with tread/lug patterns, etc.). Additionally, the events must be considered109
independent and as such, the information about the outcome at a given location does not110
affect the outcome in another region [21]. More specifically, this means that the development111
of a RAC at a specific location does not promote or deter the development of a separate112
feature in another area. In summary, events within a spatially random distribution are113
equally likely to occur anywhere within the study area and do not impact the spatial location114
of neighbors [19–21].115
In an effort to apply spatial statistics to forensic footwear evidence, the proposed research116
will employ a variety of different methods to evaluate the degree of spatial randomness of117
RACs across an outsole database. This multiphasic testing approach is considered benefi-118
cial since the proposed tests are complimentary in nature. More specifically, three distinct119
categories of techniques for assessing CSR will be utilized for this study: quadrat, distance,120
and autocorrelation approaches. [19, 20, 22].121
Materials and Methods122
Database and Pre-Processing123
The Speir Research Group at West Virginia University (WVU) houses a collection of124
1,300 shoes for analysis, varying in both class and subclass characteristics (manufacturer,125
style, size, degree of wear, etc.), but is largely comprised of athletic styles (approximately126
86%, or 1122 shoes) [14]. Each of the aforementioned outsoles were examined for the presence127
of accidentals, and in total 72,306 RACs were identified, characterized, and localized via a128
semi-automated image processing chain [14]. Subsequently, RACs were classified based on129
shape and remapped onto a standard outsole using normalized polar coordinates (rnorm,130
θ), and finally segmented into 987 bins to create a frequency heatmap (as detailed in [14,131
15]). This heatmap is publicly available at http://www.4n6chemometrics.com/database/132
and provides information about RAC frequencies, number of shoes contributing RACs, and133
probabilities of encountering RACs at each location in the database [14, 15].134
As previously noted, the database contains a variety of shoes with different class and135
subclass characteristics. A consequence of this is considerable variation in outsole geometric136
design. Since this research is focused on RACs that result from the removal of material137
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from the outsole (nicks, cuts, scratches, etc.) and their appearance in two-dimensional im-138
pressions, binary contact maps describing tread contact with the ground were required. To139
obtain these maps, each impression was poly-warped to fit the approximate shape and size140
of the standardized heatmap outsole, thereby allowing for comparison with the previously141
normalized RAC locations across all shoes. Next, a tread element binary mask was automat-142
ically extracted using a series of morphological operators [15], where black pixels represent143
tread elements in contact with the ground and white pixels indicate recessed areas. Lastly,144
the number of “on” pixels (black) were likewise counted within each of the heatmap cells and145
summed across shoes to obtain a total number of contact pixels as well as the total number146
of shoes with contact in a given region (a binary decision based on criteria outlined in [15]).147
Point Process Simulation148
The primary goal of this research was to understand and describe the spatial distribution149
of empirically observed RACs in the WVU outsole database. In pursuit of this objective,150
a set of simulations were created for each shoe with known underlying patterns (or lack151
thereof), using the observed number of RACs identified on each shoe as the number of152
points to simulate and the contact-area modified binary maps as a “window” to describe the153
positions on which these points could fall [21].154
Given that one of the most fundamental analyses in spatial statistics is an evaluation of155
CSR, the first group of simulations required were Poisson random simulations intended to156
serve as null distributions for this purpose. A minimum of 1,000 Poisson random realizations157
per shoe were created using the following methodology [21]:158
1. Determine number of RACs (n) on shoe and compute shoe-specific intensity (λ = n/Ac,159
where Ac represents the number of “on” pixels in the shoe’s binary contact map).160
2. Simulate a Poisson random point process with the given intensity onto the shoe-specific161
binary contact map.162
3. Retain Poisson simulation if the number of simulated points (ns) equals the number of163
observed RACs (n), otherwise repeat Step 2.164
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Following simulation of the null distributions, two sets of alternative distributions (clus-165
tered and dispersed) were created in order to characterize any departures from randomness166
and evaluate the power of traditional tests of spatial randomness as applied to footwear167
features. In an effort to determine the existence of patterns in the empirical data at various168
ranges, each alternative was simulated on two different scales: i.) heatmap bin size, and ii.)169
mean lug size. The heatmap bins were previously defined as 5mm × 5mm in size (∼120px170
× 120px at a resolution of 600ppi), yielding an approximate diagonal diameter of 170px171
(and thus a radius of 85px) which was used to inform size parameters for the alternative172
simulations on the bin scale. Subsequently, to determine mean lug size, 130 lugs were mea-173
sured in duplicate on randomly selected shoes (excluding those outsoles without clear lugs)174
to determine the range of tread element sizes in the database. The resulting mean diameter175
was 399px ± 195px (or approximately 17mm ± 8mm), which likewise was used to inform176
simulations moving forward. Furthermore, for clustered simulations, cluster sizes must be177
specified [21]; as such, the maximum number of RACs per bin per shoe was investigated and178
this revealed a mean of 4 RACs ± 2 RACs.179
First, the clustered alternative distributions were generated. When points are located180
closer together in space than would be expected under randomness (i.e., points have an181
attractive relationship), a clustered pattern likely exists in the data [20, 21]. A minimum of182
500 clustered realizations per shoe, at each of two different scales (clustered within heatmap183
bins and within outsole lugs) were created using the following methodology [21]:184
1. Determine number of RACs (n) on shoe and compute shoe-specific intensity (λ = n/Ac,185
where Ac represents the number of “on” pixels in the shoe’s binary contact map).186
2. Randomly assign cluster size (nc between 2 - 6) and computer cluster-modified intensity187
accordingly (λc = λ/nc).188
3. Simulate random parent points to represent cluster locations according to cluster-189
modified intensity (λc).190
4. Center a uniform disc of radius rc on each parent point (where rc = 85px (3.5mm) for191
“in bin” clustering or a randomly sampled value from rc = 100, 105, 110, ..., 300px (4.2192
- 12.5mm) for “on lug”).193
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5. Remove each parent point and simulate nc points (a randomly sampled value from194
nc = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) within each disc and on contact pixels.195
6. Retain clustered simulation if ns (number of simulated RAC locations) = n (number196
of empirical RAC locations), otherwise repeat Steps 2-4.197
Lastly, the dispersed pattern realizations were created, wherein this type of structure198
results in points being spread further apart than would be expected under randomness (i.e.,199
points have a repulsive relationship) [20, 21]. Similar to the clustered simulations, the goal200
was to create two sets of realizations for the dispersed points on the heatmap bin and shoe201
lug scales. A minimum of 500 dispersed realizations per shoe, at each of two different scales202
(dispersed outside of heatmap bins and outside of outsole lugs, when allowable) were created203
using the following methodology [21]:204
1. Determine number of RACs (n) on shoe and set this equal to the number of points to205
be simulated (ns).206
2. Specify inhibition distance ri (where ri = 85px (3.5mm) for “out of bin” or maximum207
allowable between 400-75px (16.7 - 3.1mm) for “outside lug” dispersion (see below for208
additional detail)).209
3. Simulate uniform points within the binary contact map one-by-one.210
4. For each point simulated, retain if it is further than ri distance of a pre-existing point.211
5. Repeat Steps 3-4 until no additional points can be added.212
6. Retain dispersed simulation if ns = n, otherwise repeat Steps 3-5.213
Depending on the degree of contact and the number of RACs identified on a given outsole,214
points can only be dispersed so much before they run out of space. Hence, in order to conduct215
the “outside lug” simulations for dispersion it was necessary to determine the maximum216
allowable dispersion factor for each shoe, which was then used as the parameter in Step 2217
above. For each shoe, rs was initially set to 400px (16.7mm) (or the mean radius of lugs) and218
the above process was completed. Given that each simulation can create a different number219
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of points, depending on the starting point and the order of subsequently thrown points, this220
process was completed 25 times. If ns 6= n for all of the 25 trials, then rs = rs−25 (or 375px221
(15.6mm) for the first step down) and the steps were repeated until a successful (ns = n)222
simulation was created, at which time this value of rs was retained as the maximum allowable223
dispersion factor for the given shoe and used moving forward.224
After creation of all shoe-specific simulations, 10,000 random heatmap realizations were225
compiled for each of the contact-modified distributions by randomly selecting a point process226
from each shoe and combining all data to represent 72,306 simulated RACs under the given227
distribution. These “RACs” were then localized and binned in the same manner as conducted228
for the empirical dataset, so for each theoretical heatmap the simulated RAC locations were229
available as point coordinates (both in Cartesian and polar space) as well as bin memberships.230
Poisson Simulation Proof of Concept: Flat Outsole Testing231
As previously discussed, in order for a point process to fall under complete spatial ran-232
domness two criteria must be satisfied: i.) points can fall anywhere within the sample space233
(i.e., homogeneous), and ii.) points cannot be influenced by other points (i.e., independent)234
[19–21]. In terms of shoe outsoles, the first assumption is challenged because the vast ma-235
jority of shoes (especially in the database under study) do not have uniform, flat outsoles,236
and instead have recessed areas between tread elements that are not in contact with the237
ground to develop a RAC. As such, traditional methods for testing adherence to CSR using238
theoretical underlying distributions would not be appropriate.239
However, it is prudent to provide evidence that the simulation procedure used in this240
study to create Poisson random distributions (albeit on contact-modified outsole imagery)241
actually abides by CSR. To achieve this, 2,000 flat outsole simulations were created, wherein242
72,306 “RACs” were placed within the standard outsole frame (which was used as a uni-243
form window for this phase) and then localized using the same procedure as the heatmap244
detailed earlier. Then, these random heatmap realizations were tested for adherence to CSR245
using quadrat (chi-square goodness of fit and paired quadrat analysis) and distance (average246
nearest neighbor and Pollard’s distance) methods.247
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Quadrat-Based Methods248
Quadrats are a collection of small sub-areas within a larger study region that are defined249
by their coverage area, the total number of events each encapsulates, or both [20]. Using250
this definition, quadrat-based methods attempt to evaluate changes in point density. Overall,251
quadrat-based analysis methods are easy to implement, allowing for quick evaluation of global252
spatial randomness and are historically one of the most common preliminary methods for253
CSR analysis [19–21].254
Chi-Square Goodness of Fit Approach255
One of the most simple of the quadrat-based methods is the chi-square goodness of fit256
approach (GOF), which entails comparing an empirical dataset of spatial events (binned into257
quadrats) to the expected number of events over the same area, within the same number of258
quadrats [21, 23, 24]. The number of expected RACs (eq) per bin q (q = 1, 2, ..., Q = 987)259
was computed according to Eq. 1 [21, 24], where N represents the total number of points260
(72,306 in this case) and aq represents the number of pixels comprising the bin (maximum261
of 14,161 for full bins).262




The Poisson simulated RAC counts per bin from the flat outsole realizations (nq) were263
then compared to the calculated expected counts per bin using a chi-square test, with 986264







The computed test statistics were compared against the chi-square critical value at a sig-266
nificance level of α = 0.05 to determine if there was evidence for deviation from randomness267




Rather than simply considering the global frequency of quadrat counts as in the chi-271
square GOF test, the paired quadrat approach assesses differences in RAC presence at a272
local scale by evaluating differences in RAC counts between randomly mated quadrats. More273
specifically, this method determines the variation in stochastically paired quadrats separated274
by fixed (but multiple) distances, and therefore requires quadrats to be randomly paired275
before computation. The following steps were utilized to pre-define the mates [25]:276
1. Set quadrat dimensions, w × l (e.g., w = l = 5mm).277
2. Define centroid distances (hj = h1, h2, ..., hJ) based on quadrat half-size for j =278
1, 2, ..., J . For this study, quadrats 2, 3, 4, and 5 neighbors away (equivalent to dis-279
tances between centroids ranging from approximately 250px to 600px (10.4 - 25.0mm))280
in order to encompass roughly the mean lug diameter +/- one standard deviation.281
3. Randomly sample N = nh× J quadrat pairs separated by distance hj. For this study,282
nh = 50 for a total of 200 unique pairings (note that there is a limit in the number of283
pairs that can be selected at higher distance orders).284
i. Randomly select a quadrat (q);285
ii. Find all candidate pairs (s1, ..., sx) separated by hj from q;286
iii. Randomly select a candidate from s1, ..., sx;287
iv. Repeat steps (i.) - (iii.) for all hj = h1, ..., hJ , sampling without replacement;288
v. Repeat steps (i.) - (iv.), continuing to sample without replacement until each289
paired distance (hj = h1, ..., hJ) has nh paired quadrats.290
For hj = h1, ..., hJ , the mean squared difference (Vhj) was computed according to Eq. 3291
[20, 26], where qk and sk represent the number of events in a given pair of quadrats (k) for292






(tk − sk)2 (3)
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It is expected that for a random point pattern, the variance (Vhj) will be approximately294
constant across all distance classes [20]. Therefore, Bartlett’s test for equal variances was295
used to evalute adherence to CSR according to Eq. 4 [20, 25, 27]. The variances were296
considered unequal if T > χ21−α,J−1, where χ
2
1−α,J−1 is the critical value of the chi-square297
distribution with J − 1 degrees of freedom.298
T =
(N − J) lnVp −
J∑
j=1

















Tests for complete spatial randomness based on distances use precise measurements of300
locations, rather than generalized cells, and therefore offer the advantage of detecting smaller301
deviations from CSR as compared to quadrat-based techniques [20]. Numerous test statis-302
tics for evaluating CSR as a function of distance exist (see Cressie, 2015 [20] for a detailed303
description of these methods), however, these generally fall into two major categories: those304
that measure distance between neighboring events (RACs in this case), and those that mea-305
sure distance between an event and a random sample point [20]. The distance evaluations306
are then transformed into a test statistic and compared to that derived from a corresponding307
theoretical distribution to determine adherence to the null hypothesis (or complete spatial308
randomness) [20, 21, 24, 28, 29].309
RAC to RAC Method: Average Nearest Neighbor310
One of the most commonly used and simple to implement tests for detecting departures311
from CSR using distances between points is the average nearest neighbor (ANN) approach312
[24, 29–31]. Similar to the chi-square GOF test, this method compares observed mean dis-313
tances between neighboring events (RACs in this case) to a computed expected value. When314
determining the expected value for ANN, it is important to adjust for edge effects, which315
arise because the test statistic assumes an unbounded spatial region, which in practicality ac-316
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tually has a boundary (e.g., the frame of the standard heatmap outsole). The edge-corrected317
expected value (D̄e) is thus calculated according to Eq. 5 [31], where N is the number of318
observations (72,306 RACs) and P and A are the perimeter (8,598px or 358mm) and area319
(12,748,081px or ∼21,235 mm2)of the standard heatmap outsole window, respectively. Note320
that the subsequent additions to the initial term represent the edge adjustment previously321

















After obtaining the theoretical expected value, the average nearest neighbor distance for323
each of the 2,000 flat outsole Poisson simulations was determined (D̄o) and subsequently324
transformed to a Z-score according to Eq. 6, where i represents a simulated RAC of in-325














The average nearest neighbor statistic follows an approximately Normal distribution328
(N(D̄o, SEANN)) under the null hypothesis of randomness; therefore, the computed test329
statistic (Z) was compared to the critical value for the given distribution at α = 0.05 in330
order to determine whether evidence exists to suggest departures from CSR for each of the331
2,000 Poisson simulations.332
Point to RAC Method: Pollard’s Distance Statistic333
Unlike the average nearest neighbor approach, Pollard’s statistic (Po) utilizes the distance334
between synthetic random points (i) and the j th-nearest RAC(s) to evaluate the spatial335
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randomness of features [20, 28, 33]. Furthermore, Pollard’s statistic is sensitive for detecting336
departures from CSR at higher distance orders (i.e., for RACs further apart) and as such337
can be used to test for randomness at various scales [28]. In order to compute Pollard’s338
statistic for the 2,000 flat outsole simulations, the following procedure was employed, where339
j represents the distance order (e.g., the nearest neighbor is j = 1) and xij represents the340
distance from the ith synthetic point to its j th RAC neighbor [28]:341
1. Randomly project n = 100 synthetic points onto the standard heatmap outsole.342
2. In order to adjust for edge effects, an edge correction procedure was incorporated as343
follows. For each synthetic point (i), find its 5th nearest neighbor (simulated RAC344
(xi5)) as well as the distance from the point to the perimeter of the study region (xip).345
If xip ≤ xi5, then delete this point and re-project a new point, again checking xi5 versus346
xip.347
















[(6jn+ n+ 1)(n− 1)] (7)
4. Repeat steps 1-3 a total of 1,000 times.349
5. Repeat steps 1-4 for each distance order (j = 2, 3, 4, 5).350
Under CSR, (n− 1)Po follows an approximately chi-squared distribution with degrees of351
freedom (df = n−1); using this information, the upper and lower limits of the 95% confidence352
interval on the χ2 distribution were obtained. Subsequently, (n − 1)Po was compared to353
this interval to evaluate the null hypothesis, that the data conforms to complete spatial354
randomness [20, 28].355
Power Testing of Traditional CSR Tests on Contact-Area Modified Simulations356
Although flat outsole simulations were used as a baseline to obtain evidence that the357
employed methodology for simulating Poisson point processes do in fact adhere to spatial358
randomness, all subsequent data analysis was conducted on contact-modified data in order359
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to accurately represent the true state of the spatial area. More specifically, given that many360
outsoles have tread elements with intervening recessed areas, and considering that the WVU361
database is constructed of two-dimensional impressions only, there are likely areas on each362
outsole where RACs cannot exist. Thus, it was imperative to account for these non-contact363
areas in all further examinations.364
As an initial step in characterizing the distribution of RACs on outsoles, traditional tests365
of complete spatial randomness were explored, using the Poisson simulations as empirical366
null distributions against which alternative distributions were compared. In other words,367
because the inherent non-uniform nature of outsoles violate one of the principle criteria of368
CSR (homogeneity), Poisson simulations were created in order to represent the expected369
distribution of computed CSR test statistics under randomness, rather than the published370
theoretical underlying distributions (e.g., chi-square, normal, etc.). Ultimately, the goal was371
to determine whether using traditional approaches to detect departures from randomness372
were well-powered and suitable for investigating RAC spatial distributions. Power is defined373
as the probability that a true alternative hypothesis will result in the rejection of the null374
hypothesis by a given test. Under ideal circumstances, adequate power is generally described375
as being at least an 80% true reject rate (or 1− 4α)) [34].376
Similar to the flat outsole testing, quadrat and distance methods were again implemented377
in order to determine the power of common techniques for evaluating adherence to complete378
spatial randomness on both shoe-specific (500 randomly selected simulations from one shoe,379
possessing the maximum number of RACs (465)) and heatmap-wide data (1,000 randomly380
selected heatmap simulations, aggregating data from all 1,300 shoes). In other words, for381
the shoe-specific tests, 500 Poisson, clustered (in bin), and dispersed (out of bin) simulations382
were randomly selected for the given shoe (thought to be the best-case scenario given the383
maximum number of features) and each alternative distribution was compared against the384
Poisson distributions. This same approach was taken for the heatmap-wide evaluations, with385
1,000 realizations of each distribution being selected. Given the lower sensitivity of quadrat386
methods owing to their inherent data binning, a single, widely-used technique referred to as387
quadrat counting was employed. In addition, three distance methods were conducted at 5388
distance orders: Pollard’s distance, Pielou’s distance, and Clark and Evan’s distance.389
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Quadrat Counting Approach390
Quadrat counting entails comparing a dataset of empirical spatial events (binned into391
quadrats) to a random dataset of events that are plotted over the same area, with the same392
number of quadrats [21, 35]. In order to conduct this test, a frequency (and cumulative393
frequency) table was constructed detailing the number of cells with a given count of events394
for both the empirical and random datasets; likewise, the absolute differences in cumulative395
proportions (|∆|) between the empirical and random data were also computed. The data in396
the constructed table was then subjected to a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test to evaluate the397
presence of statistically significant differences between the observed frequencies and those398
expected from a random dataset. Deviation was assessed by comparing a test statistic399
(Eq. 8, or the maximum absolute difference between the observed (empirical) and expected400
(random) cumulative frequencies), versus a critical value, computed according to Eq. 9,401
where m is the number of quadrats in each dataset (987 for this study) [35].402
D = max|∆| (8)
403





Comparison of the test statistic to the critical value allowed for a conclusion regarding404
the null hypothesis (no statistical difference between the empirical and random datasets).405
More specifically, if the test statistic was greater than the critical value, the null hypothesis406
was rejected, and the observed deviation cannot be explained by sampling alone.407
Pollard’s Distance Statistic408
Pollard’s distance statistic was computed in the same manner as previously described409
(Eq. 7), with two exceptions. First, for the shoe-specific assessments, 50 random points were410
projected (instead of 100) given the smaller sample size of RACs in the dataset. Second,411
only one set of random points was generated per simulation since this was a preliminary412
evaluation, thereby excluding Step 4 previously described. This procedure was completed413
for each Poisson realization and each of the alternative distributions. Subsequently, the414
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resulting set of test statistics from the null distributions was used to determine the upper415
and lower bounds of the expected values (95% confidence interval) of Pollard’s statistic416
under randomness. Each value of Po (Eq. 7) obtained from the alternative distributions417
was compared to this confidence interval and any values falling outside of this interval were418
deemed significant (indicating evidence to reject the null hypothesis of CSR) [20, 28, 36].419
Pielou’s Distance Statistic420
Similar to Pollard’s distance, Pielou’s distance statistic (P ) likewise evaluates spatial421
patterns using distances between synthetically generated random points (i) and the j th-422
nearest observed events (RACs in this case) [20, 28, 37]. This test statistic is powerful for423
detecting departures from CSR at low distance orders (i.e., for RACs that are close together).424
For this study, Pielou’s test statistic was computed using the following procedure, where all425
variables are defined the same as in Eq. 7 and λ represents the population intensity (points426
per unit area) [20, 28, 37]:427
1. Randomly project n synthetic points onto the standard heatmap outsole, where n = 50428
for shoe-specific analysis and n = 100 for heatmap-wide assessments.429
2. In order to adjust for edge effects, an edge correction procedure was incorporated as430
follows. For each synthetic point (i), find its 5th nearest neighbor (simulated RAC431
(xi5)) as well as the distance from the point to the perimeter of the study region (xip).432
If xip ≤ xi5, then delete this point and re-project a new point, again checking xi5 versus433
xip.434







4. Repeat steps 1-3 for each distance order (j = 2, 3, 4, 5).436
Again, each resulting P statistic obtained from the Poisson random simulations were ag-437
gregated and a 95% confidence interval for this test statistic was determined for the null438
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distribution. Lastly, each Pielou’s distance statistic obtained for both alternative distribu-439
tions was assessed for deviation from complete spatial randomness by comparing it to the440
simulated 95% significance range obtained using the Poisson distributions.441
Clark and Evan’s Distance Statistic442
Unlike the two previous methods, the Clark and Evans’ statistic (C) evaluates the dis-443
tance between a randomly selected RAC (i) and its j th-nearest RAC neighbors. The general444
framework for using the Clark and Evans’ statistic to test for departure from CSR is as fol-445
lows, with all variables defined as in the previous detailed distance approaches [20, 28, 30]:446
1. Randomly select n RACs from the simulated point process, where n = 50 for shoe-447
specific analysis and n = 100 for heatmap-wide assessments.448
2. For each randomly selected RAC (i), find its 5th nearest neighbor (simulated RAC449
(xi5)) as well as the distance from the point to the perimeter of the study region (xip).450
If xip ≤ xi5, then delete this point and re-project a new point, again checking xi5 versus451
xip. This step serves as the edge correction for this approach.452












4. Repeat steps 1-3 for each distance order (j = 2, 3, 4, 5).454
Similarly, a 95% confidence interval was obtained using the set of calculated Clark and Evan’s455
distance statistics from the Poisson random simulations and each resulting C value from the456
alternative distributions was compared to this range in order to evaluate adherence to CSR.457
Testing for CSR Adjusted for Spatial Inhomogeneity458
Although the previously described techniques are extensively used to determine whether459
spatial data adheres to CSR, complete spatial randomness is rarely ever an appropriate460
description in practicality [23, 38–41]. For example, when studying the distribution of tree461
species, they are much less likely to fall in a body of water or on a road than in soil. The462
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same is true of the RACs under investigation here; they cannot be observed on the recessed463
areas of outsoles in two-dimensional impressions. Very often this stationarity requirement464
of CSR, wherein points are equally likely to fall anywhere within the study region causing465
a uniform intensity across the entire region, is violated. Therefore, there is a need to adjust466
for this underlying inhomogeneity within the sample space in order to properly ascertain the467
relationships between points at various distances as a function of the variation in expected468
point intensity [38]. In fact, the development of robust approaches to evaluate adherence469
to randomness in data collected over non-uniform study regions is currently receiving great470
research interest in spatial statistics, with Ripley’s K being the most commonly cited method471
that accounts for non-stationarity in data [38–41].472
The inhomogeneous Ripley’s K (K̂inh) is a second order spatial statistic that not only473
evaluates the mean of a parameter across space (e.g., intensity, distance, etc. as in the474
previously outlined methods) but also the variance of the estimate in the sampling area475
[20, 23, 39–41]. In order to evaluate the performance of this approach for footwear features,476
a small sample of 4 database outsoles was selected. These shoes contained a relatively large477
number of RACs (83, 90, 101, 114) and various class characteristics (circles and small bars,478
large lugs, small lugs, and stars and bars), thus allowing for an assessment of variations in479
contact area that are exhibited by different types of outsoles within the WVU database. For480
each shoe, its empirically observed RACs, as well as 500 randomly selected Poisson, clustered481
(in bin) and dispersed (out of bin) simulations, were utilized for analysis.482
Inhomogeneous Ripley’s K was computed for each shoe, using each of the three simulated483
distributions, according to Eq. 12 [40, 41], where A represents the area of the region of484
interest (number of “on” contact pixels), wij represents an edge correction factor, t is the485
radius of interest, λi and λj are the estimated point intensities at each RAC of interest (xi486
and xj, respectively), and xij represents the absolute Euclidean distance between them. For487
the purposes of this study, point intensities were estimated using an edge-corrected Gaussian488
kernel density estimator (KDE) with bandwidth equal to 200px (8.3mm) (the average radius489
of lugs), where the KDE edge correction factor was defined as the inverse of the area of the490
kernel located on top of contact pixels. In addition, note that the edge correction factor491
for computation of Ripley’s K (Eq. 12) was set to 1 because edge correction was previously492
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applied in the estimation of intensity. Furthermore, given that this test statistic is typically493















1 if xij ≤ t
0 otherwise
Traditionally, interpretation of this metric is conducted by generating a confidence enve-495
lope of K values (95% confidence interval at each value of t) and plotting this along with the496
similarly obtained resulting empirical data (in this case, tests based on the distribution of497
observed RACs on each shoe). If the empirical data falls within the confidence envelope at498
any given radius, it exhibits CSR at that scale. Conversely, if the observations lie above the499
upper limit of the confidence band, the data exhibit clustering at the given radius (and vice500
versa for patterns of dispersion falling below the lower limit) [23, 24, 39–41]. While this ap-501
proach was conducted for this research, the confidence bands for the clustered and dispersed502
simulation results were likewise plotted along with the null distribution and empirical data.503
Global Evaluation of Spatial Autocorrelation504
Rather than directly assessing the presence/absence of randomness and instead moving505
towards characterization of a spatial distribution, spatial autocorrelation evaluates the level506
of independence of spatial samples by assessing not only the location of the events (by binning507
into regions/quadrats) but also by a measured attribute at that location (number of RACs508
overall, presence of RACs of a given shape, errors/residuals, etc.) [35, 42]. More specifically,509
this technique considers the degree to which points are similar to other points in a given510
area. A positive spatial autocorrelation indicates that similar features cluster together in511
space, while a negative correlation indicates that dissimilar features cluster together in space512
[35, 43]. For this study, evaluation of global autocorrelation was conducted by applying a513
widely-used statistic referred to as Moran’s I [23, 24, 35, 43–45]. In order to compute this514
metric, the following procedure was used, where x represents the feature of interest at a515
specific location and Q represents the number of quadrats (Q = 987 heatmap bins):516
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1. Compute the Euclidean distance between the centroids of each quadrat in the heatmap.517
2. Construct a row-normalized weight matrix (W ) using the inverse of the Euclidean518
distances for all pairs of quadrats, wherein the sum across each row is one. If desired, a519
distance cut-off can be specified beyond which all weights are assigned a value of zero.520
For the analysis of global autocorrelation for this study, no cut-off was selected thus521
allowing all bins to serve as neighbors.522





















































Q[(Q2 − 3Q+ 3)S1 −QS2 + 3S20 ]− k[Q(Q− 1)S1 − 2QS2 + 6S20 ]













Although Moran’s statistic follows an approximately normal distribution, this approach527
was selected because it has been shown to be very robust against departures from normality528
[23, 24]. Additionally, values significantly lower than expected indicate negative correlation529
(dissimilar RAC counts in close proximity) and conversely values significantly higher than530
expected suggest positive correlation (similar RAC counts in close proximity).531
More specifically, spatial autocorrelation was assessed on a set of “observed residuals” (x’s532
in Eq. 13), wherein the Poisson simulation heatmaps served as the “predicted” outcomes533
(or modeled/expected) against which empirical data were compared. However, since this534
method considers all locations (bins) equal, it was necessary to first normalize RAC counts535
(nm) in order to account for both bin partiality (Bp, or the percentage of the bin that falls536
within the heatmap frame) and contact partiality (Cp, or the mean percentage of the bin537
that was covered by contact area across all 1,300 shoes). These modified frequencies were538
computed according to Eq. 16 and served to normalize counts in incomplete cells in order to539
reflect what they would be given full contact (covering all 14,161 pixels for a 5mm × 5mm540
quadrat contained entirely within the heatmap frame).541
Bp =




1 # px in contact
14, 161× 1, 300
nm =




Furthermore, this assessment was conducted in three phases: (i.) Poisson versus Poisson542
simulations (a null distribution check for Type I error), (ii.) alternatives versus Poisson543
simulations (an alternative distribution check for power), and lastly (iii.) empirical data544
versus Poisson simulations (to characterize the WVU database RACs), according to Table545
1. The residuals were obtained by subtracting the predicted values (nme) from the observed546
values (nmo), such that x = nmo − nme for each bin, and these values were used in the547
calculation of global Moran’s I.548
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Table 1: Total number of comparisons and distributions of interest for each phase of the global autocorrelation
analysis using Moran’s I. Note that for the assessment of Type I error, 10 Poisson distributions were randomly
selected and all were pairwise compared to yield 45 total comparisons ((10×9)/2). For the power analysis
and evaluation of RAC residuals, each randomly selected observed distribution was compared against all
















RAC Count Residuals Empirical: 1 Poisson: 100 100
Local Indicators of Spatial Autocorrelation549
Although global assessment of spatial correlation is useful for evaluating the overall pat-550
tern, local indicators of spatial association (LISAs) decompose the global metric in pursuit551
of a more descriptive characterization of spatial data, thereby allowing for identification of552
localized regions of significant correlation [23, 46]. Rather than obtaining a single statistic,553
this analysis yields one estimate per cell of interest (987 in this study) to describe localized554
spatial relationships. Local Moran’s I was therefore utilized in an attempt to characterize the555
distribution of RACs on shoe outsoles. This technique was again employed to evaluate the556
“observed residuals” between the empirical data and all 10,000 Poisson random simulations557
in order to determine if specific regions of the outsole are not well predicted by the random558
realizations. To do so, the same approach was employed as described for global Moran’s I,559
but substituting Eq. 17 for the computation of the local test statistic (Ii) and its associated560
expected value and variance. In addition, this assessment was conducted using six differ-561
ent neighborhood distance cut-off values (400px or 16.7mm, 800px or 33.3mm, 1,000px or562
41.7mm, 1,500px or 62.5mm, 1,750px or 72.9mm, 2,500px or 104mm) in the row-normalized563
weight matrix in an attempt to glean information about correlation structures at various564
































Figure 1 details the frequency distribution of the number of RACs identified on all outsoles568
in the collection with the mean number of features per shoe equal to 56± 64 with an empirical569
minimum of 1 and maximum of 465. Given the large skew and spread in the data, the median570
of 32 (with associated IQR of 14 to 70) is clearly a better estimator of central tendency for571
this dataset.572
After identification of randomly acquired characteristics on each outsole, data for all573
1,300 shoes was aggregated into a single frequency heatmap possessing 987 potential bin574
locations into which these features were discretized. Outlined in Table 2 are the summary575
statistics for the number of features per heatmap cell overall and broken out by shape class.576
Disregarding shape, there is an average of 73 ± 36 RACs per bin.577
Furthermore, RAC and contact area frequencies per heatmap location were combined578
and are illustrated in Figure 2 where the color of each dot represents the number of features579
and the size of each dot represents the number of shoes with contact. Upon more detailed580
examination, it becomes apparent that cell frequencies are likely dependent on contact area581
which fits with intuition. For example, in the arch area of the standard outsole, there are582
fewer shoes that possess tread elements in this region (∼25-45%) and likewise there are very583
few RACs; conversely, about 80-90% of outsoles had contact pixels in the ball of the toe and584
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Frequency of the Number of RACs Observed per Shoe















Figure 1: Frequency of the number of RACs observed on all 1,300 shoes.
Table 2: Summary statistics for RAC frequency as a function of heatmap bins. In total, there were 72,306
RACs identified on 1,300 shoes and ultimately categorized as either variable (28,236 RACs), linear (21.363
RACs), or compact (22,707 RACs).
Metric Variable Linear Compact Any
Mean 29 22 23 73
SD 15 12 12 36
Median 29 21 24 76
IQR (19,38) (13,30) (14,32) (48,97)
Max 73 71 57 189
this region also has a higher density of accidentals. Interestingly, the accumulated contact585
areas displayed in Figure 2 exhibit a similar structure to those observed by Yekutieli, et. al.,586
(2013) [18], wherein there is little contact in the interior heel and arch area. Given these587
reproducible results on two different databases, it seems that this may be a stable model for588
general contact area of athletic outsoles. Moreover, the results of this preliminary analysis589
reveal that it is imperative to account for contact versus recessed areas when evaluating the590
distribution of characteristics of use for forensic footwear impressions.591
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Figure 2: Number of RACs (color) and number of outsoles with contact (point size) for each cell in the WVU
database heatmap. Note that for this illustration contact in a given bin was considered a binary decision
wherein a shoe’s outsole was considered “on” if its binary contact map covered at least 25% of a bin’s area
(3540px or ∼150mm2 for a full bin) and/or a RAC was observed in that location.
Point Process Simulation592
Using the binary contact maps as a window in which simulated points can fall, a series593
of Poisson, clustered, and dispersed point process realizations were created for each shoe.594
In total, 3,748,251 contact-modified accidental feature simulations have been generated, as595
detailed in Table 3. These simulations (or random sub-samples of them) were used for all596
data analysis moving forward, and serve as the basis against which to compare the empirical597
data.598
Poisson Simulation Proof of Concept: Flat Outsole Testing599
Apart from the contact-modified simulations, 2,000 flat outsole Poisson realizations were600
created using the completely filled frame of the standard outsole as the window within which601
72,306 points were generated; Figure 3 displays one such simulation. Not surprisingly, when602
comparing this figure to Figure 2 there are apparent differences between the two, including603
the lack of underlying structure in the flat outsole simulations. Additionally, RAC counts604
seem to be relatively uniformly distributed, with the exception of partial bins along the edge605
of the frame which possess fewer features, as expected.606
Each of the 2,000 Poisson realizations was subjected to four traditional tests of complete607
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Pattern Factor(s) # Created
Mean #
per Shoe





Number points/cluster (nc): 2-6






Number points/cluster (nc): 2-6
Clustering radius (rc): 100-300px (4.2-12.5mm)








Inhibition radius (ri): maximum
allowable dispersion 400-75px (16.7-3.1mm)
(Incremented by 25px (∼1mm))
In progress In progress
Figure 3: Number of RACs (color) for each cell location for a randomly selected flat outsole Poisson simu-
lation.
spatial randomness (stemming from two classes of techniques) in order to ascertain whether608
the procedure for creating the null distribution simulations actually produced point processes609
that conformed to CSR. Under the null hypothesis, p-values are uniformly distributed [47];610
therefore, it was expected that approximately 5% of tests conducted on the flat outsole data611
would reject randomness at α = 0.05. Table 4 reports the results based on four techniques612
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(chi-square GOF, paired quadrat, ANN, and Pollard’s distance), yielding rejection rates613
ranging from 4.0-6.2%. Most notably, the mean rejection rate for all tests conducted was614
4.9%, which aligns with the expected proportion under the null hypothesis. Therefore, these615
results offer evidence that the methodology for generating the Poisson simulations are, in616
fact, spatially random and can reliably be used to serve as null distributions moving forward.617
Table 4: Results of flat outsole simulation testing based on 2,000 heatmap realizations with four commonly
used tests of spatial randomness (representing both quadrat and distance methods). Note for the paired
quadrat approach, cells that were between 2-5 bins apart were randomly paired for analysis. In addition, for
the Pollard statistic, five distance orders were evaluated (i.e., the distances between each selected point and
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Power Testing of Traditional CSR Tests on Contact-Area Modified Simulations618
As the first step in characterizing the distribution of RACs on non-uniform outsoles,619
traditional and widely-used spatial statistical approaches to testing for complete spatial620
randomness were employed. Prior to testing empirical data obtained from the collection of621
1,300 shoes, the power of these tests for contact-modified simulations (which appropriately622
represent the regions of interest for this study of outsoles) was evaluated on shoe-specific623
and heatmap-wide scales. Namely, the shoe-specific level was comprised of 500 simulations624
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(for each pattern type) generated for a single shoe containing 465 RACs (the most features625
contained on any shoe in the database). Alternatively, the heatmap-wide level was comprised626
of 1,000 simulated heatmaps (for each pattern type) representing all 72,306 synthetic RACs,627
modified by the contact areas of 1,300 outsoles.628
First, within-distribution testing was completed on the 500 shoe-specific simulations,629
for all three distributions (Poisson, clustered, and dispersed) using a hold-one-out analysis630
whereby the remaining realizations were used to inform an empirical 95% confidence interval631
against which to compare the singular result (Table 5). Theoretically, each held-out real-632
ization should fall within the significance range, thereby indicating that the specific data633
originates from the distribution as the “null” data (the 499 remaining point processes), with634
an error rate of approximately 5%. With the exception of the quadrat counting technique,635
which is known to have low sensitivity for small departures owing to data binning, all other636
tests exhibited 5.2-5.6% rejection which closely adheres to the expected error rate suggesting637
that these approaches have suitable specificity, at least when comparing like-simulations.638
Following within-distribution assessment, between-distribution analysis was undertaken639
for both the shoe-specific and heatmap-wide scales using the same four tests of spatial ran-640
domness. For each of these assessments, the Poisson random simulations served as the null641
distribution from which an empirical confidence interval was derived using the computed642
test statistics; each alternative distribution result was then compared to this range to deter-643
mine adherence to CSR. Theoretically, each alternative distribution should fall outside the644
significance range determined using the Poisson simulations as the null, with an error rate645
of no more than 20% thus yielding a power of 80% or higher. Table 6 details the computed646
power (true rejection rate) for shoe-specific and heatmap-wide tests of spatial randomness647
for clustered and dispersed alternative distributions. Overall, the results of power testing648
for traditional tests of CSR exhibit low performance for assessment of RAC distributions on649
contact-modified imagery, specifically for dispersed simulations and heatmap-wide scales.650
When considering the dispersed simulations, a maximum true rejection rate of approxi-651
mately 15% was observed, with a mean power of 4.4% ± 4.0% (Table 6). Although all three652
distance-based test statistics are known to be slightly more sensitive to clustered devia-653
tions from randomness [28], the results are lower than expected for the dispersed alternative.654
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Table 5: Frequency (and associated percentage) of falsely rejected distributions for hold-one-out assessment
of within-distribution testing on shoe-specific contact-modified simulations using traditional tests for CSR.
The distance-based tests were conducted using five distance orders (j=1-5), where the distances between a
randomly selected point and its j th nearest neighbor were evaluated. When appropriate, the distance order
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Therefore, this observation suggests that the dispersion factor for out of bin (85px or 3.5mm)655
is likely not sufficiently large for many shoes in the database, resulting in the intended al-656
ternative distribution adhering to an approximately random pattern. As such, it was at this657
point that additional dispersed simulations were created in an attempt to better represent658
dispersion outside of lugs using the maximum allowable radius, as previously summarized in659
Table 3.660
Furthermore, a large decrease in power is observed between the shoe-specific and heatmap-661
level scales, specifically in the case of the clustered distributions. On average, the shoe-662
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Table 6: Frequency (and associated percentage) of true rejected distributions for between-distribution testing
on shoe-specific (500 each) and heatmap-wide (1,000 each) contact-modified simulations using traditional
tests for CSR, with the Poisson random simulations serving as the empirical null distribution. The distance-
based tests were conducted using five distance orders (j=1-5), where the distances between a randomly
selected point and its j th nearest neighbor were evaluated. When appropriate, the distance order is also
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specific clustered simulations showed evidence of departures from randomness in 38.6% ±663
18.1% of all comparisons, whereas the heatmap-wide level rejected just 5.8% ± 2.1% (Table664
6). One possible explanation for this result is that aggregation of data from shoe-specific665
simulations into random heatmap realizations causes suppression of the underlying patterns,666
thus making deviations from randomness increasingly difficult to detect. This phenomena667
is illustrated in Figure 4 wherein the RACs observed in a randomly selected realization for668
each simulation type (Poisson, clustered, and dispersed) are plotted as heatmaps. Although669
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differences do exist between all three distributions (e.g., the maximum number of RACs per670
bin are highest (144), as expected, for clustered, followed by 137 and 129 for Poisson and671
dispersed, respectively), visual differences are not readily apparent.672
Figure 4: Number of RACs (color) per bin in one (of 10,000) randomly-selected heatmap realization for
Poisson, clustered (in bin), and dispersed (out of bin) simulations.
Interestingly, the trends regarding the power of the distance techniques for the shoe-673
specific assessments of randomness closely replicate those obtained previously by Liu (2001)674
[28]. More specifically as detailed in Table 6, both Pielou’s, and Clark and Evans’, statistics675
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exhibit the highest power for nearest-neighbor analysis (63-65% for clustered and 7.4-7.8%676
for dispersed alternatives), whereas Pollard’s test performs best at higher distance orders (in-677
creasing from 16% to 53% for clustered and 4.2% to 15% for dispersed). Unfortunately, given678
the vastly different study region size (12,748,081px versus 62,500px), the resulting population679
intensity (0.006 point/px versus 1.000 point/px), and the underlying non-stationarity of the680
contact-area windows comprising the database, direct comparison of power values between681
this study and Liu (2001) [28] is not possible.682
As previously discussed, traditional tests of CSR exhibit relatively low power for eval-683
uations of RACs contained within contact-modified outsole simulations on multiple scales,684
with none of the scenarios reaching the 80% ideal threshold [34]. There are two explana-685
tions that likely contribute to this under-performance. First, although point processes were686
generated for each specific pattern (or lack thereof) onto binary contact windows, thereby687
describing the sample space within which RACs could fall for each shoe, the study-wide area688
of interest was the standard heatmap outsole. Within this study area, there still remains689
inhomogeneity (as exhibited in Figure 2) and therefore one of the principle criteria for com-690
plete spatial randomness is inherently violated. Second, each test statistic was developed to691
possess adequate power following a theoretical distribution for uniform study regions under692
the null hypothesis. By creating an empirically derived null distribution accounting for tread693
elements, the power may be compromised because it changes the underlying assumptions for694
which each technique was developed. Considering these two factors, these traditional tests695
of CSR are not suitable in this scenario because the same distance between two RACs in696
the database (or two points in a simulation) could mean very different things depending on697
the local intensity [38–41]. In other words, two features in close proximity in an area with698
higher local intensity (more points per unit area) may not suggest a pattern, whereas the699
same observation in a region of low local intensity may provide evidence of clustering.700
Testing for CSR Adjusted for Spatial Inhomogeneity701
Based upon the results of power testing using traditional CSR techniques applied to702
shoe-specific contact-area modified simulations, it was prudent to evaluate the performance703
of spatial randomness approaches that are adjusted for inhomogeneity. As previously dis-704
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cussed, the second-order statistic Ripley’s K was selected for this study given its wide ap-705
plication in various disciplines utilizing spatial statistics. Given that this method requires706
local intensity estimation with window-specific edge correction, its likelihood of being fit-for-707
purpose was initially assessed using a subset of four shoes with a relatively large number of708
RACs (83, 90, 101, 114). Note that the average number of RACs per shoe is approximately709
56 (72,306/1,300) , so the outcome from this small proof-of-concept study may not reflect710
the results likely for shoes with fewer RACs.711
Figure 5 displays the Ripley’s K results for four shoe-specific simulations and their as-712
sociated empirically observed RACs; this analysis was conducted across 40 different radii713
ranging between 0-1,000px (0.0 - 41.6mm) and incremented by 25px (or approximately714
1mm). As previously discussed, traditional interpretation of this test involves comparing715
K-distributions obtained from empirical data to 95% confidence envelopes derived from ran-716
dom simulations of the same number of observations in the same study region. Using this717
frequentist approach, if the observed accidentals on each shoe fall within the limits of the718
random realizations then adherence to CSR would be concluded at all distances. However,719
when likewise considering the confidence ranges of alternatives (clustering and dispersion)720
there are large areas of overlap between all three pattern types. This observation is alarming721
given that this second step is rarely taken in practice (in fact, the authors could not find a722
paper in which this approach was utilized). When considering all available simulations (null723
and alternatives), it becomes impossible to classify the structure of the empirical data. As724
an aside, these results likewise provide additional evidence that the dispersed simulations725
are not sufficiently dispersed for all shoes as near complete overlap exists for the Poisson and726
dispersed means and confidence bands.727
In addition to the traditional frequentist interpretation of Ripley’s K distributions, a728
Bayesian approach was undertaken in hopes of improving separation between distributions729
and offering more information for characterization of empirical RAC patterns with respect730
to randomness. Each simulated distribution was compared against the others in order to731
compute three score-based likelihood ratio (SLR) distributions informed by the empirically-732
computed Ripley’s K value at each radius. Figure 6 exhibits the computed Ripley’s K SLRs733
for each of the three inter-distribution comparisons across all radii evaluated: (i.) Poisson vs.734
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Figure 5: Ripley’s K results for four shoes across various radii (t = 0 - 41.6mm). The dashed lines on each
plot represent the distribution of K values for the empirically observed RACs on the given shoe. In addition,
the mean lines (solid lines) and confidence bands (shaded regions) are provided for 500 simulations of Poisson
(gray), clustered (red), and dispersed (blue) point processes generated on shoe-specific contact-area modified
imagery.
clustered (P/C) represented by the red line, (ii.) Poisson vs. dispersed (P/D) represented by735
the blue line, and (iii.) clustered vs. dispersed (C/D) represented by the purple line. Based736
upon the pattern of each SLR plot, it is then possible to make inferences about the most737
probable pattern of RACs across various distances. For example, for the shoes with 83 and738
101 RACs (the two right plots), it appears that there is evidence to support that the data739
are randomly distributed across all radii because the SLRs provided by the red and blue740
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lines are larger in magnitude than that provided by the purple line (mean SLRs of 16-32 and741
3.0-9.5 for red and blue versus 0.44-0.62 for purple). Conversely, based upon the bottom742
left plot of Figure 6, empirical RACs appear to be dispersed in space because there is more743
support for dispersion as compared to random (blue line) and clustered (purple line).744
Figure 6: Score-based likelihood ratios (SLR) of Ripley’s K results for four shoes across various radii (t =
0, 25, 50, ...1, 000px). The dashed lines on each plot indicates SLR = 1, or the point at which there is a lack of
evidence supporting one distribution over another. Results are plotted for comparison between the Ripley’s
K distributions of 500 simulations of Poisson, clustered, and dispersed simulations. More specifically, the
red line represents the SLR for Poisson versus clustered, the blue line represents the SLR for Poisson versus
dispersed, and the purple line represents the SLR for clustered versus dispersed.
When considering the collective results of the inhomogeneous Ripley’s K analysis, it be-745
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comes apparent that the relatively low population density for shoe-specfic point simulations746
will likely be a limiting factor for the utility of this technique for characterizing the spatial747
distribution of RACs, at least on the shoe-specific level. For the four outsoles assessed, each748
containing an above average number of RACs, the sample intensity ranges from 1.4×10−5 to749
1.8×10−5 points per pixel (this equates to approximately 5.8×10−7 to 7.5×10−7 features per750
mm). Given that Ripley’s K is essentially a multi-distance measure of the expected number751
of points within a specified radius, this small spatial density can yield great variability in752
results, even for points with the same underlying distribution. As an example, consider the753
three clustered spatial distributions in Figure 7. All three squares are the same size, with754
the same number of points (10) and the same number of clusters (3), thus yielding the same755
intensity (λ). Furthermore, each cluster is replicated exactly in all squares, with the only756
difference being the inter-cluster spacing. However, given the large spatial region in compar-757
ison to the number of points, the clusters can fall in a variety of positions with respect to758
each other.759
Accordingly, the resulting values of K will be highly variable, with square A being large760
and square C exhibiting small values (with B be somewhere in between), despite the fact that761
each distribution was simulated using the same clustering criteria. This same trend is true on762
a large scale when considering the RACs in this study, exhibiting very low intensity values763
on a shoe-specific scale. Even when keeping simulation criteria consistent, there is great764
variability in the position of simulated RACs on outsoles. Accordingly, there is great variation765
in the values of Ripley’s K within each distribution type, as exhibited by the near complete766
overlap in confidence bands for Poisson, clustered, and dispersed data in Figure 5. Moreover,767
since the four shoes selected were considered “best case scenarios” and contained well-over768
the mean number of features observed per shoe, it is highly likely that discrimination between769
pattern classes (Poisson, clustered, dispersed) will become increasingly more difficult as the770
number of accidentals decreases; as such, it was determined that given the sample and space771
of interest, Ripley’s K was not “fit for purpose” in order to describe the underlying structure772
of RAC distributions on a shoe-specific level.773
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Figure 7: Illustration of the effect of low population intensity on Ripley’s K variation. Each square contains
a “simulated” distribution of 10 points in three distinct clusters, with the same sample intensity. However,
given the relationships between each cluster, the Ripley’s K associated with each square would be very
different: high K for square A, moderate K for square B, and low K for square C.
Global Evaluation of Spatial Autocorrelation774
After sufficiently exploring tests of randomness (traditionally the first step in any spa-775
tial data analysis), additional assessments were conducted in an effort to characterize and776
describe the spatial distribution of RACs on outsoles contained within the WVU database.777
Namely, an evaluation of global autocorrelation of “observed residuals” on RAC counts was778
conducted using Moran’s I, with the Poisson simulations serving as the predicted values779
against which other datasets were compared. This analysis was conducted in three phases780
in order to inform Type I error rate (Poisson versus Poisson), power (Poisson versus al-781
ternatives), and RAC patterns (Poisson versus empirical) and the results are presented in782
Table 7. Two of the sets of comparisons resulted in 0% departure from the expected value of783
Moran’s I. More specifically, there was no significant global correlation detected for Poisson784
versus Poisson comparisons, thereby yielding a 0% type I error rate. Given that this analysis785
was conducted on a small subset of heatmaps (10 pairwise compared resulting in 45 tests),786
these results suggest an acceptable, but in practicality likely non-zero, false rejection rate.787
In addition, an evaluation of the observed residuals for dispersed simulations versus the null788
revealed that none of the 100 comparisons exhibited significant spatial association. When789
considering previously obtained results for the dispersed alternatives, this observation of lack790
of spatial correlation provides further evidence that the dispersion factor of 85px (3.5mm)791
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does not yield a sufficiently large effect size to be detected.792
Table 7: Results of global assessment of spatial autocorrelation on observed residuals. For this study,
the expected value of Moran’s I is -0.0011 (-1/(987-1)), with values significantly larger suggesting positive






















Empirical/Poisson 100 0.1782 ± 0.0030 100 (Positive)
On the other hand, a global positive correlation was detected with 87% power, fortuitously793
exceeding the ideal threshold of 80%, for the clustered in bin simulations, which exhibited a794
mean Moran’s I value of 0.0032 ± 0.0013 (Table 7). Moreover, the evaluation of empirical795
versus Poisson distributions resulted in 100% identification of global spatial autocorrelation796
with a mean Moran’s I more than 50 times higher than those yielded for the clustered797
alternatives at 0.1782 ± 0.0030. This outcome provides strong evidence for the true presence798
of a positive relationship between neighbors (wherein values near each other are similar), as799
illustrated in Figure 8 by the presence of distinct groups of off-zero residuals. Notably, in800
the ball of the toe the empirical data possess more RACs than predicted and conversely in801
the arch area and the edges of the toe and heel the observed RACs were fewer than expected802
based upon the Poisson simulations (both adjusted for bin partiality).803
Based upon the global Moran’s I and the visual examination of the observed residuals804
as a function of location, it is clear that the random simulations do not sufficiently account805
for the factors that influence RAC acquisition, despite the contact area modifications. One806
of the factors that is likely to affect feature development is degree of wear. Accordingly,807
in order to determine whether wear impacted the presence of RACs on an outsole a chi-808
square test of independence [48] was conducted and yielded a global result of significant809
dependence (p = 2.34 × 10−13) between overall degree of wear (light, moderate, high) and810
the number of accidentals visualized (1-25, 26-50, 51-76, 76-100, 101-150, 151+). Using an811
adjusted Pearson residual post-hoc test with a Bonferroni correction [49, 50], three pairwise812
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Figure 8: Observed residuals (color) for the empirical RAC modified counts versus the modified counts from
a randomly selected Poisson realization (each computed according to Eq. 16). Global Moran’s I indicated
significant positive autocorrelation indicating that observed residuals were clustered in space. Note that
feature counts for both the empirical data and Poisson realizations were modified to account for tread
contact and bin partiality, according to Eq. 16.
comparisons exhibited evidence of dependence. More specifically, outsoles with light wear813
overall contained fewer RACs (1-25) (p = 1.75 × 10−07) and the opposite was observed for814
shoes with high wear of the sole material (p = 4.12 × 10−12). In addition, more shoes815
contained many RACs (151+) for heavily worn outsoles than would be observed if the two816
factors were independent of one another (p = 8.07× 10−08). Therefore, based upon a global817
assessment of wear for each outsole, more wear intuitively results in more RACs acquired818
and thus observed and vice versa for less wear. Furthermore, this outcome may help to819
describe the observations in Figure 8 wherein little to no pressure is expected in the arch820
area (and thus fewer features are observed than expected in this region) and conversely more821
wear occurs on the ball of the toe and more RACs than predicted are present empirically.822
Local Indicators of Spatial Autocorrelation823
Following global assessment of spatial autocorrelation, a localized evaluation of Moran’s824
I was conducted in order to determine whether associations existed within smaller neighbor-825
hoods. Local analysis of spatial association on “observed residuals,” at 6 distances ranging826
from approximately 17 - 104mm, revealed significant positive correlation (similar values clus-827
tered together) in various outsole regions, as illustrated in Figure 9 based on comparisons828
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between the empirical dataset and 10,000 Poisson realizations. Furthermore, the regions that829
exhibited residuals that deviated from zero for the global analysis (Figure 8) are the same830
regions exhibiting significant positive autocorrelation in a large fraction of all comparisons.831
Again, the ball of the toe contained more features than expected under randomness, while832
the arch and the edges of the heel and toe contain fewer RACs than predicted. Another833
important observation is that the locations of significant results, and the overall fraction of834
significant local correlation, is relatively stable across the neighborhood sizes specified in the835
weight matrix during computation of Moran’s I, which range from 400px or 16.7mm (the836
average radius of a lug) to 2500px or 104mm (the distance across the widest part of the toe837
on the standard outsole). As illustrated in Figure 9, the distribution of color is relatively838
consistent in the aforementioned clusters of similar values (red cells), with increasing neigh-839
borhood sizes revealing some additional regions of local correlation (green-yellow color) in a840
fraction of comparisons.841
Figure 9: Fraction of empirical versus 10,000 Poisson observed residuals exhibiting significant local Moran’s
I results (color).
Collectively, the results from the global and local analysis of spatial autocorrelation of842
“observed residuals” computed through comparison of modified RAC counts between empir-843
ically observed and random predicted data indicate that overall the Poisson simulations do844
not adequately describe the factors which impact the distribution of accidentals on outsoles.845
Although the simulations accounted for shoe-specific tread areas, through utilization of a846
binary contact map, significant global and local positive correlation remains in the residuals.847
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Based upon anecdotal observations, localized patterns of wear and pressure may account for848
these differences. In fact the areas exhibiting high proportions of significant autocorrelation849
in Figure 9 are in alignment with the maps of walking pressure distributions on outsoles col-850
lected by Liu et al. (2019) [51]. For example, Liu et al. (2019) [51] found that high pressure851
was placed on the ball of the toe and throughout the lower and lateral heel; this pattern852
aligns with results of the Moran’s I analysis in this study. As such, it would be beneficial853
to evaluate whether characterization of wear across an outsole and subsequent modification854
of the results to consider this factor (just as contact area was included) would resolve the855
difference between the observed RACs and the random simulations.856
Conclusions857
The primary objective of this study was to evaluate the degree to which randomly ac-858
quired characteristics adhered to spatial randomness, after accounting for tread contact, by859
applying widely-used spatial statistics on a database of 72,306 features originating from 1,300860
shoes. After a detailed examination of accidentals using a variety of techniques, three major861
conclusions can be gleaned. First, traditional approaches to testing for CSR are generally not862
suitable for the evaluation of RACs, owing to the inherent sample space heterogeneity. As863
previously discussed, the large majority of outsole surfaces are not uniform. Instead, shoes864
contain tread areas that contact the ground during use as well as raised areas between ele-865
ments that would only reveal RACs in 3-dimensional impressions, which were not evaluated866
as part of this research. Accordingly, when specifically assessing 2-dimensional prints, the867
major CSR assumption of homogeneity is violated. Although the current study attempted to868
account for this violation by creating contact-modified imagery for each shoe, and associated869
Poisson simulations to represent a random distribution of RACs on tread areas, the power of870
traditional tests of randomness was much lower than ideal (maximum power of 65%, with the871
majority of tests exhibiting a true rejection rate below 15%). Therefore, traditional metrics872
for evaluating CSR are not fit-for-purpose for the analysis of RACs on outsoles because they873
are not sufficiently robust to violations of the homogeneity assumption, even after adjusting874
theoretical critical values using empirically derived null distributions.875
Second, tests of spatial randomness adjusted for inhomogeneity, thereby relaxing the876
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assumptions for CSR, contain limited utility for shoe-specific evaluations of randomness.877
Given the relative “rarity” of features on tread areas, as supported by the minute intensity878
estimates (on the magnitude of 10-7 points per mm), there is likely insufficient information to879
obtain a reliable decision regarding adherence to randomness versus clustered or dispersed880
alternatives. This conclusion is revealed by the large variability in scores for each of the881
simulated RAC realizations (Figure 5), and thus discrimination between Poisson and alter-882
native distributions is problematic. However, this study did not evaluate this approach on883
the heatmap-level (agglomerating all RACs), and can therefore not comment on utility in884
this context. Evaluation of database-wide RAC distributions using these approaches would885
require complex mappings of local intensity across the entire database, while accounting for886
shoe-specific outsole factors such as contact area.887
Lastly, and potentially most importantly, the results from this study indicated that tread888
design alone did not sufficiently describe the spatial distribution of acquired features. More-889
over, all areas of contact were not created equal and therefore equal degrees of contact did890
not necessarily yield similar frequencies of observed features. More specifically, as compared891
to the Poisson null realizations, observed residuals of empirical data resulted in significant892
global and local spatial correlation. Therefore, the Poisson random simulations did not ad-893
equately represent the distribution of observed features, suggesting that a significant latent894
explanatory factor remained that must be identified and incorporated. Based upon the lo-895
cations of significant local association as well as an understanding of the physical process896
causing the development of RACs on outsoles, wear is one such variable that should be ex-897
plored in more detail. Analysis of localized regions of outsole wear may provide information898
not only about tread contact, but also the dynamic process of gait and pressure that occurs899
when using a shoe, thus representing an important intersection of the dynamic process of900
RAC formation. As such, further research is required to determine the degree to which other901
readily observable outsole factors, that could be transferred to crime scene impressions and902
thus characterized as part of the analysis process, affect the distribution of RACs.903
When considering the above conclusions, it is also important to address several study-904
related factors associated with observed results. First, the contact maps utilized to describe905
the positions on which RACs could occur were created automatically, using a series of mor-906
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phological operators to segment outsole tread elements on exemplar impressions. While every907
effort was taken to ensure a reliable representation of the tread pattern, the contact maps are908
not perfect reproductions of the tread pattern. Thus, a more supervised process may yield909
more precise results. For example, using a high-quality outsole scanner and then manually910
adjusting the resulting binary images, may slightly increase the fidelity of the contact maps;911
however, it is unclear whether this expensive and timely approach would yield significant,912
worth-while improvements. In addition, this study utilized a warp process to normalize all913
shoes, and their associated RACs and contact maps, to a standardized heatmap outsole.914
While this process was necessary to increase the sample size of the database, this step may915
constrain the practical applicability of the results given the change in appearance of tread916
elements with respect to the original outsole. The only way to overcome this limitation917
would require an exorbitantly large database containing replicates of a wide variety of shoes918
with the same class characteristics (e.g., make, model, and size).919
Furthermore, one of the limitations specifically related to the simulation of alternative920
distributions that must be acknowledged. As previously discussed, the dispersed simulations921
used in this study were not sufficiently dispersed to detect departures from randomness in922
most cases. In an effort to maintain consistency between outsoles, a single dispersion factor923
(85px or 3.5mm) was selected for all shoes based upon those outsoles in the database that924
contained the most features and/or the least amount of contact. In other words, given925
that these simulations were constrained by the number of RACs that could be projected926
onto a given area while still maintaining the distance between all points, this minimum927
dispersion factor was selected and applied to all simulations. Unfortunately, this led to928
many simulations being under-dispersed for a number of shoes and thus indistinguishable929
from CSR. While more appropriate realizations are currently being produced, the authors do930
not believe that the under-dispersion significantly impacted the conclusions from this study931
regarding the applicability of CSR approaches, given that the power was likewise inadequate932
for the clustered alternatives.933
Despite these limitations, this work constitutes an in-depth examination of the distri-934
bution of RACs with regard to spatial randomness using a large-scale database of features935
identified on a variety of outsoles and appropriately modified for tread design. Moreover,936
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this investigation was specifically targeted to determine the degree to which accidentals ad-937
hered to CSR, given the embedded and practically logical assumption of randomness as a938
function of the stochastic nature with which these features develop. Specific outcomes from939
this study suggest that classical testing approaches for evaluation of CSR are underpowered940
for this type of data and that more advanced and holistic techniques (e.g., modeling) are941
likely required and should be investigated moving forward.942
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4. Spatial Modeling of RACs as a
Function of Outsole Factors: Part I
99
Spatial Regression Modeling of Randomly Acquired Characteristics
on Outsoles with Implications Regarding Weight of Evidence
Determinations: Part I
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Introduction1
Serving as the cornerstone of forensic footwear analysis is the determination of origin for2
an evidence impression with respect to a suspect shoe as function of the observed agreement,3
or lack thereof, in patent class, subclass, and randomly acquired characteristics (RACs).4
Further informing this comparison between known and questioned sources is the perceived5
strength assigned to the identified similarities and/or dissimilarities between features, which6
is a function of their associated clarity, rarity, and discriminating potential. Given sufficient7
clarity and quality, the presence of RACs, which develop on outsoles as they are worn and are8
considered to be highly variable between individual shoes [1–11], forms the basis of source9
attribution.10
When specifically considering the evidential weight of observed randomly acquired char-11
acteristics, two major factors are required to inform this value. First, the features of interest12
(RACs) must be sufficiently variable in position, shape, size, orientation, and geometric13
complexity, in order to minimize the probability of encountering two unrelated features14
that are confused as originating from the same source. Considerable research effort has15
been focused on characterizing this chance association using both theoretical and empirical16
means [1–5, 7, 9, 10], and these have been summarized in Chapter 2 of this document. Ul-17
timately, multiple of these studies found similar magnitudes of chance agreement, despite18
differences in study design [3, 7, 10]. For example, Stone [3] computed probabilities for19
various theoretical accidentals as a function of both general shape and orientation (where20
applicable), and assuming a uniform chance of positional overlap across all possible locations21
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on the outsole. Namely, Stone’s work reported chance agreements of 1 in 384,000 and 1 in22
3,070,000–24,600,000 for lines and irregular enclosures, respectively. As an extension, the23
work detailed in Chapter 2 of this document [10] characterized the stochastic overlap of24
empirically observed features as a function of general shape, visual similarity (which encap-25
sulates orientation), and position. Figure 1 details the spatial distribution of the resulting26
chance associations [10]. The resulting median probability values for feature overlap ranged27
from 1 in 541,276 to 1 in 18,031,824 for linear and variable features, respectively [10], and28
are thus in alignment with those detailed by Stone [3].29
However, visual inspection of the shape-specific distributions of chance associations illus-30
trated in Figure 1 reveals that the probabilities seem to vary across the outsole. In other31
words, the chance that two unrelated RACs are confused as originating from the same shoe32
depends upon their spatial position. Based upon the factors considered in computation of33
these values, this observation could be a function of the accidentals’ shapes, locations, or34
both. Given that shape classifications are expected to become less reliable as impression35
quality degrades (i.e., in a crime scene print) [10, 12], subsequent work focused on RAC36
spatial distributions as a function of feature location only. Moreover, since the probability of37
positional co-occurrence within each cell was dependent upon the number of shoes containing38
tread within that region, it was purported that localized degree of contact was an influential39
variable informing feature distributions.40
In an effort to shed additional light on this hypothesis, a formal evaluation of randomness41
was conducted using traditional spatial statistics techniques in order to determine whether42
RACs adhered to randomness after accounting for tread contact. This work was formally43
detailed in Chapter 3 of this document and will only be reviewed briefly here. With the44
primary goal of performing a detailed evaluation of RAC distributions as a function of45
tread design, this research effort utilized a combination of contact-area modified imagery,46
synthetic Poisson (and alternative) point processes, and spatial statistical approaches aimed47
at informing the community regarding assumptions related to randomness. Based upon the48
results of this study, there were three important lessons learned that must be considered to49
properly evaluate spatial distributions of acquired features moving forward.50
First, traditional methods for evaluating adherence to complete spatial randomness (CSR)51
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Figure 1: Chance association (color) as a function of RAC counts (point size) for linear (A), compact (B),
and variable (C) shaped features [10].
are unsuitable for the assessment of the spatial distribution of RACs. Given the inherent52
heterogeneity of the study region, likely due to the non-uniformity of outsole tread areas.53
As such, a more holistic technique, that comprehensively describes the data as opposed to54
reducing relationships to a test statistic, is necessary. Second, the results indicated that55
the spatial distribution of accidentals is not solely based upon tread contact, as initially56
hypothesized. This conclusion is supported through the evaluation of observed residuals, or57
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the comparison of the empirically collected RACs versus the contact-area modified Poisson58
simulations, as detailed in Chapter 3 (Table 7). Third, equal contact between two locations59
does not suggest that similar numbers of RACs will be observed at each location, and rather60
there is local association in counts depending on the region of the outsole. As exhibited61
in Figures 8 and 9 of Chapter 3, there are regions of significant local positive associations,62
with the strongest effects observed in the ball of the toe, the arch, and the edge of the heel.63
Thus there remains a significant, unmodeled factor, which could be theoretical (spatial het-64
erogeneity or interaction between neighboring cells) and/or practical (another characteristic65
of the outsole or acquisition process) and must therefore be evaluated.66
When taken collectively, these conclusions indicate that a correlation exists between67
neighboring RAC counts in some regions of the empirical heatmap. For example, the arch68
area and edge of the heel exhibit numerous cells with significant local correlation because69
RAC counts are consistently over-predicted in this area, leading to clusters of negative resid-70
uals. Conversely, frequencies are under-estimated in the ball of the toe, yielding significant71
positive association between positive residual values. In addition, traditional tests and ap-72
proaches of characterizing these underlying patterns are not suitable for examination of73
outsoles given the inherent violation of homogeneity in the study region. However, the74
above observation that RACs exhibit spatial correlation is illogical when considered prac-75
tically based upon the process by which these features are acquired. In other words, it is76
unlikely that the presence of an accidental promotes or deters the development of another77
in that area. Instead, it is more feasible that specific conditions of the outsole or acquisition78
process introduce spatial association in various regions, thus imparting what appears to be79
a pattern in features. Therefore, in order to inform weight of evidence of RACs it is impera-80
tive to characterize which factors impact accidental distributions and to what extent spatial81
proximity and dependence of these factors influence these observations downstream.82
Accordingly, the primary aim of this research is to simultaneously understand how one83
(or more) outsole-related variables, as well as the nature of the spatial relationship between84
these factors, impacts the observed spatial distribution of a collection of RACs from a large85
scale database of shoes. Spatial regression methods are particularly suited for this analysis86
because their principle function is to detect and model relationships between patterns in87
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order to understand the processes responsible for any observed patterns that are unlikely to88
arise from random variation alone [13–20].89
Overview of Spatial Regression Modeling90
Spatial modeling techniques have historically been used to study economic systems. How-91
ever, in the last several decades, these methods have garnered widespread implementation92
in a number of other scientific fields, owing to the fact that they are easily adapatable and93
robust for a multitude of data types [14, 20–22]. Furthermore, it is commonly observed that94
data collected from regions or points in space are rarely independent, and instead exhibit95
some spatial heterogeneity (inherent non-uniformity of tread contact) and/or correlation96
(significant positive correlation of observed residuals, as detailed in Chapter 3) [13–20, 22],97
and RACs appear to be no exception. Under these conditions, traditional approaches to98
data analysis are unsuitable and produce biased predictions or estimates of effects given the99
violation of critical assumptions [13, 14, 19, 20, 23]. As an alternative, spatial regressions are100
able to capture dependencies across space and simultaneously incorporate and evaluate other101
variables that are deemed important to characterizing a specific phenomenon (the spatial102
distribution of RACs for this study).103
Therefore, one of the primary goals of spatial modeling is to understand the “data gen-104
erating process,” or the factors and relationships that yield an observed spatial distribution105
[14, 15, 19]. However, there are a variety of different models that incorporate various types of106
spatial structures/interactions between variables that could be used to characterize this pro-107
cess. Absent knowledge about this process, which is often the case in practical applications108
of these techniques, there are generally two approaches applied to determine which type of109
model is most suited to the data: bottom-up and top-down implementations [15, 19]. The110
bottom-up approach starts with the most conservative, parsimonious model (a traditional111
non-spatial regression) and subsequently moves up to more robust models that include ad-112
ditional potential sources of spatial correlation (spatial models that incorporate lags in the113
reponse and/or predictors) [15, 19, 24]. Alternatively, the top-down approach begins with114
the most robust model, which includes spatial contributions from both the response and115
the predictors, and then incrementally removes the interaction parameters [15, 19]. When116
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conducting initial data analysis, the bottom-up technique has been widely recommended and117
utilized by numerous authors in the field because the interative expansion of the standard118
regression with additional spatial lag variables more reliably reveals the true data-generating119
process and more clearly allows for the interpretation of main effects [15, 19, 24, 25].120
Irrespective of the technique applied, spatial regression modeling produces four main121
deliverables that are instrumental in understanding the relationships and factors influencing122
a phenomenon of interest, and these are all useful for characterization of RAC distributions123
and subsequent consideration of weight of evidence of observations [13, 14, 17, 20]. First,124
the implementation of multiple model types (via bottom-up or top-down approaches) allows125
for the simultaneous consideration of multiple factors, spatial interactions, and scales to126
describe the underlying data generating process [13–17, 19, 20, 24]. Next, an analysis of127
the estimated coefficients allows for an interpretation of the magnitude and direction that128
each predictor has on the response [14, 15, 17, 19]. Third, through the incorporation of129
weighted averages (or spatial lags) of predictors and/or responses, spatial regression methods130
are able to capture dependencies across spatial units, thus allowing for an assessment of the131
strength and direction of spatial correlation, both globally and locally [14, 15, 17, 19, 24, 26].132
Lastly, results from assessment of multiple neighborhood sizes yield an understanding of the133
connectivity structure underlying the phenomenon, wherein a determination of the distance134
or scale of correlation can be evaluated. Consequently, spatial regression approaches allow for135
a comprehensive understanding of the data-generating process via a detailed implementation136
and evaluation of various factors and spatial correlation structures, and neighborhood sizes137
[14, 17, 24, 26]. For the purposes of this investigation (Part I), RAC counts will be evaluated138
as a function of contact area and including various types of spatial structures, but only for139
a fixed scale using a single neighborhood cut-off value.140
Therefore, given the ready adaptability and flexibility of spatial regression techniques,141
coupled with the immense utility and information provided by the results, these methods142
were utilized to further understand the distributions of randomly acquired characteristics143
on outsoles. More specifically, in pursuit of determining the factors that impact the spatial144
distributions of RACs and characterizing their resulting effects, this work used a database of145
72,306 RACs identified on 1,300 shoes to model spatial distributions of RACs as a function of146
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tread contact area. Evaluation and ultimate selection of the optimal model will reveal rela-147
tionships between accidentals and outsole contact as well as the associated spatial structure148
that influences the distribution of identified features on shoes downstream. Ultimately, the149
acquired knowledge about which factors introduce associations and the magnitude and na-150
ture of these interactions will allow for a more accurate and informed assessment of weight of151
evidence of observed accidentals depending on spatial location and local outsole conditions.152
Materials and Methods153
Spatial Regression Modeling Preliminaries154
Prior to discussion of study-specific methods, this section serves to briefly describe the155
four Poisson regression techniques that were used to characterize RAC distributions as a156
function of outsole-related factors on both global and local scales. More specifically, these157
techniques allow for the incorporation of spatial effects in order to more accurately char-158
acterize a phenomenon of interest. In general, there are two types of spatial effects, auto-159
correlation and heterogeneity, and the presence of either can preclude utility of traditional160
analyses owing to violations of embedded assumptions, such as independence between obser-161
vations [14, 15, 27]. Spatial autocorrelation arises when there is an association or interaction162
between variables (responses and/or predictors) within a local region [14, 15, 27]. On the163
other hand, spatial heteorogeneity occurs when parameters vary across space and thus rela-164
tionships between variables are different depending on the region [14, 15, 27]. In conducting165
exploratory spatial analysis, it is therefore necessary to evaluate and account for both of166
these spatial factors in order to appropriately describe the data generating process.167
As previously described, the bottom-up approach was selected for this study of RAC168
distributions and four regression approaches were applied; each is described in greater detail169
below. Investigation was initiated with a traditional non-spatial model. Since the response of170
interest was feature counts, a Poisson generalized linear model was employed. Subsequently,171
a spatial Auto-Poisson regression was used in an attempt to characterize endogenous in-172
teractions which occur when the outcome in a specific area is dependent on that of its173
neighbors [14, 15, 18, 19]. Next, in order to characterize whether both endogenous and174
exogenous interactions exist, in which the observation at a given location is dependent on175
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both the response and the predictor values of its neighbors, a spatial Poisson Durbin model176
was selected [14, 15, 18, 19]. Lastly, to evaluate for the presence of spatial heterogeneity,177
a globally-weighted Poisson regression was used in order to assess local effects of predictors178
[15, 24, 26].179
Non-Spatial Generalized Linear Model (GLM)180
Serving as a baseline model, the frequency of RACs in heatmap bins was modeled using181
a Poisson generalized linear regression. This global model does not consider the effect of182
spatial relationships between observations, and therefore contains an underlying assumption183
of independence. Given that the response of interest for this study was feature counts (Y ),184
a Poisson regression was selected to model the data according to Eq. 1 [15, 19, 24], where185
X represents a matrix of predictor variables for each observation and β represents a vector186
of modeled coefficients for each predictor.187
Y ∼ Poisson(λ)
log(λ) = β0 +Xβ + ε (1)
Spatial Auto-Poisson Model (AP)188
The spatial Auto-Poisson regression, a simple extension of the non-spatial Poisson GLM,189
accounts for spatial autocorrelation by incorporating a neighborhood weighted average of190
the observations as a predictor in the model [14, 15, 19, 20, 24]. In other words, this global191
approach characterizes the degree to which the response at one location is influenced by192
neighboring values of the same variable and thus evaluates endogenous interactions. In order193
to compute this weighted average, a weight matrix is required which defines the neighborhood194
structure of the data [13–15, 20]. Furthermore, a distance cut-off can be specified beyond195
which all weights are assigned a value of zero, thereby not imparting an effect on the cell of196
interest. For the purposes of this study, a row-normalized distance-based weight matrix (W )197
was used wherein the weight (wij) between two neighboring cells (i and j) was the inverse198
Euclidean distance between their centroids divided by the sum of the row.199
Since the spatial AP model allows for spatial association between neighboring response200
values (RAC counts), a response spatial lag vector is included as a predictor (Wy) and its201
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coefficient (ρ) is likewise estimated and evaluated for significance. The value of Wy at each202
location i is computed according to Eq. 2, where yi is the response value at location i and203
n is the total number of locations (987 for this study). Thus, after constructing the weight204
matrix and calculating the associated lag parameter on the response, a spatial Auto-Poisson205






log(λ) = β0 +Xβ + ρWy + ε (3)
Spatial Poisson Durbin Model207
Following estimation of the non-spatial GLM and the spatial AP models, representing208
more parsimonious approaches, a spatial Durbin regression can be applied to incorporate209
spatial lags in both the response (as in the AP regression) as well as the predictors [13–210
15, 19, 20]. This is the most robust global model because it accounts for the potential211
presence of both endogeneous and exogenous interactions and therefore can produce unbiased212
coefficient estimates even in the presence of spatially autocorrelated errors [15, 19]. In order213
to incorporate exogenous interactions, spatial lags must be computed for any predictor(s) of214
interest (where k represents the number of included factors) thereby allowing for neighboring215
values of these factors to affect estimates of the response at each location. The spatial lag216
for each independent variable (WX) is computed by multiplying the weight matrix by the217
n-length vector of the values at each location and is included as an additional predictor in218
the model and a coefficient is estimated for each (resulting in θ, a k-length vector). Using219
the same weight matrix (W ) and response association (Wy) as outlined for the spatial AP220
regression and including the lag parameter for the predictor(s) of interest, a spatial Durbin221
model can be estimated according to Eq. 4.222
log(λ) = β0 +Xβ + ρWy + θWX + ε (4)
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Spatial Geographically-Weighted Poisson Model (GWPR)223
Although all of the above methods incorporate spatial lag parameters that model auto-224
correlation, they fail to allow for the presence of spatial heterogenity owing to their global225
nature (i.e., a single model is estimated to represent all of the data). To properly account for226
any spatial instability, it is thus required that local modeling be conducted, thereby allowing227
for variables to impart different effects on the response at different locations [14, 15, 27].228
Geographically-weighted Poisson regression is a local form of the global Poisson regression229
and estimates a model for each cell’s (i) centroid location (ui, vi) as a function of the pre-230
dictors of neighboring areas, as illustrated in Eq. 5 [24, 26, 27]. More specifically, model231
coefficients at each location are estimated using iteratively reweighted least squares, account-232
ing for neighboring values of both the responses and predictors according to Eq. 6 [27], where233
X represents the predictor variable matrix, Wi represents the diagonal of the weight matrix234
(W ) for cell i, and Y represents the vector of responses. Therefore, this approach incorpo-235
rates heterogeneity in both the response and predictor variables by estimating a model at236
each location of interest, and accordingly allows for an evaluation of the effect of each factor237
throughout a spatial region.238





The Speir Research Group at West Virginia University (WVU) houses a collection of240
1,300 shoes for analysis, varying in both class and subclass characteristics (manufacturer,241
style, size, degree of wear, etc.) [28]. Each of the aforementioned outsoles were examined242
for the presence of accidentals, and in total 72,306 RACs were identified, characterized,243
and localized via a semi-automated image processing chain [28]. Subsequently, RACs were244
remapped onto a standard outsole in order to allow for increased power of analysis, and finally245
segmented into 987 bins to create a frequency heatmap [10, 28]. This heatmap is publicly246
available at http://www.4n6chemometrics.com/database/ and provides information about247
RAC frequencies, number of shoes contributing RACs, and probabilities of encountering248
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RACs at each location in the database, as previously detailed in [10, 28].249
Evaluation of RAC Distribution as a Function of Contact Area250
Given that the database contains a variety of shoes, with different class and subclass char-251
acteristics, there is likewise considerable variation in the outsole geometric designs. Moreover,252
the large majority of outsoles contained in the database are not uniform in nature, but in-253
stead possess tread elements. Since this research only considers two-dimensional impressions,254
the observable RAC locations were constrained to those that fell on tread contact areas, and255
generally excluded the raised voids between these elements. As such, in order to describe the256
positions on each shoe that would have the potential to develop characteristics of use that257
could be visualized in a two-dimensional impression, binary contact maps were created, as258
previously detailed in Chapter 3. Subsequently, the amount of contact within each bin was259
determined for each shoe and then summed to obtain the total contact area at each location.260
Although previous results indicated that contact alone was not the only factor impacting261
RAC count, as evidenced by the lack of fit between the empirical and Poisson simulated262
distributions detailed in Chapter 3, these methods did not account for the presence of spa-263
tial effects (i.e., spatial autocorrelation between locations and/or spatial heterogeneity of264
variables) [14, 15, 27]. Therefore, in order to capture and describe any spatial effects un-265
derlying RAC distributions as a function of tread design, spatial regression modeling was266
implemented. For each model, the number of RACs at each heatmap location was the ob-267
served response variable (R), while the average contact area (C, or total contact divided268
by the number of shoes) was used as a predictor. In addition, the bin partiality (percent-269
age of the bin within the heatmap frame) was included as an offset variable (B) to prevent270
confounding as a function of unequal cell size. Four models were constructed to evaluate271
the distribution of accidentals as a function of contact area and spatial effects (Eqs. 7–10),272
following the previously outlined approaches. For this investigation of the distribution of273
72,306 RACs versus contact area extracted from 1,300 shoes, neighborhood cut-off values274
of 800px (approximately 34mm) were used in the weight matrix of all spatial models; this275
value was selected because it represents the upper limit of lug size (mean + 2SD) within the276
WVU database as previously outlined in Chapter 2.277
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log(R) = β0 + β1C + β2log(B) (7)
log(R) = β0 + β1C + β2log(B) + ρWR (8)
log(R) = β0 + β1C + β2log(B) + ρWR + θWC (9)
log(R) = β0(ui, vi) + β1C(ui, vi) + β2log(B(ui, vi)) (10)
Results and Discussion278
Database and Pre-Processing279
After discretization of all 72,306 RACs into 987 heatmap cells, there was an average of280
73 ± 36 accidentals in each location, with a minimum of 0 and a maximum of 189. Figure281
2 illustrates the spatial distribution of the database RACs as a function of the number of282
features, and the number of standard deviations (SD) from the mean, for each cell. The283
number of features observed in each location constitutes the response of interest for this284
study and was used accordingly moving forward.285
Figure 2: Number of RACs (color) and number of standard deviations from the mean (point size) for each
cell location in the WVU database.
Evaluation of RAC Distribution as a Function of Contact Area286
In order to assess the spatial distribution of RACs as a function of contact area within287
the standardized outsole, it was necessary to characterize the degree of tread area within288
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each heatmap cell location. Subsequently, the average contact per bin (total contact/1,300)289
was computed. Additionally, since cells along the edge of the frame were incomplete, the290
percentage of each bin that fell within the study region was likewise characterized. Table 1291
details the summary statistics for each of the predictors that were included in the models292
constructed for this phase. Across all locations, the mean contact was 10.3mm2 ± 3.30mm2.293
Furthermore, the vast majority of cells on the heatmap were complete (approximately 83%294
had all pixels contained within the frame).295













After checking for multicollinearity between the predictors using the variance-inflation297
factor (VIF <10) [20, 24, 29], four models (non-spatial GLM, AP, Durbin, GWPR) were298
constructed to evaluate the relationship between tread contact and the number of observed299
RACs. For all spatial models, the neighborhood cut-off for the weight matrix was 800px300
(≈34mm), beyond which values were not considered to impact each other. Table 2 details the301
estimated model coefficients for the three global models. All parameters provided evidence302
of significant impacts on RAC counts (p < 2.2× 10−16). With the exception of the contact303
area spatial lag for the spatial Durbin model, all coefficients exhibited a positive impact304
on the number of features, wherein an increase in the predictor yields an inflation of the305
response. In other words, more contact within a region (by tread areas, bin totality, or both)306
results in more accidentals observed. This agreement between the various models offers307
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strong evidence that this is the true effect underlying part of the data generating process308
and likewise fits with practical intuition about the development of RACs being dependent309
upon contact with the ground.310
Table 2: Model coefficients for RAC counts as a function of contact area, with a bin percentage offset variable
to adjust for partiality for three regression models of interest (non-spatial GLM, spatial auto-Poisson, and

















2.957 2.2E-04 0.5944 NA NA
Spatial
AP
2.540 1.2E-04 0.9269 0.0133 NA
Spatial
Durbin
2.914 2.1E-04 0.7314 0.0152 -1.0E-04
When considering the local modeling of RAC counts as a function of contact area (and311
adjusted for bin partiality), similar relationships were observed as those in the global models.312
Detailed in Table 3 are the summary statistics for the coefficient estimates obtained for313
987 location-specific models built using GWPR. Again, all parameters exhibited a positive314
association with RAC frequency, with the exception of 30 cells along the edge of the toe315
that had a small negative relationship for contact area. It is likely that this relationship was316
observed because there is a large variability in both contact area (ranging from 0.124mm2317
to 14.5mm2) and bin partiality (ranging from 1.59% to 100%) at these locations. This high318
variability results in neighboring cells having dissimilar values (with RAC counts between 0319
and 118), which appears to have ultimately imparted an inverse association.320
Evaluation of Model Residuals321
In an effort to evaluate the appropriateness of each model, as well as to determine whether322
there remains an unmodeled factor that impacts the spatial distribution of accidentals, anal-323
ysis of the model residuals was conducted [15, 20, 24, 26]. More specifically, the obtained324
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Table 3: Summary statistics for model coefficients for RAC counts as a function of contact area, with a bin
percentage offset variable to adjust for partiality for the geographically weighted Poisson regression (GWPR).








Mean 3.064 2.1E-04 0.5212
SD 0.6937 1.0E-04 0.0166
Median 3.005 2.1E-04 0.3746
Minimum 2.145 -2.9E-05 0.0074
Maximum 4.777 3.7E-04 2.250
Pearson residuals were evaluated for the remaining presence of spatial autocorrelation using325
global and local Moran’s I [15, 20, 24, 26, 30, 31]. Moran’s I ranges from -1 for complete neg-326
ative correlation to +1 for positive associations, with a lack of detectable spatial correlation327
resulting in a score near zero.328
When compared to the non-spatial GLM, each of the spatial models shows an improve-329
ment in prediction, with more residuals near 0 and fewer at the extremes, as observed in330
Figure 3. Therefore, there appear to be spatial effects that impact RAC distributions, as331
expected based upon previous results. Furthermore, all models exhibited significant posi-332
tive global spatial autocorrelation according to Moran’s I analyses (p < 2.2× 10−16). More333
specifically, the non-spatial GLM possessed the highest residual correlation with a global334
value of 0.5085. Conversely, the spatial Durbin model yielded the lowest level of positive335
autocorrelation, with I = 0.1652. The Auto-Poisson and GWPR regressions resulted in336
Moran’s I scores of 0.2027 and 0.2364, respectively.337
In addition to global evaluation of spatial autocorrelation, local estimates of Moran’s I338
were likewise computed for the residuals of each model, as illustrated in Figure 4. While339
the vast majority of significant correlations were positive (red dots), there were a limited340
number of cells that showed an inverse relationship with their neighbors (blue dots). Again,341
the non-spatial GLM produced the largest areas of localized associations, with approximately342
39% of cells resulting in significant Moran’s I values. Not surprisingly, these regions are in343
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Figure 3: Pearson residuals (color) of RAC counts as a function of contact area (with a bin percentage offset)
obtained from four different models and the full database of 1,300 shoes: (A) non-spatial Poisson GLM, (B)
spatial auto-Poisson, (C) spatial Durbin, (D) geographically weighted Poisson regression. For all spatial
models, a neighborhood cutoff value of 800px (approximately 34mm) was used.
alignment with the regions that were not well predicted by the Poisson simulations (as344
illustrated by the clustered red locations in Chapter 3, Figure 9), including the ball of the345
toe, the arch, and the edge of the heel. Furthermore, the observed residual analyses detailed346
in Chapter 3 indicated that an average of 36% ± 1.6% cells likewise yielded significant347
correlations for the empirical versus 10,000 Poisson simulated heatmap realizations, which is348
again in alignment with these results. This observation is expected because the non-spatial349
GLM models empirical RAC counts uniformly as a function of contact across the entire350
study region, irrespective of location/neighbors. Similarly, the Poisson simulations describe351
the frequency of features assuming uniform point intensity and modified by tread contact.352
Therefore, because both analyses disregard the chance of spatial association between nearby353
locations number of accidentals and degree of contact, it was expected that their results354
would be comparable.355
In terms of the spatial regression models, the same trend observed for the global Moran’s356
I analysis was replicated for the local evaluations; the spatial Durbin model best reduced357
the spatial autocorrelation of the data, followed by the AP and then the GWPR regressions358
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(yielding 13%, 16%, and 22% significant cells, respectively). In order to compare the result-359
ing proportions of significant residuals association between models, a McNemar’s test was360
conducted. This test is a modification of a traditional chi-square test and allows for an evalu-361
ation of differences between dependent proportions via assessment of consistency across two362
conditions (two regressions built using the same dataset for this study) [29, 32, 33]. Given363
that the test is non-parametric, the only necessary assumptions are a dichotomous outcome364
variable where the two conditions are mutually exclusive [29, 32, 33]. For the purposes of365
this study, the binary outcome of interest was whether each of the 987 cells across the outsole366
exhibited significant or non-significant residual correlation according to local Moran’s I eval-367
uation. According to the McNemar’s test results (Table 4), the spatial Durbin model offered368
significant improvements to RAC count predictions thereby yielding fewer cells with residual369
spatial associations, wherein the largest p-value computed was 0.0060 for the comparison370
versus the AP model (3% difference in proportion ≈ 30 cells).371
Table 4: McNemar’s test results comparing the proportion of cells exhibiting significant residual correlations
for regression models estimated to predict RAC counts as a function of degree of tread contact.

































When considered collectively, the results of the evaluation of model residuals predicting372
RAC counts as a function of contact area support two major conclusions. First, the inclusion373
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of sptial effects improves RAC count prediction. As supported by the significant decrease374
in spatial autocorrelation between the non-spatial GLM and all spatial models according to375
McNemar’s test, and global Moran’s I scores were 2-3× less, the incorporation of spatial lags376
improved the prediction of feature counts. Second, there is an unmodeled factor remaining377
that significantly impacts the distribution of accidentals, but only for some cells. If all378
relevant explanatory variables, including spatial effects, were accounted for, the resulting379
model residuals (under ideal circumstances) should not exhibit spatial correlation [15, 16,380
24, 26, 34].381
Figure 4: Spatial correlation detected (red: positive, blue: negative, gray: none) and associated Pearson
residuals (size) of RAC counts predicted as a function of contact area (with a bin percentage offset) using
four different models: (A) non-spatial Poisson GLM, (B) spatial auto-Poisson, (C) spatial Durbin, (D)
geographically weighted Poisson regression. For all spatial models, a neighborhood cutoff value of 800px
(approximately 34mm) was used, representing the upper limit of the average lug size in the database.
Model Assessment and Selection382
The performance of all four available models was compared using a variety of commonly-383
used model assessment statistics, including mean absolute deviation (MAD), mean squared384
error (MSE), and Akaike information criteria (AIC). Mean absolute deviation and mean385
squared error both represent the prediction error of the model and were computed according386
to Eq. 11 [24, 26, 27, 29], where n is the number of locations (987 in this study), Yi is the387
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number of RACs observed at location i, and Ŷi is the predicted number of RACs expected at388
location i. Likewise, AIC is an estimator of model fit, but with a penalty for lack of parsimony389
[29, 35]. The AIC for each polynomial was subsequently transformed into an estimate of the390
relative likelihood of the model (L(AIC)), according to the procedure detailed in Chapter 2391
[10, 35]. The computed L(AIC) represents the number of times the best-fitting model (with392
the lowest AIC) is more likely than the given model.393
MAD =
∑n







Table 5 reports the resulting model assessment statistics for each of the four models394
estimating RAC counts as a function of tread contact area. According to all metrics, the395
spatial Durbin model most accurately predicts the distribution of feature frequencies. As396
previously described, the spatial Durbin model is the most robust regression technique owing397
to the fact that it accounts for spatial association between both the responses and the398
predictors [15, 19]. Furthermore, even in the presence of spatially correlated errors, which399
is the scenario here as evidenced by the analysis of the model residuals, the spatial Durbin400
model produces unbiased estimates of the modeled coefficients [15, 19]. However, this result401
should be taken with caution. More specifically, if there are additional factors that must be402
and can be accounted for, any predictions produced using the model may not be appropriate403
if such relevant explanatory variables are excluded. As such, given the significant spatial404
autocorrelation of residuals, contact area alone is not a sufficient predictor for the distribution405
of RACs on outsoles. While incorporation of contact area and spatial effects did improve406
model predictions, some cells still exhibited significant residual associations, and therefore407
another underlying factor should be considered. Visual observation of the residual clusters408
(Figures 3 & 4) suggest that a factor such as wear, which is the interaction between contact409
as well gait/pressure across the outsole during usage, may be more informative in predicting410
accidental location and frequency.411
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Table 5: Model assessment statistics describing the fit of four regressions of RAC counts as a function of
contact area, with a bin percentage offset variable to adjust for partiality. The shaded cells reflect the best
fit model according to MAD, MSE, AIC, and L(AIC). For all spatial models, a neighborhood cutoff value of
800px (approximately 34mm) was used, representing the upper limit of the average lug size in the database.










MAD 18.59 11.24 10.92 13.12
MSE 593.6 239.8 218.7 312.5
AIC 13393 9119 8861 9938
L(AIC) Inf 1.05E56 1.00 7.37E233
Conclusions412
The objective of this research was to assess spatial RAC distributions as a function of the413
degree of tread contact in order to inform weight of evidence assessments for footwear source414
attribution comparisons and decisions. In pursuit of this objective, this research applied415
commonly-used spatial regression techniques in order to understand the “data-generating416
process” of feature locations and frequencies. The major benefits of using these techniques417
for this study are three-fold. First, implementation of various regression approaches, each418
considering a different type of spatial structure, allowed for the systematic determination419
of the optimal model to describe RAC distributions. The results indicated that accidentals420
are best modeled as a function of contact using a spatial Durbin model, which incorporates421
spatial associations in both the predictors (exogenous) and responses (endogenous) (Table422
5). Second, an analysis of the estimated coefficients allows for an interpretation of the effect423
that the predictor(s) impart on the response of interest. More specifically for this study,424
the number of features observed within a given location increases as contact area increases425
(Tables 2). This observation reasonably fits with intuition that the greater the area of contact426
with the ground, the greater the chance of developing an accidental. Lastly, spatial regression427
modeling techniques allow for incorporation of spatial dependencies, wherein the strength428
and direction of correlation between predictors and/or responses and their neighbors can429
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be assessed. Results indicated significant spatial effects for both RAC counts and contact430
between neighboring locations, as supported by the significant contributions of their spatial431
lag variables (ρ and θ, respectively in Tables 2).432
Specifically regarding the data-generating process of RACs with respect to contact, the433
results indicate that both endogenous and exogenous effects underpin the distribution of434
features on outsoles. This conclusion was reinforced by two statistical analyses — the Mc-435
Nemar’s test for proportion of significant Moran’s I cells and the L(AIC) for the model436
assessment statistics. However, there are some caveats that should be acknowledged along437
with this outcome. First, the inclusion of the exogenous associations (between predictors)438
only decreased the number of cells with persisting residual correlation by 3%, as compared to439
endogenous effects (between responses) alone. While this change was statistically significant,440
the practical evaluation is more complex. Considering the estimated coefficients, inclusion of441
a spatial lag on contact area resulted in a negative coefficient, coupled with a slight inflation442
of the spatial lag on the responses, as detailed in Table 2. This outcome may indicate the443
presence of confounding, which fits with intuition regarding the underlying phenomenon. In444
other words, given that the degree of contact for neighboring cells is a significant predictor445
for RAC counts, it stands to reason that this association is likewise embedded within the446
endogenous factor (feature frequencies in nearby locations), which may explain the small447
change in proportions. Second, while the GWPR model did not optimally predict accidental448
distributions for this data at this fixed scale, this result does not suggest that heterogeneity449
does not exist in the data. In fact, consideration of heterogeneity via local modeling does450
significantly improve predictions over the non-spatial model (p = 2.9 × 10-20), but it does451
not adequately describe the stronger spatial correlations and thus under-performs as com-452
pared to both the AP and Durbin models (Table 4). Therefore, RAC distributions are better453
described using the best estimate shoe-wide (global modeling of spatial associations) rather454
than local estimates (local modeling of heterogeneity), at least for this fixed scale of 800px455
(34mm).456
While this study was successfully able to characterize several factors impacting the dis-457
tribution of acquired features on outsoles, there were several limitations that must be noted.458
As previously discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, the tread contact maps were created using an459
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automated image processing procedure wherein several morphological operators were applied460
to Handiprint images in order to segment contact pixels. While every effort was made to461
ensure high quality binary maps, the Handiprint images are inherently speckled given that462
they are created using black powder, and this fact precludes the production of perfect tread463
contact representations. A more supervised process, such as using a high resolution outsole464
scanner and/or manually annotating or modifying tread contact regions, may yield more465
accurate maps. However, this process would be both time- and cost- intensive and may not466
provide significant changes or improvements to the results obtained for this study to warrant467
the investment.468
Furthermore, all contact maps were poly-warped to allow for inter-comparison of the469
entire WVU database of shoes. While this was a necessary step to increase the sample size470
available for analysis, this process likewise limits the utility of the results owing to the induced471
modification of tread appearance. To overcome this limitation, a database would need to be472
constructed that contains a large variety of outsoles each with numerous replicates to allow473
for examination within the same class characteristics. However, this undertaking would likely474
be difficult to implement in practicality given the cost, time, and resources associated with475
compiling such a large collection of shoes. Furthermore, it would be necessary to constantly476
expand the database as new outsole designs are produced, which could become prohibitive.477
Despite the limitations outlined above, the results from this initial study are promising.478
As previously outlined, the results from Chapter 3 indicated that one or more important479
predictive factor(s) were missing to adequately describe the empirical RAC distributions ob-480
served for the WVU database. Moreover, these factors could have been theoretical (spatial481
heterogeneity or interaction between neighboring cells) and/or practical (another character-482
istic of the outsole or acquisition process) in nature. By keeping the outsole-related predictor483
constant (cell-specific contact area), this study sought to investigate the theoretical factors484
by implementing a variety of spatial regression techniques, wherein spatial associations be-485
tween predictors and responses were incorporated. The results indicated that contact-area486
alone, irrespective of position, was able to adequately describe RAC frequencies for 61% of487
outsole locations, as supported by the data for the non-spatial GLM model. Furthermore,488
the locations exhibiting under-performance were clustered into a few major groups, with489
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the ball of the toe, arch, medial heel, and the edge of the toe and heel containing signifi-490
cant residual associations (Figure 4). When allowing for spatial effects, by including spatial491
correlations between neighboring cells’ feature counts and contact areas, 87% of the shoe492
is well predicted. Therefore, improved model predictions when utilizing spatial regressions493
indicate that spatial effects are important for characterizing RAC distributions. However,494
significant residual correlations persist in 22-13% of outsole locations (Figure 4), suggesting495
that an informative practical factor remains unmodeled. Based upon the observed locations496
of significant residual associations, it was purported that wear could be one such factor. Con-497
sequently, a proof of concept study was conducted in order to investigate this hypothesis,498
which is detailed in Part II of this effort.499
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Spatial Regression Modeling of Randomly Acquired Characteristics
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Introduction1
Within the last decade, forensic pattern disciplines, including footwear impression evi-2
dence, have come under increased scrutiny owing to their inherently subjective nature. Major3
criticisms have focused on a lack of empirical research informing foundational validity [1, 2].4
In response to this fundamental research need, this work sought to inform one of the ma-5
jor factors underpinning weight of evidence assessment of randomly acquired characteristics6
(RACs), which is the basis for source attribution determinations in footwear comparisons.7
More specifically, the spatial distribution of these features as a function of their locations8
and underlying contact area was the primary focus, using both traditional test statistics as9
well as regression modeling. Using a large-scale database of 72,306 RACs localized on 1,30010
outsoles, common techniques for assessing complete spatial randomness were utilized to as-11
sess accidental distributions, after controlling for location-specific outsole contact (formally12
detailed in Chapter 3). The results indicated that these tests were not fit-for-purpose for13
evaluation of footwear features, yielding low statistical power overall (with a maximum of14
65% and a large majority less than 15%). Furthermore, comparison of empirical data versus15
simulated Poisson realizations, which were intended to serve as null random distributions, re-16
vealed that an important explanatory variable for informing expected location-specific RAC17
frequencies was missing. This factor (or factors) could have been either theoretical (wherein18
a spatial effect was not adequately incorporated) and/or practical (wherein an observable19
variable related to the outsoles was not included) in nature. Therefore, in order to better20
characterize RAC distributions holistically and determine which factor(s) were important to21
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their prediction, additional work was conducted using spatial regression modeling.22
Part I of this research effort (Chapter 4 of this document) specifically focused on deter-23
mining whether spatial effects were contributing to the frequencies of features observed across24
a standardized heatmap outsole. In other words, using the same database of RACs as well as25
the tread contact information, four regression approaches were applied to the data in order26
to determine the degree to which associations between neighboring responses (RAC counts)27
and predictors (average contact area) impacted the empirical accidental distributions. The28
results indicated that both exogenous and endogenous spatial effects significantly influenced29
RAC distributions, as evidenced by significant contributions of the spatial lags between both30
the feature frequencies (ρ) and underlying contact (θ) (Table 2, Chapter 4). Moreover, there31
was a 67% reduction in significant residual spatial correlation between the non-spatial model32
and the optimal model (spatial Durbin), indicating better prediction performance overall.33
Following analysis of RAC distributions as a function of tread contact area using spatial34
regression modeling to account for spatial effects in the response as a function of the pre-35
dictors, attention was then focused on whether consideration of an additional outsole factor36
could improve predictions. Based upon the regions exhibiting low prediction performance37
(large residual deviations from 0 and significant residual spatial correlations), it was theorized38
that contact-localized degree of wear may be one such explanatory factor. Since this variable39
represents an intersection of both outsole design (tread contact) and shoe use (gait/pressure40
on specific outsole regions), it was hypothesized that wear could improve model predictions.41
Therefore, the main objective of this work (Part II) was to conduct a proof of concept42
study to compare regression performance using contact area and contact-localized wear as43
explanatory factors for RAC distributions.44
Materials and Methods45
Database and Pre-Processing46
In order to assess the impact of wear on spatial modeling, a subset of the WVU footwear47
database was selected for analysis. In order to maximize the number of RACs, all 1,30048
shoes were sorted based upon the number of RACs they exhibited, and the top 10% (13049
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shoes) were selected for this phase, yielding 27,933 accidentals available for assessment (39%50
of the RACs).51
Modeling of RAC Distribution as a Function of Contact Area52
The contact models (described in detail in Chapter 4) were re-estimated on the subset53
data, according to Eqs. 1–4. The goals of this reanalysis were two fold. First, the results54
from this analysis allow for a comparison of the full database to the proof of concept data55
to ensure that the subset is representative of the observations and conclusions reached when56
considering all 1,300 shoes. In addition, this allowed for a direct evaluation of contact versus57
wear as predictors for the distribution of RACs on outsoles, with implications including58
model performance and residual spatial autocorrelation.59
log(R) = β0 + β1C + β2log(B) (1)
log(R) = β0 + β1C + β2log(B) + ρWR (2)
log(R) = β0 + β1C + β2log(B) + ρWR + θWC (3)
log(R) = β0(ui, vi) + β1C(ui, vi) + β2log(B(ui, vi)) (4)
For this proof of concept investigation of the distribution of 27,933 RACs, three neigh-60
borhood cut-off values (400px/17mm, 800px/34mm, and 1200px/51mm) were used in the61
weight matrix of all spatial models to additionally evaluate whether there were scale depen-62
dent effects. More specifically, 17mm was selected because this value represents the average63
lug diameter in the database. Likewise, 34mm was included because this was determined64
to be the upper limit (mean + 2SD) of lug diameter. Lastly, 51mm was used to allow for65
exploration of RAC distributions that fall on different tread elements.66
Localization of Outsole Wear67
As previously described, the WVU database contains a variety of shoes, with different68
class and subclass characteristics. Likewise, these shoes exhibit considerable variation in out-69
sole condition, specifically regarding the locations and degree of wear. While all shoes were70
previously assigned a global level of wear (light, moderate, or high) [3], this characteristic71
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was never evaluated locally. In order to describe the degree of wear at each position across72
the outsole, wear maps were created using the criteria described in Table 1. This process73
required an analyst to examine each shoe’s outsole and its associated Handiprint exemplar74
(both digitized at 600ppi) in Adobe R©Photoshop R©Elements 10. A semi-transparent mask75
layer was added over the Handiprint image in order to annotate the location and degree of76
wear across the entire frame of the shoe. More specifically, the annotation layer originated77
as white (grayscale value of 255) indicating a moderate degree of wear, since it was expected78
that this would be the most prevalent category based upon the global classifications [3]. Each79
shoe’s images (outsole and Handiprint simultaneously) were then methodically evaluated for80
the presence of light and high wear. When identified, the free-form polygon tool was used81
to outline the region of interest and the paint-bucket tool was used to fill the region with a82
specific grayscale value associated with the wear category (values of 50 and 175 for high and83
light, respectively). Finally, the moderate wear areas were reviewed to ensure adherence to84
necessary criteria, any required adjustments were made, and the wear map layer was saved85
as its own image. Figure 1 displays outsoles, Handiprints, and resulting wear maps for three86
shoes in the subset database.87
Following creation of wear maps for each of the 130 shoes, each image was polywarped88
in the same manner as the binary contact maps (described in Chapter 3). Wear areas were89
then localized to contact pixels and segmented into corresponding heatmap bins based upon90
coordinates, thus resulting in data representing the intersection between contact and degree91
of wear on the standardized heatmap frame. Subsequently, the amount of contact-localized92
wear within each bin and of each degree classification was determined for each shoe and then93
summed across all shoes to obtain the total wear at each location. Lastly, each summation94
was divided by the total number of shoes (130) to represent the average contact-localized95
wear for light, moderate, and high degrees. For the purposes of this work, any discussion of96
“wear” indicates the average amount of contact area intersected by each wear category in97
each cell. For example, the light wear predictor represents the average number of contact98
pixels at that position that also exhibited light wear.99
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Table 1: Criteria for assigning localized degrees of wear. Note: examples of regions classified as each level
are provided in Figure A.1 of the Appendix.







outsole texture (with some
areas of texture persisting)/
observable areas balding




Little to no erosion of
outsole material
Some erosion of outsole
material (without evidence
of tearing/shearing)
Severe erosion of outsole





tread elements (crisp edges
with lack of discernible
height/size difference)
Moderate degradation of
tread elements (smoothing of
edges with some observable
changes in height/size)
Advanced degradation of







Some reduction in tread
element spacing (elements do
not completely run together)
Tread element spacing greatly
impacted (elements may run
entirely together or be flush with
the base layer of outsole material)
Other N/A N/A
Areas of significant wear causing
holes and/or visualization of
upper outsole structure layer
(honeycomb/lattice)
Figure 1: Wear map examples for three shoes in the database, including the outsole (left), Handiprint
(center), and resulting wear map (right) images. Note that the wear maps display the original images prior
to poly-warping and contact localization.
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Modeling of RAC Distribution as a Function of Wear100
For each model, the number of RACs at each heatmap location was the observed response101
variable (R), while the average contact-localized wear for light, moderate, and high degrees102
(LC , MC , and HC , respectively) were used as predictors. In addition, the bin partiality103
(percentage of the bin within the heatmap frame) was again included as an offset variable104
(B). As an example, suppose a full cell (log(B) = log(1.0)) contains 24 total RACs (R105
= 24) originating from the 130 shoes in the proof of concept database. In addition, there106
are 719,286 contact pixels across all outsoles within the given cell. Each contact pixel is107
then assigned a wear category via intersection with the wear maps, resulting in a total of108
105,213 light, 549,513 moderate, and 64,560 high contact-localized wear pixels. Finally, the109
average degree of contact-localized wear for each category was computed by dividing the110
total number of pixels by 130 shoes, thereby yielding the set of predictors (LC = 809.331,111
MC = 4,227.02, HC = 496.615) for the models described in Eqs. 5–8. Akin to the approach112
taken for assessment of RACs as a function of contact area, four models were constructed to113
evaluate the distribution of accidentals using degree of wear and incorporating spatial effects114
(Eqs. 5–8). In addition, contact-localized wear analyses were likewise conducted using three115
neighborhood sizes to allow for a direct comparison of results.116
log(R) = β0 + β1LC + β2MC + β3HC + β4log(B) (5)
log(R) = β0 + β1LC + β2MC + β3HC + β4log(B) + ρWR (6)
log(R) = β0 + β1LC + β2MC + β3HC + β4log(B) + ρWR + θ1WLC + θ2WMC + θ3WHC (7)
log(R) = β0(ui, vi) + β1LC(ui, vi) + β2MC(ui, vi) + β3HC(ui, vi) + β4log(B(ui, vi)) (8)
Results and Discussion117
Database and Pre-Processing118
After subsetting the RAC database to include features contained on 130 shoes and dis-119
cretized to 987 heatmap cells, there was an average of 28 ± 16 accidentals in each location,120
with a maximum of 76. Interestingly, the observed mean and standard deviation are ap-121
proximately 40% of those obtained for the full database which aligns with the proportion of122
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all features comprising the subset data (39%). Figure 2 illustrates the spatial distribution123
of the 27,933 RACs as a function of the number of features and the number of standard de-124
viations (SD) from the mean. The number of features observed in each location constitutes125
the response of interest for this proof of concept study.126
Figure 2: Number of RACs (color) and number of standard deviations from the mean (point size) for each
cell location in the subset database. Note that the spatial distribution of RACs in the subset data is visually
consistent with that for the full database, illustrated in Figure 2 of Part I.
Modeling of RAC Distribution as a Function of Contact Area127
Following selection of the subset data, it was prudent to ensure that the observations128
and conclusions obtained for the prediction of RACs as a function of contact area in the full129
database persisted in the subset. To do so, the subset data was modeled in the same manner130
as previously described (Eq. 1-4) using a neighborhood cut-off value of 800px (34mm),131
thus allowing for direct comparison of results. Table 2 details the estimated coefficients for132
each of the four spatial regression models built using the full versus the subset data. For133
both datasets, all model parameters significantly impacted RAC counts (p <2.2 × 10-16).134
Furthermore, all parameters exhibited a positive association with the number of accidentals,135
with the exception of the contact spatial lag in the Durbin model (θ).136
When considering the contribution of the bin partiality offset (β2), the subset data ex-137
hibits higher coefficient values for each model than those obtained for the full database (with138
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differences ranging from 0.1941 to 0.3489 as detailed in Table 2). It is important to note139
that this offset variable only impacts the model for edge bins (15% of all cells), and for any140
locations contained fully within the heatmap frame this variable simplifies to 0 (log(1.0)).141
Therefore, this coefficient describes some of the hardest to predict bins given the variability142
in number of RACs relative to inherently lower contact. Moreover, since the subset database143
only represents 39% of all features in the database there are likewise fewer accidentals in the144
edges, thereby requiring increased contribution to adequately fit the model. As such, this145
result is likely introduced based solely on the fact that fewer features are available in the146
subset database.147
Another observable difference in the coefficients between the full and subset data is the148
magnitude of the auto-response variable (ρ) for the AP and Durbin models (Table 2). More149
specifically, the spatial lag on RAC counts increased 2.3-2.5 times in the subset over the full150
model, as displayed in Table 2. This observation is believed to be an artifact based upon151
the composition of the subset database. Namely, the 130 shoes selected were those that152
contained the most RACs. Thus, these are the outsoles that exhibit the most consistency in153
RAC counts versus contact area, as compared to shoes with few accidentals. In other words,154
including all shoes in the full database model somewhat quenches the association in counts155
between nearby locations because although a great deal of additional tread area is being156
added, comparatively few features are being incorporated leading to increased variability.157
Therefore, given the high number of RACs relative to mean contact in the subset, a stronger158
spatial relationship is observed between neighboring cells’ responses.159
Analysis of model residuals was again conducted using global and local Moran’s I to160
determine whether similar residual spatial associations were detected between the full and161
subset data. Pearson residual plots for both datasets are available in the Appendix (Figures162
A.2 & A.3). In both cases, each of the spatial models shows an improvement in prediction163
over the non-spatial GLM as exhibited by fewer residual values near the extremes of the164
scale, thus providing evidence that spatial effects impact RAC distributions. In addition,165
all models exhibited significant positive global spatial autocorrelation, with Global Moran’s166
I values ranging from 0.1089-0.5552 and from 0.1652-0.5085 for subset and full databases,167
respectively (Table 3). Investigation of local spatial autocorrelation likewise revealed that168
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Table 2: Model coefficients for full and subset data predicting RAC counts as a function of contact area, with
a bin percentage offset variable to adjust for bin partiality. For all spatial models, a neighborhood cutoff
value of 800px (approximately 34mm) was used. Note that the results presented for the GWPR model are
the mean coefficients for each predictor across all 987 cell-specific models.



















2.957 2.540 2.914 3.064 2.376 1.752 1.916 2.480
Contact
(β1)
0.0002 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002
Log(Bin)
(β2)








NA NA -0.0001 NA NA NA -0.0001 NA
the subset models generally yielded fewer cells with significant residual association (11-169
17% versus 13-22%), with the exeption of the non-spatial GLM (Table 3). Furthermore,170
the general regions containing these significant residual correlations remain consistent, as171
illustrated in Figure 3. For example, all models exhibit over-predicted RAC counts along172
the edge of the heel resulting in positive spatial autcorrelation in this region. Conversely, the173
medial edge of the upper heel/lower arch results in positive association between residuals174
yielded from under-prediction of feature frequencies. Some models also contain localized175
spatial correlation in the ball of the toe and the arch area between the full and subset data.176
The examination of model residuals indicate that irrespective of the input data, spatial177
effects do exist and consequently impact RAC distributions and that there still remains an178
unmodeled factor that is important for adequately predicting the locations and number of179
features across outsoles.180
Lastly, the performance of all four available models was compared within each dataset181
using MAD, MSE, AIC, and L(AIC) as previously described. Table 4 details the computed182
model assessment metrics for the estimated models for the full and subset data. According183
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Table 3: Moran’s I results for full and subset data describing the global Moran’s I value and the num-
ber of significant bins for local assessment. For all spatial models, a neighborhood cutoff value of 800px
(approximately 34mm) was used.



















0.5085 0.2027 0.1652 0.2364 0.5552 0.1201 0.1089 0.1662
Local
Moran’s I
39% 16% 13% 22% 40% 12% 11% 17%
to all statistics, the spatial Durbin model most accurately predicts the distribution of RACs184
in both cases, followed by AP, GWPR, and finally the non-spatial GLM.185
Table 4: Model assessment statistics for full and subset data describing the fit of four regressions of RAC
counts as a function of contact area, with a bin percentage offset variable to adjust for partiality. The
shaded cells reflect the best fit model according to MAD, MSE, AIC, and L(AIC). For all spatial models, a
neighborhood cutoff value of 800px was used (approximately 34mm).

















MAD 18.59 11.24 10.92 13.12 9.388 5.716 5.656 6.918
MSE 593.6 239.8 218.7 312.5 153.7 56.79 55.99 68.52
AIC 13393 9119 8861 9938 9883 6903 6866 7162
L(AIC) Inf 1.1E56 1.0 7.4E233 Inf 1.1E08 1.0 1.9E64
In conclusion, the subset data does show some variation in specific results when com-186
pared to the full database, as expected owing to underlying variation in contact and asso-187
ciated RACs. However, the results are in alignment when considering global observations188
and conclusions. Namely, all model coefficients yield significant impacts on the prediction189
of RAC counts and the directionality of these effects is consistent between datasets. Sim-190
ilarly, significant positive global autocorrelation persists throughout all model residuals in191
both cases, suggesting that some cells would benefit from a currently unmodeled predictor.192
Likewise, local residual associations exist in similar regions when comparing the same model193
between 1,300 and 130 shoes. The spatial Durbin model is the most optimal regression to194
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Figure 3: Spatial correlation detected (red: positive, blue: negative, gray: none) and associated Pearson
residuals (size) of RAC counts predicted as a function of contact area (with a bin percentage offset) for full
and subset data (1,300 and 130 shoes, respectively). For all spatial models, a neighborhood cutoff value of
800px (approximately 34mm) was used.
describe the data, indicating that association exists in RAC counts, likely as a function of195
the correlation between neighboring contact conditions. Ultimately, the collective results ob-196
tained based upon consideration of estimated model coefficients, residuals, and assessment197
statistics indicate that the subset data sufficiently represents the overall trends and resulting198
conclusions.199
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Localization of Outsole Wear200
Contact-localized wear areas were characterized for all 130 shoes in the subset database201
in order to evaluate the spatial distribution of RACs as a function of degree of wear. More202
specifically, the average amount of wear at each location was computed for low, moderate, and203
high degrees by dividing the total number of contact pixels containing each level of wear by204
the number of shoes (130). Figure 4 displays the spatial distribution of each degree of wear as205
well as a fraction of the total contact area within each cell. Across all locations, there was an206
average contact-localized wear area of 1.48mm2 ± 0.846mm2 for light, 7.76mm2 ± 2.95mm2207
for moderate, and 1.22mm2 ± 1.25mm2 for high. The resulting average contact-localized208
degrees of wear were utilized moving forward as a set of three predictors for modeling of209
accidentals.210
Modeling Fitting211
After checking for multicollinearity between the predictors (for both subset contact and212
subset wear) using the variance-inflation factor (VIF <10) [4–6], four modeling techniques213
(non-spatial GLM, AP, Durbin, GWPR) were applied to evaluate spatial distributions for214
27,933 features contained within 987 possible locations on a standardized outsole. In ad-215
dition, three neighborhood cut-off distances (17mm, 34mm, 51mm) were explored in order216
to assess differences in spatial effects and model performance as a function of scale. There-217
fore, there were a total of 24 models constructed as part of this proof of concept study (2218
predictors of interest × 3 neighborhoods × 4 regression approaches). Tables 5 & 6 detail219
the estimated coefficients for all models, with mean values reported for the spatial GWPR220
method (summary statistics for each set of conditions for GWPR are provided in Tables221
A.1–A.2 in the Appendix). When considering the contribution of contact and degree of222
wear, both predictors yield positive associations with RAC counts, suggesting that increased223
contact as well as wear at a specific location likewise increases the number of features that are224
observed. More specifically, moderate wear has the largest impact on accidental frequency225
as compared to light and high. This observation fits with intuition wherein regions of light226
wear can develop RACs, but it is expected that fewer would be observed than in areas that227
contain more pressure during the process of use. Furthermore, in areas of high wear it is228
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Figure 4: Distribution of average contact area (point size) and fractional wear (color) for the subset database
of 130 shoes. Fractional wear represents the percentage of the contact area that was classified as each level
of wear; summing across low, moderate, and high wear for a given location will yield 1 (100% of the contact
area in the cell). Also, note that average contact area is the total number of contact pixels in a given location
divided by the total number of shoes and ranges from 13-10,373px (approximately 0.2-18mm2).
expected that the appearance and subsequent degradation of features occurs more quickly229
thereby yielding a less stable association between high wear areas and accidentals.230
However, comparison of model coefficients between contact and contact-localized wear231
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revealed several dissimilarities, including directionality and significance among predictors.232
When considering the contact subset, all parameters were significantly informative for pre-233
dicting the locations and counts of RACs, irrespective of the model and neighborhood size.234
Furthermore, all coefficients exhibited a positive impact on the number of RACs with the ex-235
ception of the contact area spatial lag in the spatial Durbin model, as previously observed for236
the full database analysis (Table 5). Alignment between all contact models provides strong237
evidence of the significant positive relationship between tread area and RACs, wherein an238
increase in contact likewise promotes an increase in the number of features.239
Table 5: Model coefficients for subset data predicting RAC counts as a function of contact area (with a bin
percentage offset variable) using three different neighborhood cut-off radii. Note that the results presented










Neighborhood NA 400 800 1200 400 800 1200 400 800 1200
Intercept
(β0)
2.376 1.842 1.752 1.653 1.950 1.916 1.896 2.598 2.480 2.296
Contact
(β1)
1.6E-04 9.0E-05 1.3E-04 1.4E-04 9.5E-05 1.3E-04 1.5E-04 1.0E-04 1.4E-04 1.8E-04
Log(Bin)
(β2)








NA NA NA NA -6.3E-05 -7.2E-05 -9.2E-05 NA NA NA
Conversely, the same trends observed for RAC distributions as a function of tread con-240
tact do not hold for the contact-localized wear predictors. For example, light wear was241
not significant in the spatial Durbin models (p = 0.0981–0.7499) and high wear did not242
significantly aid in prediction for the spatial AP models (p = 0.2310–0.7590) and the spa-243
tial Durbin model using a neighborhood size of 1200px/51mm (p = 0.6938). Regarding244
directionality of coefficients, the contact-localized wear models exhibit some inconsistency;245
contributions of light wear, high wear, and the spatial lag on high wear vary in whether246
there is a positive association with RAC counts between models and neighborhoods (Table247
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Table 6: Model coefficients for subset data predicting RAC counts as a function of contact-localized wear
(with a bin percentage offset variable) using three different neighborhood cut-off radii. Values highlighted in
red indicate a non-significant predictor. Note that the results presented for the GWPR model are the mean











Neighborhood NA 400 800 1200 400 800 1200 400 800 1200
Intercept
(β0)
2.523 1.689 1.599 1.585 1.663 1.441 1.258 2.602 2.510 2.422
Light Wear
(β1)
-2.4E-04 1.3E-04 1.3E-04 8.2E-05 6.0E-05 3.3E-05 -9.1E-06 -8.1E-05 -7.3E-05 -8.9E-05
Moderate Wear
(β2)
2.5E-04 1.4E-04 1.5E-04 1.6E-04 1.4E-04 1.6E-04 1.9E-04 1.9E-04 2.0E-04 2.3E-04
High Wear
(β3)
-1.0E-04 1.3E-05 3.2E-06 -1.0E-05 1.3E-05 7.9E-05 7.7E-06 1.3E-05 4.8E-06 -9.1E-06
Log(Bin)
(β4)
















NA NA NA NA -1.4E-04 -9.6E-05 5.0E-05 NA NA NA
6). This phenomenon, wherein different regressions and model conditions yield shifts in248
predictor significance and contribution, has been well documented in the literature [6–10].249
This observation further reiterates the importance of evaluating multiple models in order250
to deduce the most appropriate technique that adequately describes the data generating251
structure, which was incorporated in this study using a bottom-up approach [6, 7, 11, 12].252
With specific regard to this study, this observation has several implications. First, ir-253
respective of the model selected, some variables remain important predictive factors for254
location-specific RAC counts, including moderate wear, bin partiality, and spatial lags for255
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feature frequencies and light wear (when applicable). Therefore, there is strong evidence256
that each of these components are a significant factor in the data generating process for257
accidental distributions. In addition, the directionality of some coefficients exhibit changes258
when considering smaller neighborhoods (17mm, 34mm) versus longer distances (51mm), as259
detailed in Table 6. The same is true for predictor significance, wherein significance changes260
at the 51mm radius. Considered together, these results suggest that the influence of these261
coefficients (e.g., high wear and the spatial lag for high wear) affect RAC counts differently262
at different spatial scales.263
Ultimately, consideration of the regression models estimated using contact-localized wear264
as a predictor reveals three major results. First, moderate wear is the most informative and265
consistent predictor for RAC distributions, as compared to light and high degrees of wear.266
Across all neighborhoods and techniques, this is the only wear factor that remains significant,267
does not change directionality (positive association with RAC counts), and imparts the268
largest effect (Table 6). Second, light and high wear exhibit large variability in the way they269
influence feature counts depending on the model and distance of interest. For example, light270
wear exhibits a significant positive effect on RAC counts when using the spatial AP model, a271
significant negative effect using the spatial GWPR model, and no significant effect using the272
spatial Durbin model. This observation may be tied in with the expected variability in RAC273
counts for light wear, wherein activity could be an underlying confounder; however, this could274
also be attributed to purely mathematical fitting. Third, the data in Table 6 provide evidence275
that scale dependent spatial effects exist in RAC distributions. These observations involve276
a change in effect between shorter neighborhood distances (400px/17mm, 800px/34mm)277
and the longer radius (1200px/51mm). Therefore, when evaluating RAC distributions scale278
must be considered. In order to evaluate whether each of these factors can be attributed to279
a practical consideration or a mathematical artifact, additional analyses would be required280
to increase the sample size and determine whether this result persists. Moreover, this proof281
of concept study utilized just 10% of the WVU footwear database, but this sample also282
contained nearly 40% of all RACs. Therefore, given the relatively high concentration of283
accidentals in this subset, it is important to evaluate how addition of more shoes, each284
containing fewer features, impacts these observations.285
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Evaluation of Model Residuals286
In an effort to assess the appropriateness of each model and determine whether there still287
remains an unmodeled factor that impacts the spatial distribution of RACs after accounting288
for wear, analysis of model residuals using Moran’s I was conducted as previously described.289
Pearson residual plots for modeling accidentals as a function of contact area (Figures A.3–290
A.5) and contact-localized wear (Figures A.6–A.8) at three different neighborhood cut-off291
radii are available in the Appendix. With respect to the non-spatial GLM, all of the spatial292
models show an improvement in prediction, with more residuals near 0 and fewer at the293
extremes, irrespective of predictor (contact vs wear) and neighborhood. Thus, as previously294
determined for the contact area data on the full database, there remains evidence of spatial295
effects that impact RAC distributions across the 130 shoe subset. Likewise, all models296
yielded significant positive global spatial autocorrelation according to the resulting Moran’s297
I statistics. However, the global Moran’s I values for contact-localized wear were lower than298
those obtained using contact as a predictor, as detailed in Table 7. On average, the global299
I statistic exhibited a 33.7% ± 10.4% decrease when comparing the residuals resulting from300
models built using the same regression method and neighborhood size between contact and301
contact-localized wear.302
Table 7: Global and local Moran’s I results for residuals of RACs predicted as a function of contact area or











Neighborhood 400 800 1200 400 800 1200 400 800 1200 400 800 1200
Contact
Global 0.637 0.555 0.483 0.133 0.120 0.104 0.121 0.109 0.097 0.111 0.166 0.165
Local 32% 40% 48% 10% 12% 14% 9.5% 11% 11% 8.6% 17% 20%
Wear
Global 0.445 0.356 0.308 0.094 0.088 0.086 0.085 0.080 0.072 0.054 0.086 0.087
Local 32% 42% 46% 6.9% 9.4% 13% 6.6% 8.4% 10% 4.5% 8.8% 14%
Following global evaluation of spatial autocorrelation, local estimates of Moran’s I were303
likewise computed for the residuals of each model, as detailed in Table 7. For each of the 24304
models, the percentage of locations exhibiting significant residual spatial associations was305
recorded. Figure 5 illustrates the distribution of local Moran’s I results for the most optimal306
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models at each neighborhood cut-off, defined as the model resulting in the fewest cells con-307
taining significant spatial association. In addition, all local spatial autocorrelation plots are308
provided in the Appendix (Figures A.9–A.14). In alignment with the observations made for309
the full database, the vast majority of significant correlations were positive (red dots), with310
few cells for each model exhibiting an inverse association with their neighbors (blue dots).311
Again, the non-spatial GLM produced the largest areas of localized spatial correlation as312
well as minimal difference between contact and contact-localized wear predictors, with 32%-313
48% of locations yielding significant Moran’s I values (Table 7). Moreover, the same trend314
observed for the global Moran’s I analysis was obtained for local evaluations. As detailed in315
Table 7, using contact-localized wear as a predictor decreased the degree of local autocorre-316
lation as compared to contact area alone, with an average of just 9.1% ± 3.0% (versus 13% ±317
3.8%) significant locations across all spatial models and neighborhood cut-off radii. In order318
to assess whether wear statistically improved model predictions based upon local Moran’s I319
results, McNemar’s test [4, 13, 14] was utilized to compare the proportion of cells exhibiting320
significant residual correlations. More specifically, for each neighborhood size, contact and321
wear results were compared for the regression exhibiting the best performance (GWPR for322
400px/17mm and Durbin for 800px/34mm and 1,200px/51mm as detailed in Table 7). The323
statistical analysis revealed that wear exhibited fewer cells with persisting spatial correla-324
tion (p = 2.1 × 10-6, 4.6 × 10-2, and 4.9 × 10-2 for 17mm, 34mm, and 51mm, respectively).325
However, it should be acknowledged that the p-values for the two larger neighborhood sizes326
are very close to α = 0.05, and should therefore be interpreted with caution. In other words,327
while these p-values are indicate that the difference in the proportion of significant cells is328
more than expected by chance, there is only weak support of a statistically significant differ-329
ence and thus contact-localized wear only offered an incremental improvement over contact330
alone. This observation makes sense because contact-area was able to well describe RAC331
distributions across the majority of the outsole, with just three localized areas in the ball of332
the toe, arch, and edge of the heel that required wear to improve prediction.333
Overall, the results of the residual assessments indicate that using contact-localized wear334
as a predictor (the intersection of tread contact and gait) better accounts for spatial associa-335
tions underlying RAC distributions as compared to tread contact alone, at least statistically.336
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Figure 5: Spatial correlation detected (red: positive, blue: negative, gray: none) and associated Pearson
residuals (size) of RAC counts predicted as a function of contact-localized wear (with a bin percentage
offset) for the subset database of 130 shoes. Results are displayed for the model resulting in the fewest cells
exhibiting significant local autocorrelation at each neighborhood cut-off radius (400px/17mm, 800px/34mm,
1200px/51mm). Note that for all neighborhood sizes, wear models outperformed contact-only models with
respect to the percentage of locations exhibiting significant local residual correlation.
The previous analysis of accidentals as a function of contact, using the full database, revealed337
two major conclusions. First, spatial effects are a significant factor that must be incorporated338
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in characterization of randomly acquired characteristics. This outcome is further supported339
by this proof of concept study of both contact and wear at various scales. Namely, the340
global Moran’s I scores for the non-spatial GLM model are again 3-5 times larger than those341
obtained for the spatial models, regardless of the predictor and neighborhood size. Second,342
the results obtained from the full database study using contact area as an explanatory factor343
for locations/frequencies of RACs indicated that an important factor remained unmodeled,344
with 22-13% of cells exhibiting residual correlations. Based upon previous observations of345
the regions of significant local autocorrelation, it was hypothesized that wear could be one346
such variable. The results of this proof of concept study indicate that wear does, in fact,347
improve predictions as evidenced by the lower proportion of locations exhibiting significant348
residual correlation, specifically at the lug level of 400px/17mm (just 4.5% of locations were349
insufficiently predicted). Considered practically, the observed performance gains, although350
mathematically informative, are relatively minor for this proof of concept database. More-351
over, greater than 90% of the all positions on the outsole are well modeled, irrespective of the352
predictor and assuming that GWPR is used for the 400px/17mm neighborhood and Durbin353
is used for the 800px/34mm and 1,200px/51mm radius. To determine if this trend holds,354
the database should be expanded to include more shoes, with additional variations in RAC355
counts and potentially the locations of wear.356
Model Assessment and Selection357
The performance of all 24 models was again compared using mean absolute deviation358
(MAD), mean squared error (MSE), and Akaike information criteria (AIC), as previously359
described. Table 8 reports the resulting model assessment statistics for each of the regres-360
sions estimating RAC count as a function of either contact or contact-localized wear for361
the proof of concept study. Models were compared across regression techniques and both362
predictors within the same cut-off radius, thus yielding a description of the optimal model363
based upon the neighborhood size of interest. Overall, all wear-informed models outper-364
formed the associated contact models, further enforcing the results and observations made365
using the residual analysis. Furthermore, all models produced the best predictions at the366
400px (17mm) neighborhood size, as evidenced by the lowest values of all statistics within367
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each condition (Table 8). Given that this distance is the mean lug size within the database,368
these results indicate that RACs distributions are best characterized when evaluated with369
respect to the same tread element. This observation fits with intuition because it is expected370
that highly similar contact areas and degree of wear would exist within a single lug, whereas371
these factors are expected to vary more between elements. Not surprisingly then, the overall372
best model to describe accidentals was the GWPR model that utilized wear as a predictor373
and applied a 400px (17mm) neighborhood cut-off, as indicated by the green cells in Table374
8. This result suggests that the global models are unable to capture spatial associations375
and heterogeneity in small neighborhoods and hence, the local regression (which estimates376
a model for each location) better describes the data.377
In contrast, the spatial Durbin model, estimated using contact-localized degree of wear,378
was optimal for both of the larger neighborhood sizes (yellow and blue cells in Table 8).379
The Durbin model is the most robust model in the presence of spatial correlation because it380
allows for incorporation of both endogenous and exogenous interactions. By utilizing spatial381
lag variables of the responses and predictors, wherein the values of neighboring cells’ contact-382
localized wear and feature counts are used to aid in predicting RAC counts, the Durbin model383
produces the most accurate predictions, even with increased variability between variables at384
larger distances. In contrast, the GWPR approach is the weakest of all spatial models at385
larger cut-off radii, indicating that estimates produced are too localized and performance386
suffers given that there is no global spatial lag term(s).387
Overall, the trends observed for model performance in this study are in alignment with388
those previously published in the literature. More specifically, GWPR performs best within389
smaller neighborhoods and alternatively, global spatial models exhibit better prediction for390
larger radii [6, 15, 16]. Given that GWPR estimates location-specific models, it is innately391
well suited to capture local variations in relationships between predictors and responses [6, 15,392
16]. In other words, within small neighborhoods, this approach is able to precisely estimate393
coefficients, due to the relatively low bias. Thus, the model produces accurate, localized394
predictions that exhibit large variation across the spatial region [6, 15, 16]. Conversely, at395
larger distances the local GWPR models are estimated by averaging observed relationships396
over more area, thereby increasing bias and yielding less variable coefficients within the397
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Table 8: Model assessment statistics describing model fits for RAC counts as a function of contact area or
contact-localized wear, with a bin percentage offset variable to adjust for partiality. The green cells reflect
the best fit model for the 400px/17mm neighborhood (and also the overall optimal model). The yellow cells
reflect the best fit model for the 800px/34mm neighborhood. The blue cells reflect the best fit model for the
1200px/51mm neighborhood. All L(AICs) were computed with respect to the best fit model for the specified










Neighborhood NA 400 800 1200 400 800 1200 400 800 1200
MAD 9.388 5.567 5.716 5.917 5.486 5.656 5.875 5.297 6.198 6.659
MSE 153.7 53.71 56.79 61.13 52.38 55.99 60.31 49.55 68.52 80.18
AIC 9883 6731 6903 7088 6696 6866 7040 6556 7162 7550
Contact
L(AIC) Inf 2.2E85 5.6E29 3.3E39 5.5E77 5.2E21 1.3E29 2.2E47 9.8E85 7.0E139
MAD 7.903 5.436 5.556 5.713 5.407 5.555 5.691 4.993 5.707 6.130
MSE 103.9 51.27 53.88 57.58 50.74 53.58 56.81 43.82 56.86 64.05
AIC 8411 6644 6788 6942 6627 6766 6906 6338 6830 7108
Wear
L(AIC) Inf 2.8E66 6.0E04 6.6E07 5.7E62 1.00 1.00 1.00 7.9E13 7.3E43
study region which essentially creates a smoothing effect [6, 15, 16]. Tables A.1 & A.2 offers398
evidence of this trend wherein the range of each coefficient is largest at 400px/17mm and399
decreases with each increase in neighborhood cut-off radius. Therefore, when evaluating400
RAC distributions and incorporating spatial effects at larger distances, the global models,401
which produce single estimates of each coefficient, are better able to model the relationships402
between features and contact or contact-localized wear.403
Conclusions404
The goal of this study was to investigate and characterize RAC distributions in order to405
inform weight of evidence assessments for footwear source attribution comparisons and de-406
cisions. In pursuit of this objective, this research applied commonly-used spatial regression407
techniques in order to understand the “data-generating process” of feature locations and fre-408
quencies. The major benefits of using these techniques are four-fold. First, implementation409
of various regression approaches, each considering two predictors and three neighborhood410
sizes, allowed for the systematic determination of the optimal model to describe RAC dis-411
tributions. Based upon the results of this proof of concept study, acquired features are412
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best modeled using contact-localized degree of wear, with spatial associations considered413
in small neighborhoods (400px/17mm, or the average tread element diameter). Moreover,414
the globally-weighted Poisson regression produced the best estimates of RAC counts within415
these small neighborhoods, likely because it is a local technique which estimates an individ-416
ual model for each location thereby accounting for localized heterogeneity of variables (Table417
8).418
Second, examination of model coefficients allows for an interpretation of the response419
of interest with respect to the magnitude and direction of relevant explanatory variables.420
More specifically, the number of features observed within a given location increases as both421
contact area and contact-localized wear increases (Tables 5 & 6). In terms of wear, moderate422
wear has the largest positive impact on RAC counts and persists as a significant predictor in423
all models. Conversely, light and high wear each impart a smaller positive effect on feature424
frequencies, and these categories may not offer significant contributions depending on the425
model and neighborhood of interest.426
Third, spatial regression modeling techniques allow for incorporation of spatial dependen-427
cies, wherein the strength and direction of correlation between predictors and/or responses428
and their neighbors can be assessed. Regarding RAC distributions, spatial modeling pro-429
duced much better estimates of the locations and frequencies of features than traditional430
non-spatial regression, as evidenced by the large decrease in both global and local Moran’s431
I coefficients (Table 7). This result provides evidence that spatial effects do in fact influence432
the distribution of features on outsoles. In addition, spatial associations were detected for433
both RAC counts and contact/wear between neighboring locations, as supported by the sig-434
nificant contributions of their spatial lag variables, with some exceptions for degree of wear435
(ρ and θ, respectively in Tables 5 & 6).436
Lastly, investigation of multiple neighborhood sizes allow for an understanding of the un-437
derlying connectivity structure and determination of the optimal distance at which variable438
correlations should be considered. The results from the proof of concept study indicated that439
RACs are best predicted when allowing for spatial correlations within neighborhood sizes440
representing the average lug diameter (400px/17mm). As detailed in Table 8, each spatial441
model performed best using a cut-off radius of 400px, with each successive neighborhood442
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increase yielding worse predictions. This result matches intuition that outsole conditions443
are likely very similar within one tread element, and become increasingly more variable with444
increased distance.445
Considered collectively, the results indicate that the data-generating process of RACs446
with respect to contact-localized wear is likely scale dependent. This conclusion is strongly447
supported by the change in optimal model as a function of neighborhood size, as well as448
the observed variability in significance and direction of coefficient effects between smaller449
and larger distances. As previously discussed, local modeling via GWPR exhibited the450
highest performance at the lug level (400px/17mm), as well as the highest performance451
overall for predicting RAC counts. Hence, heterogeneity in feature frequencies as well as452
degree of contact-localized wear seems to be present within small neighborhoods. However,453
this outcome does not preclude the presence of spatial correlation as well. Although GWPR454
does not directly incorporate spatial associations (as spatial lag predictors), it does explicitly455
consider location; therefore, it has been shown to likewise reduce existing spatial correlation456
locally [16]. Not surprisingly, at larger distances global modeling using a Durbin regression,457
which includes both exogenous and endogenous effects and was shown to be optimal for the458
full database evaluation conducted in Part I, maximizes prediction accuracy. Again, this459
result does not indicate that heterogeneity is lacking in larger neighborhoods, rather that460
consideration of spatial correlations are sufficient.461
While this study was successfully able to characterize several factors impacting the dis-462
tribution of acquired features on outsoles, there were several limitations that must be noted.463
As previously discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, the tread contact maps were created using an464
automated image processing procedure wherein several morphological operators were applied465
to Handiprint images in order to segment contact pixels. While every effort was made to466
ensure high quality binary maps, the Handiprint images are inherently speckled given that467
they are created using black powder, and this fact precludes the production of perfect tread468
contact representations. A more supervised process, such as using a high resolution outsole469
scanner and/or manually annotating or modifying tread contact regions, may yield more470
accurate maps. However, this process would be both time- and cost- intensive and may not471
provide significant changes or improvements to the results obtained for this study to warrant472
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the investment.473
Additionally, the wear maps were created through systematic evaluation of outsole and474
exemplar images and subsequent marking by a single analyst. Prior to starting this process475
on the proof of concept database, this researcher completed a two and a half day training476
program which included relevant background readings, discussion of wear criteria, and nu-477
merous classification tasks (on both localized regions and full maps). While every effort was478
afforded to maximize consistency in applying classification rules and subsequent identifica-479
tion and marking of wear regions, this task is inherently subjective. As such, it is reasonable480
to expect that intra- and inter-analyst variability exits and that if the same subset data were481
re-analyzed at a different time or by a different examiner, some variation in regions of wear482
would exist. However, while these differences would almost certainly yield come variability483
in specific coefficients and summary statistics, it is not expected that this would impart484
significant changes into the overall observations and conclusions.485
Furthermore, all contact and wear maps were poly-warped to allow for inter-comparison486
of the entire WVU database of shoes. While this was a necessary step to increase the487
sample size available for analysis, this process likewise limits the utility of the results owing488
to the induced modification of tread appearance. To overcome this limitation, a database489
would need to be constructed that contains a large variety of outsoles each with numerous490
replicates to allow for examination within the same class characteristics. However, this491
undertaking would likely be difficult to implement in practicality given the cost, time, and492
resources associated with compiling such a large collection of shoes. Furthermore, it would493
be necessary to constantly expand the database as new outsole designs are produced, which494
could become prohibitive.495
When considering the conclusions obtained in this study, it is likewise important to496
address several data simplifications associated with the observed results. First, this study497
only investigated the effects of two outsole related factors (tread contact and contact-localized498
wear). Hence, any other observables across the shoe, such as outsole material and the specific499
locations of Schallamach patterns, were ignored and essentially considered equal. Therefore,500
any differences in the rate of RAC development, say between a soft microcellular material and501
a harder rubber material, were not included in the model. Moreover, Schallamach patterns502
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are considered to be “specific wear,” providing increased discrimination potential; one study503
even found that a Schallamach pattern as small as 2mm × 3mm could be sufficient to reach504
an identification of source [17]. While omission of these factors allowed for a more directed505
proof of concept study, this may also limit the ability of a model to capture the sources of506
some variation as a function of additional outsole conditions.507
In addition, the categorization of wear was considered using three broad classes- light,508
moderate, and high. This classification scheme likely over-simplifies the nuances within levels509
of wear. For example, consider two cases of high wear. In the first case, the region exhibits510
complete balding, but has not worn so far as to cause a hole or tear. In the second case, a511
specific area of the outsole has degraded so significantly, that a large hole develops. In the512
latter scenario, it is expected that more accidentals may be present, owing to the fact that513
the hole itself would be identified as a discriminating RAC that is expected to persist over514
time. In contrast, the former scenario may be expected to have fewer accidentals because515
the bald region suggests that features appear and disappear rapidly. While additional levels516
and/or subcategories could be incorporated into the wear classification criteria, this expan-517
sion would also likely increase variability in identification and marking of wear regions which518
may actually decrease the utility of the resulting models.519
Despite the limitations and simplifications outlined above, the results from the proof of520
concept study are extremely promising and exhibit high model performance for the prediction521
of RAC locations and frequencies using contact-localized degree of wear. Namely, just 4.5% -522
8.5% of cells exhibit residual spatial correlation for the optimal model at each neighborhood523
cut-off (Table 7). This result suggests that the regressions are able to adequately account for524
the variation and association between responses and predictors across more than 90% of the525
outsole surface, with only the medial heel, arch, and the edges of the toe and heel exhibiting526
residual spatial correlation. Furthermore, this study specifically evaluated two predictors527
of interest that were reasonably expected to impact RAC distributions, but that were also528
readily observable on outsoles. It is important to consider, however, that there is some level529
of variability that cannot realistically be characterized by patent features alone, and relate530
more to individual properties of use. For example, two outsoles could both be classified531
globally as exhibiting high wear, wherein there is widespread balding/loss of texture and532
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degradation of tread elements. However, suppose the owner of one shoe is a runner who533
consistently uses his/her shoes on gravel paths and the other is a nurse who wears his/her534
shoes extensively over tiled floors. The runner’s outsoles would be expected to contain535
many more RACs than the nurse, simply owing to the substrate over which the shoes are536
worn. Conversely, the same runner could purchase a brand new pair of shoes and wear537
them running once. While the overall degree of outsole wear would be light, there would538
likely be numerous observable accidentals, which may not be expected for the wear level.539
Unarguably, incorporation of some of these more nuanced latent use variables would likely540
improve model predictions. However, when building a model to describe RAC distributions,541
a balance must be reached between hyper-specificity (wherein features are described using542
any and all available/useful predictors) and model usability. In other words, for examiners543
to realistically implement considerations of RAC distributions and weight of evidence, it is544
imperative that the variables used to characterize features be patent on outsoles and readily545
transferrable to crime scene impressions so that they can be incorporated into the comparison546
process.547
The purpose of this study was to investigate RAC spatial distributions on outsoles using548
common spatial regression techniques on a large-scale database in order to inform weight549
of evidence. More specifically, one of the major considerations for weight of evidence is550
whether features are associated in space, which must be understood in order to properly551
ascribe value to observed similarities between suspect shoes and evidence impressions. Using552
a non-spatial model, which treats all observations the same irrespective of location, results in553
significant residual correlations in 32%-48% of cells (with a mean of 40% ± 6.8%), depending554
on predictor and neighborhood size. Under the best case scenario, when cell-specific contact555
and neighboring feature frequencies are used to predict RAC counts, the fraction of locations556
exhibiting significant residual correlation is reduced by 73% (32% versus 8.6% for non-spatial557
GLM and GWPR, respectively). Likewise, when cell-specific contact-localized wear and558
neighboring feature frequencies are used to predict RAC counts, the fraction of locations559
exhibiting significant residual correlation is reduced by 86% (32% versus 4.5% for non-spatial560
GLM and GWPR, respectively). Irrespective of predictor, the optimal model was the GWPR561
regression using a 400px/17mm neighborhood.562
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Ultimately, this work sought to characterize accidental distributions in an effort to inform563
more appropriate weight of evidence assignments for observed similarities between features.564
In considering the results collectively, there is evidence that acquired characteristics do not565
necessarily conform to spatial randomness, when considering their frequencies and locations566
alone. More specifically, one of the major criteria for spatial randomness is that observations567
are equally likely to occur anywhere across an entire region of interest and should therefore568
exhibit uniform point intensity within the space. Under this assumption, then, it would569
be expected that a non-spatial model, wherein location is disregarded, would be able to570
accurately predict accidental frequencies. For footwear evidence, this concept was updated571
to allow for non-uniformity due to tread contact and/or contact-localized wear by modeling572
features as a function of the degree of each predictor. However, the results from this study573
indicate that neighborhood information regarding feature counts and tread contact/contact-574
localized wear are required in order to adequately model the empirical data, as evidenced575
by large performance increases when including spatial information (73 - 86% under optimal576
conditions). Thus, based upon these findings, spatial considerations must be incorporated577
into evidentiary value assessments for acquired features. For example, an observed associa-578
tion between two RACs in an area with higher feature frequencies (such as the ball of the579
toe) are less rare based upon count alone (disregarding geometry considerations), and should580
be therefore ascribed less weight. Conversely, observed similarity between features located581
in the arch of the shoe, where there features are less dense, should be valued more heavily.582
Additionally, while the spatial models provided evidence for statistically significant corre-583
lation between neighboring cells’ RAC counts, this does not indicate that there is necessarily584
dependence between features (and this was not tested as part of this study). In other words,585
these results do not suggest that the presence of an accidental promotes or deters another586
feature from forming. Rather, this association is most likely imparted by association in the587
underlying outsole conditions (contact and degree of wear), with significant spatial correla-588
tions detected between nearby predictor values as well (ρ). This result reasonably fits with589
intuition wherein similar levels of wear (and degree of contact) within localized regions thus590
yield similar numbers of features in locations within the area of individual tread elements.591
Furthermore, it should be noted that the existence of this spatial association between ac-592
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cidental locations and outsole conditions does not preclude the utility of these features for593
informing source attribution decisions. In fact, numerous features in pattern comparisons594
are known to exhibit spatial dependency, yet this does not necessarily complicate or limit595
their value. For example, Schallamach patterns in footwear are known to contain orientation596
dependence, forming perpendicular to the direction of motion, yet these characteristics are597
considered “specific wear” and can be used to reach strong associative conclusions according598
to the SWGTREAD conclusion scale [18]. Additionally, the value of fingerprint minutia also599
exhibit spatial dependence that must be considered for weight of evidence. Due to pattern600
force, numerous minutia are expected to exist near the core and/or delta of a fingerprint,601
owing to limited available space that consequently forces ridges to terminate [19, 20]. Hence,602
an association in minutiae in these regions provide less discriminating value than one near603
the edges of the print.604
Although the results indicated some regions of non-uniformity in observed feature fre-605
quencies, 68% of the outsole regions were well explained by contact area or contact-localized606
wear alone at the lug level, and did not require location information to adequately model607
RAC counts. Moreover, the positions that were not well predicted were highly localized in608
the ball of the toe, the arch, and the edge to mid-heel, as displayed in Figures A.9 & A.12.609
Incorporation of spatial effects between neighboring RAC counts and degree of contact re-610
sulted in approximately 91% of all outsole locations being sufficiently predicted. Thus, by611
allowing for spatial association, contact area predictions described an additional 23% of the612
spatial region. Finally, prediction performance was maximized at nearly 96% by intersecting613
contact area with localized degree of wear. Although this increase over contact area alone614
is small in magnitude, there is likely some degree of confounding associated with this re-615
sult. Moreover, accidental frequencies in most locations of the shoe were well predicted by616
contact area, but areas exhibiting additional density of high (e.g., ball of the toe) or low617
(e.g., arch) degrees of wear required additional information. Ultimately, the results from618
this proof of concept study are extremely promising and provide fundamental knowledge619
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Appendix: Supplemental Figures and Tables684
Figure A.1: Examples of light, moderate, and high degrees of wear on localized shoe regions. For each image
pair, the left image is the outsole and the right image is the Handiprint exemplar impression.
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Figure A.2: Pearson residuals (color) of RAC counts as a function of contact area (with a bin percentage
offset) obtained from four different models and the full database of 1,300 shoes: (A) non-spatial Poisson
GLM, (B) spatial auto-Poisson, (C) spatial Durbin, (D) geographically weighted Poisson regression. For all
spatial models, a neighborhood cutoff value of 800px (approximately 34mm) was used.
Figure A.3: Pearson residuals (color) of RAC counts as a function of contact area (with a bin percentage
offset) obtained from four different models and the subset database of 130 shoes: (A) non-spatial Poisson
GLM, (B) spatial auto-Poisson, (C) spatial Durbin, (D) geographically weighted Poisson regression. For all
spatial models, a neighborhood cutoff value of 800px (approximately 34mm) was used.
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Table A.1: Summary statistics for model coefficients for RAC counts as a function of contact area (with a
bin percentage offset) for the subset database of 130 shoes using geographically weighted Poisson regression
(GWPR).





2.598 0.8778 2.479 1.154 4.272
Contact
(β1)
1.4E-04 1.2E-04 1.4E-04 -7.2E-05 3.7E-04
Log(Bin)
(β2)





2.480 0.7425 2.418 1.469 3.977
Contact
(β1)
1.5E-04 1.0E-04 1.5E-04 -3.8E-05 3.2E-04
Log(Bin)
(β2)





2.296 0.5180 2.200 1.672 3.649
Contact
(β1)
1.8E-04 7.5E-05 1.8E-04 1.2E-05 2.9E-04
Log(Bin)
(β2)
0.8265 0.3903 0.6844 0.3571 1.972
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Table A.2: Summary statistics for model coefficients for RAC counts as a function of contact-localized wear
(with a bin percentage offset) for the subset database of 130 shoes using geographically weighted Poisson
regression (GWPR).





2.602 0.8865 2.521 0.1206 4.274
Light
(β1)
-8.1E-05 2.6E-04 -6.6E-05 -7.0E-04 4.8E-04
Moderate
(β2)
1.9E-04 1.0E-04 1.9E-04 -2.0E-05 5.1E-04
High
(β3)
1.3E-05 2.6E-04 -3.0E-05 -6.0E-04 9.7E-04
Log(Bin)
(β4)





2.510 0.7499 2.321 1.559 3.940
Light
(β1)
-7.3E-05 2.3E-04 -6.8E-05 -4.3E-04 3.0E-04
Moderate
(β2)
2.0E-04 7.7E-05 2.1E-04 4.6E-05 3.2E-04
High
(β3)
4.8E-06 1.3E-04 -1.9E-05 -2.8E-04 3.1E-04
Log(Bin)
(β4)





2.422 0.5591 1.967 1.824 3.702
Light
(β1)
-8.9E-05 1.6E-04 -4.5E-05 -4.2E-04 3.0E-04
Moderate
(β2)
2.3E-04 5.8E-05 2.4E-04 8.6E-05 3.0E-04
High
(β3)
-9.1E-06 7.6E-05 -2.1E-05 -1.7E-04 1.3E-04
Log(Bin)
(β4)
0.9821 0.4165 0.8351 0.5203 2.100
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Figure A.4: Pearson residuals (color) of RAC counts as a function of contact area (with a bin percentage
offset) obtained from four different models and the subset database of 130 shoes: (A) non-spatial Poisson
GLM, (B) spatial auto-Poisson, (C) spatial Durbin, (D) geographically weighted Poisson regression. For all
spatial models, a neighborhood cutoff value of 400px (approximately 17mm) was used.
Figure A.5: Pearson residuals (color) of RAC counts as a function of contact area (with a bin percentage
offset) obtained from four different models and the subset database of 130 shoes: (A) non-spatial Poisson
GLM, (B) spatial auto-Poisson, (C) spatial Durbin, (D) geographically weighted Poisson regression. For all
spatial models, a neighborhood cutoff value of 1200px (approximately 51mm) was used.
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Figure A.6: Pearson residuals (color) of RAC counts as a function of contact-localized wear (with a bin
percentage offset) obtained from four different models and the subset database of 130 shoes: (A) non-spatial
Poisson GLM, (B) spatial auto-Poisson, (C) spatial Durbin, (D) geographically weighted Poisson regression.
For all spatial models, a neighborhood cutoff value of 400px (approximately 17mm) was used.
Figure A.7: Pearson residuals (color) of RAC counts as a function of contact-localized wear (with a bin
percentage offset) obtained from four different models and the subset database of 130 shoes: (A) non-spatial
Poisson GLM, (B) spatial auto-Poisson, (C) spatial Durbin, (D) geographically weighted Poisson regression.
For all spatial models, a neighborhood cutoff value of 800px (approximately 34mm) was used.
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Figure A.8: Pearson residuals (color) of RAC counts as a function of contact-localized wear (with a bin
percentage offset) obtained from four different models and the subset database of 130 shoes: (A) non-spatial
Poisson GLM, (B) spatial auto-Poisson, (C) spatial Durbin, (D) geographically weighted Poisson regression.
For all spatial models, a neighborhood cutoff value of 1200px (approximately 51mm) was used.
Figure A.9: Spatial correlation detected (red: positive, blue: negative, gray: none) and associated Pearson
residuals (size) of RAC counts predicted as a function of contact area (with a bin percentage offset) for the
subset database of 130 shoes. For all spatial models, a neighborhood cutoff value of 400px (approximately
17mm) was used.
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Figure A.10: Spatial correlation detected (red: positive, blue: negative, gray: none) and associated Pearson
residuals (size) of RAC counts predicted as a function of contact area (with a bin percentage offset) for the
subset database of 130 shoes. For all spatial models, a neighborhood cutoff value of 800px (approximately
34mm) was used.
Figure A.11: Spatial correlation detected (red: positive, blue: negative, gray: none) and associated Pearson
residuals (size) of RAC counts predicted as a function of contact area (with a bin percentage offset) for the
subset database of 130 shoes. For all spatial models, a neighborhood cutoff value of 1,200px (approximately
51mm) was used.
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Figure A.12: Spatial correlation detected (red: positive, blue: negative, gray: none) and associated Pearson
residuals (size) of RAC counts predicted as a function of contact-localized wear (with a bin percentage
offset) for the subset database of 130 shoes. For all spatial models, a neighborhood cutoff value of 400px
(approximately 17mm) was used.
Figure A.13: Spatial correlation detected (red: positive, blue: negative, gray: none) and associated Pearson
residuals (size) of RAC counts predicted as a function of contact-localized wear (with a bin percentage
offset) for the subset database of 130 shoes. For all spatial models, a neighborhood cutoff value of 800px
(approximately 34mm) was used.
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Figure A.14: Spatial correlation detected (red: positive, blue: negative, gray: none) and associated Pearson
residuals (size) of RAC counts predicted as a function of contact-localized (with a bin percentage offset) for
the subset database of 130 shoes. For all spatial models, a neighborhood cutoff value of 1,200px (approxi-
mately 51mm) was used.
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6. Final Remarks
The primary objective of this research was to characterize two factors (chance association and
spatial distributions) that underpin weight of evidence assignments for randomly acquired
characteristics.
6.1 Observations and Future Directions
6.1.1 Chance Association of RACs
Using a large-scale database of 72,306 accidentals, identified on 1,300 outsoles, chance asso-
ciation was ascertained through a combination of empirical computation, visual observation,
and statistical modeling across 987 locations on a standardized heatmap outsole. Results
indicate that conservative estimates for median chance associations (based upon the upper
95% credible interval) ranged from 1 in 291,111 for compact features to 1 in 880,774 for
variable features, with linear features exhibiting an estimated probability of 1 in 444,126.
These probabilities were computed as the intersection of positional co-occurrence and visual
indistiguishability within a 5mm × 5mm cell. Specifically considering indistinguishability,
this value consisted of a combination of empirical and theoretical estimates. Namely, 91,607
visual comparisons were performed in duplicate to determine the number of confused fea-
tures. These observations were then used to build a logistic regression model that was
utilized to predict the probability of confusion for all remaining RAC pairs, as a function of
feature similarity. In doing so, the differentiability of RACs was limited to area of overlap,
thus constituting a relatively low-level model. Additional research effort is currently being
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invested to incorporate additional explanatory factors, including feature complexity, which
may expand or improve upon the existing model.
In addition, although the resulting probabilities of stochastic association indicate that
individual RACs are moderately to highly discriminating, these values represent a scenario
involving two randomly selected and unrelated shoes from a given collection. While this
question addresses the baseline discriminating potential of accidentals and their utility for
comparison, random match probability is generally the question of greater interest for source
attribution determinations and reporting. In other words, the relevant probability for the
trier of fact becomes the chance that an observed association would exist between a ques-
tioned impression and any other non-suspect shoe. In an effort to provide further support
to the foundational validity of footwear evidence, additional research is being conducted to
quantify this random match probability using the same large-scale database of RACs.
6.1.2 Spatial Distribution of RACs
As part of this research, the spatial distribution of accidentals was evaluated with respect
to two outsole-related factors that were expected to impact the locations and frequencies of
features. First, tread design was incorporated into synthetic RAC realizations, representing
Poisson null and clustered and dispersed alternative distributions, used to facilitate evalua-
tion of adherence to spatial randomness. Results indicated that traditional tests of complete
spatial randomness were under-powered for the assessment of footwear data, likely owing
to the inherent non-uniformity of the study space (i.e., RACs cannot develop on any area
within the perimeter of the outsole). However, when feature position is simulated based
on a homogeneous Poisson process modified by contact area, synthetic models agreed with
empirical data across 64% of the standardized shoe, on average. Although these results were
promising and indicated that the majority of all locations were well predicted by contact
alone, specific regions in the ball of the toe, arch, and edge of the heel were not adequately
described. Therefore, in an effort to better assess RAC distributions as a function of contact-
area, regression modeling was implemented. These techniques allowed for an investigation of
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additional exogenous and endogenous spatial effects that might better inform RAC frequency
in the remaining, poorly modeled 36% of the outsole. Overall, this analysis revealed that
incorporation of spatial correlations between both neighboring responses (feature counts)
and predictors (average contact) improved prediction performance by 67% under optimal
circumstances, and described RAC counts across 87% of the outsole.
Given the success associated with informing frequency as a function of contact area, it
was then hypothesized that degree of wear may be able to further improve predictions for
the areas still exhibiting residual correlation. Thus, a proof of concept study was conducted
to assess the impact of contact-localized wear, an intersection of contact and use, as a pre-
dictor for RAC counts in the regression models. Compared to contact area, which described
approximately 91% of outsole locations in the proof of concept database, contact-localized
wear described nearly 96% of the standardized shoe. Based upon these promising results,
this work should be expanded to include the entire database of 1,300 outsoles to verify that
observations and conclusions are maintained when including more variation in tread design,
regions of wear, and number of identified features.
Likewise, additional research effort could be expended in an effort to further minimize
residual spatial association, and several potential areas of inquiry could be investigated.
First, the descriptions of wear used in the proof of concept study were reduced to three cate-
gories (light, moderate, and high). While this process undoubtedly improved consistency in
classification, it likewise removed potentially important nuances (e.g., high wear region that
resulted in a hole versus a high wear region that caused complete balding). It is recommended
that future work consider inclusion of sub-categories to account for some of these inherent
variations, but that could also be easily collapsed into this three-level system to allow for
inter-comparison. In addition, alternative methods for describing local regions of wear can
be explored. Given the interest in more objective/automated methods in pattern disciplines
of forensic science, image processing techniques for quantitatively assigning degrees of wear,
such as texture metrics or longitudinal wear-studies to characterize wear appearance, may be
worth investigation. Lastly, future work may benefit from model expansion, to include addi-
tional predictors (such as outsole material or the presence of Schallamach patterns) as well
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as additional neighborhood sizes. It should be acknowledged, however, that any performance
improvements as a result of the aforementioned work will likely be relatively incremental,
considering that more than 90% (and as high as 95.5%) of outsole locations are adequately
predicted using the current models.
Additionally, although the empirical RAC distributions were reliably characterized by the
spatial regression modeling techniques utilized in this work, these results need to be expanded
in order to be practically incorporated into weight of evidence assessments downstream. In
other words, the frequency of features as a function of position is only one part of RAC
rarity, which ultimately underpins the value of an observed association. The results of this
study indicated that RAC counts varied across space, and hence did not exhibit a uniform
point intensity. Thus, the first extension of this work should update modeling of accidental
counts to modeling of a 2-dimensional probability density function, wherein the value at each
location becomes the probability of encountering a feature given the underlying contact-
localized degree of wear and any necessary spatial correlations (depending on neighborhood
size of interest). Subsequently, additional factors should be incorporated into these models
and probability estimates, including feature geometry (shape, size, orientation, etc.) and
even propensity for visual indistinguishability, in order to examine if/how these vary across
space as well. In other words, it is necessary to determine whether each of these factors
likewise exhibits spatial variation, similar to what was observed for RAC counts, in order to
properly inform evidentiary value.
Furthermore, it should be acknowledged that these types of studies/observations are use-
ful for both qualitative (current practice) and quantitative (future consideration) assessments
of weight of evidence. However, in accordance with the desire for forensic pattern disciplines
to incorporate more quantitative and objective metrics as part of their examinations, the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has commenced a project to develop
an “end-to-end” system for the analysis of footwear evidence [21]. The major long-term goal
of this project is to develop a semi-automated approach that allows for simultaneous consid-
eration of the quantitative weight of various observations made throughout an examination.
Therefore, in order to properly inform each phase of the analysis procedure within the system
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(and as conducted by examiners), additional research is required.
6.2 Addressing Remaining Research Needs
While this study specifically evaluated two of the major factors that inform weight of ev-
idence determinations of accidentals, thereby addressing fundamental research needs sup-
porting foundational validity, there still remain additional areas of necessary inquiry that
must be acknowledged. Moreover, additional features, other than just RACs, must also be
incorporated in order to properly ascribe evidentiary value for forensic footwear compar-
isons. Accordingly, potential topics of research investigation that would allow for a more
comprehensive evaluation of weight of evidence include:
• Estimates of population frequency statistics for class characteristics should be gath-
ered. In order to ascertain the value of a crime scene impression, it is necessary to
understand the rarity of the manufacturing features, including make, model, and size.
However, determination of such frequencies is extremely complex owing to the lack of
manufacturing, distribution, and sales information. Existence of counterfeit outsoles
likewise complicates this problem. Furthermore, there is currently no way to track
how long shoes remain in the population of relevant sources before being discarded or
destroyed.
• Characterization of the discriminating potential of general wear should be conducted.
Given that wear is a necessary feature used in comparisons and determination of con-
clusions according to SWGTREAD [5,22], it is imperative to understand the evidential
value of observed similarities or discrepancies in wear. Research should specifically fo-
cus on a qualitative and quantitative determination of rarity considering the degree,
location, size, and orientation of wear patterns.
• Assessment of the evidental value of Schallamach patterns, and other features that
could be considered specific wear, should likewise be undertaken. Currently, the
SWGTREAD conclusion scale [22] permits decisions of high degree of association with
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observed similarity in specific wear, and potentially lacking patent randomly acquired
characteristics. As such, additional inquiry should be invested to provide empirical
support for this decision criteria and assigning proper weight to these associations.
• Investigation of the persistence of features should subsequently be conducted. After
determining the value of footwear characteristics used in comparisons, it becomes im-
portant to understand how they change with additional use. Moreover, since there is
often a lapse in time between the commission of the crime and the recovery of suspect
shoes, it is important to determine, and ideally predict, how increased wear impacts
the number and appearance of expected class, wear, and randomly acquired features.
• Determination of weight of evidence when considering crime scene impressions should
also be pursued. Preliminary research outcomes informing foundational validity of
footwear evidence comparisons are generally conducted using exemplar imagery, with
some studies including artificial degradations or relatively high-quality crime-scene like
prints. While these studies characterize the underlying phenomenology, the results are
less directly applicable to casework that would be presented in a trial. To allow for a
more reliable estimate of value, similar studies must be conducted using evidence-type
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